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Choosing the Form of Business Enterprise
Three Types of Business Vehicles (Basics)/Business Arrangements
Objectives: To illustrate the three primary business vehicles and the differences between them; the advantages and disadvantages of
each
When advising a client of the business vehicle that they should use, consider the following factors:
- How the vehicle is created
- The risk of loss associated with the business vehicle
- Power/control: who has the decision making power?
- Who participates in the profit/distribution of assets
- What happens on dissolution
Things to keep in mind
- Must consider bylaws on opening a business (business licenses, etc.)
- Have to determine whether the proposed location has the proper zoning
- Condominium bylaws, etc.
- Have to consider the nature of the client’s work: real estate (provincial legislation); interprovincial trucking (federal license)
————————————————————————————————————
Sole Proprietorships: a scenario where a natural person (as opposed to the “artificial” corporate “person”) carries on a business
Here, there is no separation between the sole proprietorship and proprietor: all the benefits, risks, and losses go to the proprietor:
“business obligations are also personal obligations”
Creation: Easy and inexpensive, with very few formalities. Good for a smaller business
- Registration: Formality going to registration of the business name
- Partnership Act s. 110 (p 19): If you’re in one of the businesses listed, and are not associated in partnership, and use a name
other than your own for the business, you must register
- Legislation includes trading (buying and selling goods), manufacturing, contracting (contractor services, not simply entering
into a contract), or mining.
- Purpose of registering as a sole proprietorship in the proprietor’s name is that if you’re not trading under your own name, people
won’t know who you are: they cannot hold you liable for conflicts, etc.
- S. 112: If you should have registered, but you haven’t, you’re guilty of an offence, and you’re liable to a $500 fine
- S. 113(b): Applications for actions or orders may be stayed due to a s. 110 violation (if the application to stay the action is brought
by opposing counsel)
- Why is there a provision governing sole proprietorship registration in the Partnership Act? Who knows
Risk of Loss: High - Person in a sole proprietorship faces personal unlimited liability: the sole proprietor stands to lose everything
- If the sole proprietor defaults on an obligation, the creditor can claim all of the assets of the sole proprietor
- Sole proprietors also hold personal liability for torts and vicarious liability for torts of employees
Power/Control: Single person - very straightforward
Participation in Profits: Owner’s discretion, since they are the sole proprietor
Dissolution: Owner has the power to determine the duration of the business, and will terminate it at will
- If they decide to dissolve the business, they must square up with creditors, etc.
- P/Ship S. 111: You can file a notice that you have dissolved the business
- Also dissolves if the sole proprietor dies: not the case in corporations
- Sole proprietor may be able to get good insurance protection
————————————————————————————————————
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Partnerships: the relationship that subsists between persons carrying on a business in common with a view to profit. Don’t have to
have profit necessarily, but that is the goal.
Three types of partnerships: Ordinary partnership, limited liability partnership, limited partnerships (NOT LLPs)
- In limited partnerships, the general partner has unlimited liability, and the limited partner has liability limited to the amount of
investment, subject to s. 64 of the P/Ship Act. Ex of limited partnerships are often found in the oil and gas industry
Agency and fiduciary law are very important to partnerships
- Agency (per Bowstead and Reynolds on Agency): "The fiduciary relationship which exists between persons, one of whom expressly
or impliedly consents that the other should act on his behalf so as to affect his relations with third parties, and the other of whom
similarly consents so to act or so acts. The one on whose behalf the act or acts are to be done is called the PRINCIPAL. The one
who is to act is called the AGENT [can effect legal relationships on behalf of the principle]. Any person other than the principal and
the agent may be referred to as a third party.”
- Partners in the ordinary partnerships are agents of the firm and the other partners, for the purposes of the partnership
Risk of Loss
- Partners owe each other a fiduciary duty: they are subject to good faith
- A partnership is not a distinct legal entity: the same consequences of liability as a sole proprietorship flow, but they are magnified
- You are personally responsible for your own wrongs, but so are your partners: shared liability
- Ex) Lawyer provides negligent advice. All of the partners are liable for the client’s loss
Liability under the Partnership Act:
- S. 11(2): Partners have joint liability for all debts
- Refers to a shared liability: each partner is liable to the full extent for the issue in question
- Ex) Firm fails to pay a loan. Each partner is liable in full for that loan. This means that the plaintiff can sue the wealthiest
partner for 100%
- S. 15: Partners have joint and several liability
- Several liability is the distinct individual liability of two or more persons to one plaintiff: court apportions it according to fault
- Whether or not the liability is joint or several depends on the legislation: does it say one way or the other? (P 339, bottom of first
column)
- But, whether or not you have joint liability, or joint and several liability, it is functionally the same: there’s still joint liability
- Indemnification: a partner who pays 100% of the judgment can seek indemnity (reimbursement) from the other partners
- How this will proceed depends on the partnership
- S. 106 and s. 115 (p 18 - 19) - provision and consequence
Power/Control: the Partnership Act presumes that all partners are equal, unless changed by agreement
- Ex) Law firms - power of control for articling student is much lower than managing partner
Participation in Profits: default rule is equality, unless there is an express or implied agreement to the contrary
- Most of the time, it’s unequal
Dissolution: s. 116 outlines what happens when there is dissolution
- Unless the partnership agreement provides otherwise, partnerships dissolve on death, bankruptcy of the partner
How do we determine the existence of a partnership?
Ex) X enters into a contract for lease of a photocopier used in their business. X fails to pay under the lease. Other party sues, and also
determines that X has a partner, Y. As a result, we can establish liability on Y for the photocopier, regardless of if she knew about it.
- If there is a partnership, all the partners are jointly liable
- Within reason, the more people you can sue, the more likely you will be able to satisfy the judgment
Test for Partnership:
- “Partnership" means the relationship that subsists between persons carrying on a business in common with a view to profit.
- But, per P/Ship Act s. 4: there are exceptions to creating a partnership
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- Joint tenancy, tenancy in common, co-ownership, the sharing of gross returns (revenue) will not create partnerships in themselves
- But, the receipt of a person of a share of the profits of a business is proof of a partnership, unless there is evidence to the contrary
- The idea of sharing profit means that everyone will be concerned about how the business is managed in a way that they will
not be with gross returns: GR do not affect the bottom line in the same way

Volzke Construction Ltd v Westlock Foods Ltd (1986, ABCA)
Facts: Westlock Shopping Centre is co-owned by Bonel Properties Ltd. (80% ownership) and Westlock Foods Ltd. (20% ownership).
Dave Shefsky (deceased) was the main shareholder in Westlock Foods Ltd.
- P is general contractor who did work on WSC. It has not been paid its final account of approx $77k. P alleges that the owners of
WSC are partners. This would mean he can pursue them both separately.
- Trial judge said they aren’t partners, because they weren’t exercising proper levels of control
Issue: Are the owners partners, or co-owners? If Westlock Foods Ltd. is a partner, it has joint liability on the plaintiff's bill.
Decision: They are partners. They are carrying on a business together with view for profit, and thus both have liability.
- Court says that it is significant that the parties spoke each other as partners. You can do this and be wrong, but usually it is a sign of
partnership. Additionally, both of the corporations who owned WSC had a shared bank account
- Owner of WF passes away, and wife takes over: she would make recommendations for tenants for BP, and WF would negotiate
leases
- Both parties signed the same debenture: corporate IOU
- Both parties gave a mortgage over the shopping centre
- The parties were going to share profits and costs on a basis reflecting their ownership basis
- Re: trial judge: There’s nothing in the Act that asks for control: the trial judge was trying to enforce something that wasn’t there. You
can be a silent partner in a partnership. What matters is the intention.
- If it looks like a duck, and it quacks like a duck, it’s a partnership
- *If in law there is a partnership, the parties can’t affect that: you can’t just say “this isn’t a partnership” and have it be binding, just
like the fact that partnerships can’t make provisions to bind third parties
————————————————————————————————————
Corporations: a distinct legal entity
Operates on four basic principles
- Corporate personality: idea that a corporation’s behaviour to be legally analyzed by analogy to that of human
- Managerial power: daily operation of a corp business be done by a relatively independent managerial group
- Majority rule: corp decisions made by democratic process by those constitutionally enfranchised on an issue
- Majority protection: restrain the majority in certain instances to avoid injury to minority members
Risk of loss
- Shareholders have liability limited to their stake
- For a corporation, only the corporate assets can be taken because the corporation, a separate legal entity, is the debtor: unless there
is a contract of guarantee, because it means that the signer guarantees for the corporation. Shareholders can sign a guarantee and
thus be liable, but they are liable as guarantors, not shareholders
- Also vicarious liability: the employer can have vicarious liability for the actions of the employee
Business corporations can be created either provincially or federally pursuant to statute
- ABCA is the provincial legislation - if you follow the rules, you’ll end up with a corporation
- CBCA is federal
Professional corporation
- Contemplated under the ABCA and the Legal Professions Act
- Certain professionals are permitted to create a “professional corporation”
- The LPA says that practicing law directly or through a PC does not affect your liability to the client - you still have the same liability,
regardless of the fact that you’re working for a corporation
Unlimited Liability Corporations (under the ABCA)
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- This means that the shareholders have unlimited liability. Why would you do this? Tax purposes
————————————————————————————————————
Business Arrangements
The Franchise
- A contractual arrangement between a manufacturer, wholesaler, or service organization (franchisor) and an independent business
(franchisee)
- Franchisee could use sole proprietorship, corporation (typically what you would use) as the corporate vehicle to run their business
Joint Venture
- An association of business entities that unite for the purpose of carrying on a business venture
Strategic Alliance
- A cooperative arrangement among businesses that may involve joint research, technology sharing, or joint use of production
Distributorship or Dealership
- Very similar to a franchise
Sales Agency
- Usually an arrangement whereby a manufacturer or distributor contracts with an agent to sell goods or services supplied by the
manufacturer on a principal/agent basis
Product Licensing

The Agency Relationship
Partnerships can bind themselves via the agency relationship:

- Actual authority: the authority that the agent actually has can bind the principle
- “A legal relationship between a principal and agent created by a consensual agreement to which they alone are parties.”
- Written or oral authority that is expressly given to an agent, as well as those powers that we can infer an agent as having
- Whether or not it is express or implied, it is still actual: think about express vs. implied terms in a contract
- Express authority: authority which the principal has expressly given the agent by the terms of their oral or written agreement
- Implied authority: authority that an agent in a particular position normally, usually or customarily possesses
- Usual authority: what is usual in the trade, profession or business for the purpose of carrying out the authority
- Apparent authority: authority that “apparently” exists due to the conduct of the parties, can also bind a principle
- Representation by the principal to a third party/the world that “this is my agent”, leading to the third party/the world believing the
agent has authority

- Idea of customary authority is often considered as something more implied
- Ex) Agent can enter into contracts up to 20k. Say the agent enters into a contract for 25k. There’s no actual, but is there
-

apparent? By letting the agent act in the marketplace and not advising 3rd parties of the limit on authority, the principle has given
the appearance that there is authority. Thus, there is apparent authority
It doesn’t matter which is which: as long as there is authority of an agent, we don’t care whether it’s actual or apparent/ostensible
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- If you can show either, you’ll get the same result and bind the principal
McDonic Estate v Hetherington (Litigation Guardian of) (1997, ONCA)
Re: The liability of partners of a law firm for the misconduct of one of their partners based on the agency relationship
Facts: P retained lawyer from firm D. Lawyer made various investments for P, some of which were really sketchy/under-secured. P
sues entire firm for lawyer’s negligence. Partners succeeded with defence at trial.
- Rogue partner committing a wrongful act against an innocent third party - classic scenario
- Even though this is a law firm, Watt is providing investment advice, and it appears that others in the firm are as well
- Watt gives bad investment advice. Through his misconduct (lending money out unsecured), Ps have lost all their money.
- Didn’t inform them, get their advice, etc.
- Ps sue Watt and his partners, claiming negligence, breach of fiduciary duty
- 2 innocent parties: partners and clients
- Trial judge said that he was acting out of the ordinary course of business: no actual authority; the other partners thus had no idea: no
apparent authority
Issue: Are the partners liable for the clients’ loss based on actual or apparent authority?
Decision: Interpretation of the Partnerships Act leads to a “no”.
- Lawyer was not acting under the express authority of his partners, as they didn’t know about the transactions. But, the funds were
deposited into the common account for the firm - implied. But, implied authority is dealt with by the PShip Act: if a partner acts
improperly, the implied authority is gone (s. 11)
Actual (express and implied) authority
- Here, the lawyer could not be said to have acted outside of the usual course of business: he acted within it, just very badly
- If this is not the case, then the partners can still be found liable based on apparent authority
- This firm clearly gives legal advice and investment advice: clearly, he acted within the bounds of this firm, regardless of whether or
not it was in the bounds of a “usual” law firm
- This is how you get into the liability in the s. 13 equivalent provision
- The transactions appeared on the books of the firm, not Watt personally: very indicative of it being within the usual course of
action of the firm
- All of this partners were doing this (although not misappropriating)
- Would it work to say “our ordinary course of business is to do it right”: no - this will be an answer in basically every single case floodgate issue
Apparent authority
- Equivalent to s. 14
- Look at whether the person dealing with the party would reasonably believe that the person had authority
- There has to be a representation - the trial judge said that there was no representation as the other parties were unaware
- In order to have implied authority, there had to be a representation by the other party that Watt had authority: but, doesn’t this just
mean he’d have actual authority?
- P 25: everything that holds Watt out as having apparent authority was in place
- Any reasonable person in the P’s position would have no doubt that they were dealing with Watt as a member of the firm: thus, there
is liability on the partnership under s. 14
Tests:
- Per court, EXPRESS [actual] authority flows from the authorization of the other partners; IMPLIED [actual] authority flows from acts
done in the ordinary course of the business of the firm.
- Per court, APPARENT authority flows from a consideration of whether a person dealing with the partner would reasonably regard the
partner as acting on behalf of the partnership. [Put another way, have the other Ps clothed Watts with the apparent authority to do
what he did?]
- There’s nothing wrong with what the CA has said here. But, we have to ask what representation the partners made to the outside
world re: Watt’s power
Relevant Pship Provisions
Liability of firm for wrongs: 13 When, by a wrongful act or omission of a partner acting in the ordinary course of the business of the firm
or with the authority of the partner’s co-partners, loss or injury is caused to a person not being a partner in the firm, or a penalty is
incurred, the firm is liable for it to the same extent as the partner so acting or omitting to act. [Note: This provision is the equiv. of s. 11
on the OPA referred to in McDonic]
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Misapplication of money: 14 The firm is liable to make good any loss when (a) one partner acting within the scope of the partner’s
apparent authority receives the money or property of a third person and misapplies it, or (b) a firm in the course of its business
receives money or property of a third person, and the money or property so received is misapplied by one or more of the partners while
it is in the custody of the firm. [Note: This provision is the equiv. of s. 12 on the OPA referred to in McDonic]
For s. 12 analysis, see below
Loss Prevention Bulletin: Am I My Partner’s Keeper?
- A firm should have detailed policies about personal business dealings with clients, addressing the many risks and high standards of
conduct involved
- You are your partner’s keeper: you should know what they’re doing!

Alternatives to Partnerships: LLPs and LPs
Limited Liability Partnerships (LLPs): partners in LLPs enjoy a measure of limited liability in certain circumstances, instead of
unlimited personal liability. Began with accountants in multi-national firms
- LLPs attempt to balance the interests of claimants with the interest of innocent professional partners
- An ordinary partner in an ordinary partnership has joint liability for (s. 11), firm wrongs, etc. But, s. 12 gives a “partial shield” for the
innocent, uninvolved partners by allowing claimants to satisfy any judgment or settlement from (see page 15 of materials):
- The assets and insurance of the firm
- The assets of partners who have personal involvement, direct supervision, or knowledge in connection with the negligent act
Individual partners thus bear full responsibility for their own negligence or wrongful acts, for negligence of those under their supervision,
and for failing to act when they know of another’s negligence or wrongful act
- Partners uninvolved are not liable, except to the extent of their interest in partnership property
Caveats:
- Not every kind of partnership can operate as an LLP
- Act lists who can practice as an LLP
S. 12 as applied to McDonic Estate
- If the firm in this case were an LLP, McDonic’s partners probably wouldn’t have been found liable. But, it’s not likely they would have
been able to become an LLP in the first place: you can’t have an LLP for investment advice, as that is not a recognized profession in
the legislation
- Thus, the law firm could operate by LLP, but they would only get the s. 12 shield if the negligence goes to the practice of law, not
the investment practice
- Good exam trick probably - even if the firm was an LLP, the outcome may still be the same re: innocent partner liability
Limited Partnerships (LPs): hybrid between a partnership and a corporation. But, it is not an LLP!
- Comprised of a general partner, and limited partners
- General partner: has full liability for all of the obligations and debts of the limited partnership (very similar to an ordinary
partnership)
- Limited partners only stand to lose what they invested in the business: they are like shareholders in a corporation, who stand to
lose their investment
- Strict compliance with the Pship Act is required: if you don’t take the steps to create a limited partnership, then you have an ordinary
partnership, and lose the protections
Pship Act, s. 64: Limited partner does not become liable unless they take part in control of the business
- If you act like a general partner, we will treat you as such
- Not clear where the line is: safest thing to say is that limited partners should just stay away from anything related to running the firm
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A Backgrounder to Corporations
General
Objectives: To illustrate…
- How the corporate constitution is used to generally regulate and determine corporate conduct and purpose
- The interests of corporate stakeholders
- The various methods of incorporation that are currently used in Canadian jurisdictions
————————————————————————————————————

Salomon v Salomon & Co Ltd (1897, HL)
Facts: Aron Salomon (the individual) incorporated his sole proprietorship (Salomon Ltd.) and, on a related front, sold the assets of his
sole proprietorship to the newly created company. Salomon Ltd. purchased the sole proprietorship assets for 39,000 pounds. Salomon
Ltd. paid this amount owed to Aron the individual by: issuing 20,000 shares with a par value of one pound each; issuing a debenture (a
legal I.O.U.) in the amount of 10,000 pounds. [Note: a debenture is a document that evidences a debt and in this case provided for a
floating charge.] providing a few other benefits.
- At the time, you needed 7 shareholders to incorporate under the legislation. Fortunately, Aron had the exact amount of people in his
family that he needed to incorporate. Practically speaking, this a one person company
- The purchase price of 39k was compensated via about 1000 pounds cash, a 10 000 pound [floating] debenture from Salomon Ltd,
and about half the nominal capital in the company (approx 2000 shares)
- Thus, he is a highly protected creditor of his own company: he has lent money to his company, and unsecured creditors would
only have a claim after he is paid out
- Soon thereafter, Salomon Ltd. started to experience financial reversals due to a depression in the boot and shoe trade. To help
Salomon Ltd., Aron lent money to the company. He also got his debentures cancelled and reissued to Mr. Broderip [who becomes a
creditor] as security for a 5000 pound loan to Aron the proceeds of which Aron gave to the company. When Salmon Ltd. failed to
make a required interest payment to Mr. Broderip under the debenture, Broderip had a receiver appointed to force the sale of
corporate assets. Company is now in liquidation.
- Claims filed with the liquidator are: Broderip on the debenture; Aron on the balance of what was left on the debenture once
Broderip was paid out; and unsecured creditors
- The liquidator then brought a counterclaim, naming Aron as a defendant. HL summarizes, saying that the liquidator: disputed the
validity of the debentures on the ground of fraud. On the same ground he claimed rescission of the agreement for the transfer of the
business, cancellation of the debentures, and repayment by Mr. Salomon of the balance of the purchase money….
- Trial judge says that this was an agency relationship (company was the agent for Aron). Thus, Aron is liable as the principal
Issue: Two key questions: Is Aron personally liable for the debts of Salomon Ltd.? Is Aron a legitimate creditor of Salomon Ltd.?
Limited liability provided for by the Companies Act, 1862.
- Up until 1855, a company was really a partnership, whereby shareholders had unlimited liability. After 1855, shareholders had limited
liability. 1862 was a more detailed version of the 1855 legislation, and kept the basic idea.
- At the time of this decision, it was a question of whether or not small companies could incorporate in the Companies Act
- This was an issue because the gov’t wasn’t very clear in the legislation: people just had an “impression” that it was to regulate
larger partnerships
Decision: The House of Lords responded to at least 4 somewhat related arguments as to why Aron was personally liable:
1. Salomon Ltd. has not been properly constituted under the Act: If a corporation hasn’t been created, then there won’t be corporate
debts
- Argument: Even though the Act requires 7 shareholders, and we have 7, we don’t have a legitimate company, because Aron is the
only “real” shareholder: he should have personal liability
- HL says that this doesn’t matter: the shareholders don’t have to be independent or anything. The Ps are adding requirements to
the Act that aren’t actually there at all
- Whether a company exists depends on whether the requirements have been met, that’s it. Keep in mind what the Act actually
says
2. The formation of Salomon Ltd. was a “mere scheme” to enable Aron to carry on business in the name of the corp;
- This can be good or bad depending on the tone you use
- CA says that this was improper, and Aron should be liable: he was acting contrary to the “true meaning” of the Act. HL disagrees
- The whole point of a corporation is to limit liability: it would be weird to say that you couldn’t incorporate your sole
proprietorship to enjoy these benefits
3. Salomon Ltd. was Aron’s agent (p 30, bottom);
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- Counsel for the liquidator means that Aron the individual is the principal, and he has created Aron Ltd, the corporation and agent.
The agent has taken on responsibility, which the principal is liable for

- HL does not buy this at all. If the company doesn’t exist, how can it be an agent? This contradicts the other arguments presented
- The corporation is carrying on business as itself, not as an agent. Thus, it is taking on its own liabilities for its own obligations.
4. Aron defrauded the company.
- Basically, Ps are arguing that Aron was fraudulent, although don’t say anything about why. Aron charged too much, etc. - idea that
there’s some kind of fraud
- Assuming that there is a fraud, who is it against?
- The shareholders? No, the other shareholders knew the transaction, purchase price, etc. and they agreed to it - how can this be a
fraud?
- The company? There were no objections to the purchase, etc.
- Second last para, p 31
- Other creditors? They can go down to the registry and find out everything about this corporation - therefore, it becomes difficult to
say that they didn’t understand what was going on
- P 34L, last para
- You can’t take advantage of publicly filed documents and complain later
- In the end, the court says that the importance of incorporating is to give yourself limited liability as a shareholder; there’s nothing
wrong with Aron lending to his own company
- S 16 of the ABCA basically codifies the decision in this case: corporation is a “natural person”
Note: Debentures
A debenture is a corporate IOU. Historically, debentures could be secured (through collateral). They could be either fixed or floating.
- Fixed charge debentures have a specific asset attached. Say the business owns a photocopier. The creditor has a debt owed by
corporation. If corp defaults, the creditor can pick up the photocopier and use the proceeds to pay down the debt.
- Floating charge debentures are a a security interest in the assets of a debtor, but do not have a fixed item attached as security.
Imagine Solomon’s rotational inventory of shoes. New ones are manufactured to take the place of the stock in the stores that gets sold.
When they commit an act of default, a portion of the stock gets clamped down on and seized.

The Corporate Constitution/Corporate Structure
The Corporate Constitution: Rules that govern and regulate the relationship in a corporation
Per McGuinness, the corporate constitution is comprised of “basic charter documents that constitute the fundamental terms of the
corporation concerned”
- Includes the ABCA: the relevant legislation
- Includes the articles of incorporation: documents that contain “only the most basic provisions concerning the corporation: its name,
the structure of its share capital, the place of its registered office, the size of the board of directors, and any restriction on the
business in which it may engage”
- Includes corporate bylaws: rules adopted by a company for the regulation of its own actions and concerns, and the rights and duties
of members among themselves
- Its own set of rules
- Unanimous Shareholder Agreements (USAs) under 146 of the ABCA
- You can also have shareholder resolutions, director resolutions that might influence the outcome of a dispute
- Case law - we are not just concerned about the ABCA, but how it is interpreted
————————————————————————————————————
CORPORATE STRUCTURE
Internal Members of a Corporation:
Corporation itself: separate personality with a perpetual existence
Shareholders: hold shares in a corporation
- Equity claimants that invest for a return
- Claims or rights in terms of voting rights, dividend rights, and rights upon liquidation
- Limited liability: only liable for the amount of investment
- In a large corporation, you don’t do anything as a shareholder to manage the corporation: all you would do is elect the board
Directors: shareholders will vote, and you can’t have a corporation with just one director
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- Appoint officers to manage the corporation
- Make major decisions re: corporate policy and oversee corporate strategy
- Directors have the duty to act in the best interest of the corporation: this does not always overlap with the best interests of the
shareholders
- When there is a conflict, directors have to go in the best interest of the corporation (per SCC)
Officers: manage the corporation
- Head officer: CEO - appointed by and reports to the board
- The board is really at the top
- CEO is responsible for operations, finance, corporate culture, HR, etc.
- Has to hire the right senior executive team, build them and strategize, etc.
- Other officers include president, VP, treasurer, etc.
Employees can also be considered:
- S. 119 ABCA makes directors liable for employee wages in certain circumstances
- But, employees are not usually regarded as a formal part of corporate law: they are governed by employment and labour law
External Members
Creditors: there are provisions to protect them in corporate law regimes, including the ABCA
Members of the public
Government

Creating a Corporation
Corporations can be created via special or general acts of incorporation
Special acts of Incorporation: used by gov’t to create specific corporations like rail, telephone companies, banks, etc.
- If you are suing a special act corporation, you need to read the act to get the rules that go to governing the corporation
General acts of incorporation: basically, used to create corporates that engage in all types of business
- The nature of the business itself is irrelevant to creating a GAC, and almost all business corporations are created this way
- There are a number of general acts in Canada
- CBCA: federal
- ABCA and other provincial acts: provincial, and tend to be comparable across the country - but, there is more than one model
- The Letters Patent Model: applies to business corps in PEI and QB
- Ex) Hudson’s Bay Company was created by Royal Charter in 1670
- Letters patent contains basic info about the company: purpose, ownership structure, etc. Bylaws are contained in a
separate document.
- Memorandum of Association Company: AB followed this model until the creation of the ABCA in 1981
- Here, you incorporate by registering a memorandum of association and articles of association with the registrar of the
appropriate government office
- Memo is a brief document that sets out the constitution, name, share capital, and restrictions of the company
- The articles set out the day to day operating rules
- Articles of Incorporation Company: most common model (AB, ON, SK, NFLD, NB, MB)
- Articles are filed with the appropriate gov’t body, who then issue a certificate of incorporation: serves the same purpose as
the memorandum of association
- Constitutional documents:
- Articles: general matters (name of company, corporate structure)
- By-laws: day to day operating rules/internal governance (are not filed with the corporate registry)
- Statute
- Unanimous shareholder’s agreement (USA): usually found with smaller companies
- BC has a hybrid model between articles and memorandum model
Types of Corporations Under the ABCA
Corporations with 15 or fewer shareholders
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- Not heavily regulated
- S. 150(2): You don’t need to adhere to the rule about soliciting proxies
Corporations with 16 or more shareholders, but with no public shares
- This type of corporation can do things like dispense with the necessity of an auditor, etc.
- Same logic applies: the corporation is small, and people can keep an eye on each other
Public distributing corporations
- Most heavily regulated due to public nature

Canadian Jorex Ltd v 477749 Alberta Ltd (1991, ABCA)
Re: The legislative aspect of corps. Also shows that if you rely on a case from England, and the treatment is different, you have nothing
Facts: Directors of Jorex called a special meeting for Dec. 10, 1991. Purported to cancel the special meeting by notice dated
November 27, 1991. Minority shareholders seem to want to examine the auditor under the CBCA. Minority shareholders in Jorex
(47749 Ltd.) et al apply for an order declaring that notice of cancellation of no force or effect.
- Minority shareholders rely on Smith v Paringa Mines Ltd, an English case that says that directors do not have the residual power to
call off such meetings. In that case, the residual power to manage was given to shareholders, who then delegated to directors.
- Jorex says that the directors obviously have the power per ABCA s. 101(1)
- If the people that were upset with the meeting being cancelled were majority shareholders, they would just go to the board. Since
they aren’t, they need a court order
Issue: Do the directors of a federal corporation have the power to cancel a special meeting called by them in advance of its scheduled
date?
Decision: Yes, they do. Distinction must be made between the power that directors of a corporation enjoy and the manner in which that
power is exercised.
- Under the model of the Canada Business Corps Act, the residual power to manage corporate affairs rests with directors - rejects the
Smith argument. Under the British model, there is no residual power for the directors to manage: this is what the minority
shareholders tried to rely on
- Taking ss. 17 and s. 101(1) of the ABCA together, there’s residual power on the board of directors where the power is not expressly
limited by the bylaws. So, they can cancel using that residual power
- The shareholders have other avenues/remedies for the activities and purposes of the meeting
- A rigid, no cancellations argument would lead to absurd results: the law should not force directors to hold a meeting where the
reason for having it has disappeared
Note: Number of provisions noted by the Court in this decision
Relevant ABCA provisions to say that the directors could cancel if they wanted to:
- s. 132 [AGMs and special meetings]
- s. 168(2) [auditor]
- s. 101(1) [Ds. to manage]: Subject to USA, the directors can do what they want to manage the business - including cancelling
meeting
- s. 17 [by-laws]: It isn’t necessary for a bylaw to be passed in order to give a specific power to the directors: the legislation gives them
the power to manage, and if you don’t like it, you can get a USA to cut it back
Provisions in the ABCA which could assist the disgruntled shareholders: reasons to say the power does not exist:
- s. 142 [meeting requisition]: Seeking to mandate a meeting (call it yourself)
- s. 242 [oppression]: Oppression remedy - basically, based on the principle that there have to be limits on what the majority
shareholders can do (dealt with later in the course)
- s. 143 [meeting called by Ct.]: You can apply to the Court for an order directing the meeting to go ahead
- s. 132 [AGMs and special meetings]/s. 155 [annual financial statements]: The minority’s worst case scenario is that they have to wait
15 months from the last AGM for them to automatically get their meeting
- s. 109 [removal of Ds by ordinary res.]: This is unlikely to be successful - they are the minority shareholders, so why would people let
that happen?
- You can also have a special meeting to attempt to remove them
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- s. 146 [USAs]: Residual power to cancel is with the directors, but this can be taken away by a unanimous shareholders’ agreement
- The idea that a minority shareholder could get a USA is unlikely
- s. 102(5) [bylaw proposal]: Shareholders can get a bylaw in place - but again, it would have to be passed by a majority, and is
therefore unlikely

The Process of Incorporation
General
Objectives: To illustrate…
- That corporations are creatures of statute and have to be incorporated to come into existence
- That ABCA/CBCA contain the rules governing the creation of corporations
- The requirements of a corporate name
- What a corporate constitution is
- How early common law did not recognize pre-incorporation contracts and could hold the person who contracted on behalf of the
person (the promoter) personally liable
- How this common law approach has been altered by s. 15 of the ABCA
————————————————————————————————————
Canada Business Corporations Act Incorporation Kit: Steps to incorporating
- 1. Deciding on how you want to name your corporation
- 2. Completing articles of incorporation
- 3. Establishing the initial registered office address and first board of directors
- 4. Filing the appropriate forms and paying the fee
- 5. Processing your application
Corporations may also need to be registered in the provinces and territories they plan to operate in
- You may also need certain permits (liquor licenses, etc.)
- In AB, you must get a NUANS report to make sure that the name you want for your corporation has not been taken already
(identically named corps are not allowed), prepare articles of incorporation/notice of address/notice of directors, filing fee
Where to Incorporate?
- In the US, the number 1 state of incorporation is Delaware
- In Canada, there is no specific province that people like to incorporate. But, if the client wants to create an unlimited liability
corporation (which is a “tax thing”), they can either incorporate in NS, BC or AB
- So sometimes, it does make a big difference
- Rule of thumb: incorporate provincially within the province the corporation expects to carry on business
- If they want to carry on business in a number of jurisdictions, they need to incorporate federally. Question is what the client needs
Who Does the Incorporating?
- S. 5: one or more persons can incorporate a corporation
- Therefore, power to incorporate is not bound to an individual: a corporation can create a corporation
How Does One Incorporate?
- ABCA S. 7: You have to send to the registrar articles of incorporation, documents required by 12(3) (regulatory documents re:
corporate name), s. 20 (notice of registered office - street address), s. 106 (notice of directors)
- S. 6: Documents that have to be in the articles of incorporation provincially (p 63)
- Name of corporation, restrictions on share structure, directors’ names, etc.
- S. 8: On receipt of the documents… the registrar shall issue a certificate of incorporation
- S. 9: Corporation exists on the date shown in the certificate of incorporation
2 Reasons why you would want to restrict transfer of shares
- Small corporation - shareholders are also managers, directors, etc.
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- Typically, they want to restrict transfer - the shareholders in this type of corporation are kind of like “partners” - if you don’t restrict
the transfer of shares, it effects the company in a very major way

- Important feature of the private issuer - re: provincial securities legislation
- If your corporation fits the definition of a private issuer, the idea is that shares are not really transferable
Since 1999, incorporation docs are filed electronically. An “accredited user” is authorized to access and input data - therefore, it is very
easy to get incorporated
Insurance: depending on the type of business, a client should be advised to retain appropriate insurance coverage for property
damage, third party liability, and business interruption. Life insurance is also useful if there is more than one shareholder: used to fund
purchase of shares of deceased
Consequences of Incorporation:
Client should understand the idea of separate legal personality, and should represent themselves as acting for a corporation. Should
also understand the separate roles of directors, officers, shareholders in the corp.

Unanimous Shareholder Agreements (USAs)
USA: a device whereby small corps get the benefits of incorporation (limited liability) with the benefits of partnership (that the
relationship can be customized)
The idea of a USA is to customize the relationship between shareholders and set up ground rules. Examples include:
- Restricting the directors’ power to manage
- Gives shareholders a right of first refusal (it’s offered to you first) when someone wants to sell their shares
- Establish method of dispute resolution
- S. 109 ABCA: directors can be removed by ordinary resolution
- S. 146 CBCA: more narrow approach to USAs - requires the agreement to concern the powers that the directors have to manage
USAs governed by provisions in ABCA/CBCA. Difference between USA under ABCA and CBCA:
ABCA
- S 146: Broad scope of what a USA can encompass (much broader than CBCA)
- S 146(7): if shareholders take director’s powers, they also take the liabilities that come along with that management power
- S 101(1): subject to the USA, the directors can also manage a corporation
CBCA
- S 146(1): only includes s 146(1)(C) of ABCA
The main difference between a USA and an informal shareholder agreement is legislation: a USA is caught by the legislation, and thus
ranks among bylaws, etc.
- Directors, officers, etc. have to comply with the USA, and a compliance order can be sought via ABCA s. 248
- Idea is similar to specific performance in contract law

Cicco v 609940 Ontario Inc (Trustee of) (1985, ONSC)
Re: USAs
Facts: 609940 Ontario Inc., carrying on business as Five Star Auto. Two shareholders. Mr. Cicco owns 50% of the shares, is a director.
Mr. Bertucci, owns 50% of the shares, is a director.
- Cicco and Bertucci entered into a U.S.A. which provided "…all decisions affecting the Corporation shall be made only with the
consent of both Bertucci and Cicco.” Everything had to be unanimous and by agreement
- In breach of this U.S.A., Bertucci adopted a director's resolution that the company makes an assignment in bankruptcy. Did this
without C’s consent. Rationale is that they don’t want to wait for a creditor to sink them - want to sink themselves
- Upon learning of the assignment, Cicco moved for an annulment of the assignment. He claims that because director's resolution
enabling the assignment was in breach of the U.S.A., the assignment was unauthorized.
- This case is about the assignment in bankruptcy, despite the fact that C could go after B in contract law (USAs are contractual
relationships between shareholders)
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Issue: Should the assignment be annulled because the supporting director’s resolution was in breach of the U.S.A.?
Decision: The assignment will not be annulled. To annul the assignment, the court must therefore conclude that that assignment ought
not to have been made.
- The effect of the USA was to limit the authority of the director, but this is an entirely internal matter between the director and the
shareholders. A USA governs the corporation, but will not govern bankruptcy law.
- Here, the purpose of the assignment is to marshall assets and pay creditors. This cannot be overridden due to an internal USA
- B may be liable to shareholders for failing to comply with the USA and the statute, but this does not invalidate the assignment, or
disentitle the trustee from relying on the assignment. If it did, the trustee wouldn’t be able to safely act under corporate assignment in
bankruptcy without knowing the internal agreements in the company. The legislature could not have intended this to be the case
- Takeaway: A USA may not operate to bind a third party dealing with the corporation who has no notice of the restrictive authorization
of its director.
- Test for annulment of assignment: Court must conclude that the assignment ought not to have been made; assessed in terms of
the bankruptcy context

Corporate Bylaws and Loss Prevention (Legal Conflict of Interest)
Bylaws
Bylaws regulate corporate conduct, set up regulatory guidelines for the corporation. These are not a director’s resolution (which records
a director’s decision on a matter)
ABCA s. 131(3): Subject to any limitations or requirements, a shareholder…
- If the bylaw so provides: if you want this provision, get it in your bylaws
S. 102(2): the bylaws need to be approved by shareholders
- (4): Bylaw amendment or repeal will have no further effect if you fail to perform in accordance with (2)
But, the Act does not provide for things like the names of various officers in the corporation
2 Bylaw philosophies
- Your bylaws don’t have to repeat anything in the legislation, because it’s already in the legislation
- Your bylaws should cover everything
Organization Meeting
S. 104(1): At some point, you’re going to have an organizational meeting - this outlines what can happen there
S. 21: Corporate records
- S. 106 is notice of directors, 113 is notice of change of directors
- S. 49 is who the shareholders are
- S. 155 is annual financial statements
- S. 120 is disclosure of directors re: contract
Loss Prevention
LSA Code of Conduct: A lawyer must not act for more than one party in a conflict or potential conflict situation unless all such parties
consent and it is in the best interests of the parties that that lawyer so act
Ex) Lawyer is acting for multiple clients (joint retainers). Before you can act for all of these people, you need to obtain consent. You
have to ensure that the joint retainer is in the best interest of the clients. You must also advise each client about confidentiality, and the
fact that if a conflict that can’t be resolved does develop, everyone will have to pull out
- A potential conflict exists where clients are aligned in interest and there is no dispute about them in fact, but the relationship or
circumstances are such that there is a possibility of circumstances occurring
- This includes shareholders entering into a USA
- The rules say that you don’t need to get disclosure and consent in writing: but why wouldn’t you? If it’s in writing, you can use it in the
future, just in case - the onus is on you to prove everything
- Consent includes having to inform all the parties that you are being retained to act for all of them (and the pros/cons of this
situation). Ultimately if they go forward, must underscore that you are acting for all of them, no info received in relation to the
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matter is confidential as between all the parties, and if a conflict develops which cannot be resolved, you might have to cease
acting for some or all of them.
In determining whether joint representation is in the best interest, consider factors including:
- Complexity of the transaction
- Whether there are terms yet to be negotiated and the complexity and contentiousness of those terms
- Whether considerable extra cost, delay or inconvenience would result from using more than one lawyer
- Availability of another lawyer of comparable skill
- Whether the lawyer is peculiarly familiar with the parties’ affairs
- Probability that the conflict or potential conflict will ripen into a dispute due to the respective positions or personalities of the parties,
the history of their relationships or other factors
- Likely effect of a dispute
- Whether it may be inferred that the lawyer would be motivated to favour one party
- Ability of the parties to make informed, independent decisions

Corporate Name
Corporate name can be one of the more difficult parts of setting up a corporation, due to the fact that there are both common law and
statutory rules
- Big issue is that we don’t want the public to be deceived by two businesses with very similar names
- You can always get a numbered corporate name - here, there is very little issue
ABCA S. 12(1)(c), plus regulatory supplement (p 84)
Three elements needed in a corporate name:
A distinctive element: the unique identifier of the name
- The regulations prohibit names that are too general (ie “dry cleaners ltd.”)
- Regulation s. 13 prohibits obscene or scandalous words, and s. 11(3) prohibits names of mostly punctuation marks
A descriptive element: where you describe the business to be carried on
- This element is not strictly necessary, but it is a good idea
- Sometimes a word will be made up, or an arbitrary real word is chosen
Legal element (Ltd or equivalent)
- ABCA s. 10(1): Ltd, Inc or Corp must be in the name
The corporate name has to go through a vetting process to be approved, due to s. 12 requirements. Key component of this process is a
NUANS search: this is required both federally and provincially
- “Newly Upgraded Automated Name Search”: A NUANS corporate name search report is required by the federal and most provincial /
territorial governments when granting new corporate names for use. The reports list similar existing corporate names and
trademarks; they are used to determine the availability of a new proposed name. Ensuring that new corporate names do not create
confusion with others is intended to protect Canadian businesses and consumers.
- The actual name search is secured through a private company, who will provide a recommendation as to whether the name should
be accepted by the registrar: but, the registrar has the final say

Paws Pet Food and Accessories Ltd v Paws and Shop Inc (1992, ABQB)
Facts: Paws Pet Food and Accessories Ltd. (formed in 1987 under the ABCA) challenges Paws and Shop Inc. (formed in 1991 under
the ABCA). PAWS PET FOOD AND ACCESSORIES LTD. applied to the Registrar, asking him to order PAWS AND SHOP INC. to
change its corporate name by dropping the word "Paws." The power to so order is in s. 13 of the ABCA. The registrar refused.
- Due to refusal, Paws Pet Food and Accessories Ltd. brought an application under s. 247(1)(b). This s. says that you can apply to a
court for an order requiring the registrar to do something
Issue: Should the application be granted on the basis that the respondent’s corporate name is "confusing or misleading" contrary to s.
12 and the regs?
Decision: Yes. The fact that customers believed the Respondent was a second store of the Applicant indicates that some of the public
are misled and confused by the respondent’s name.
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- Both of the companies operated retail shops in Calgary, selling the same things, and the first company has advertised heavily. But
-

the registrar thinks that this is fine, even despite evidence that directly showed that the businesses were being confused by
customers
What does this decision mean for Paws and Shop? They have to change basically everything to catch up to the court order
Paws and Shop is lucky because they could also have been sued for passing off

Stenner v Scotia Capital Inc (2007, BCSC)
Re: Passing off. Passing off goes to the idea that the daughter was passing herself off as being associated with the plaintiff, or as his
successor
Facts: Plaintiff Gordon Stenner is a financial consultant and investment advisor at National Bank Financial. His team was comprised of
Vanessa, Raymond, and O'Connell as the assistant. These three were paid by National Bank, but also received bonuses and other
forms of remuneration by the plaintiff. The team was highly successful, with the daughter being an important member.
- Plaintiff did marketing research, twice weekly radio shows, and published a client newsletter; daughter was more responsible for
providing advice and service to the clients. Plaintiff committed to sell his Book of business to his daughter with a phased retirement
planned for the plaintiff.
- There was a falling out and the plaintiff did not sell his Book of business to the daughter. [He eventually sold to a third party in 2003.]
Seeing no viable alternative, the daughter, son in law, and assistant moved to ScotiaMcLeod (a competitor) without notice.
Passing off: Daughter is misrepresenting that her services are associated with those of the plaintiff, and is thus unfairly tapping into the
goodwill of the plaintiff
- Goodwill: “the benefit and advantage of the good name, reputation and connection of a business. It is the attractive force that brings
in custom”
Specific facts re name use in this case:
- 1. The domain name "stennerteam" was reg'd by the plaintiff in 2000 and renewed in 2002.
- 2. Upon her marriage, the daughter took the name Stenner-Campbell for business purposes.
- 3. On joining ScotiaMcLeod, the daughter used the appellation Stenner/Campbell to represent herself and her husband. She used
Stenner/Campbell in advertising.
- 4. The daughter started her own radio show at the same radio station her father used and employed the name Stenner in
broadcasts
- 5. Plaintiff sued in Jan. 2003, and included a claim for passing off. He also applied on January 21, 2003 for registration of the name
"Stenner" as a trademark in the financial services industry based, inter alia, on use of the name since Dec. 1988. His application
was successful and the trademark was registered on May 16, 2005.
- 6. Upon her divorce in late 2006, daughter has used her birth name, Vanessa Stenner, for business purposes.
Issue: Was there passing off?
Decision: Yes. The defendants represented in several ways directly and impliedly that there was a connection or association with the
plaintiff
To win a passing off action, you have to show:
- Goodwill: benefit and advantage of the good name, reputation, and connection of a business
- This is shown here: the granting of the trademark registration proved that the name had goodwill attached to it
- Deception of the public due to misrep
- Again, fulfilled in a number of different ways
- Use of the “Stenner/Campbell” name, given that her name is “Stenner-Campbell”: the former suggests a partnership between two
people
- The court discusses the “same-name” defence: she can use “Stenner”, given that it’s her name - but the use of the name in
combination with “Campbell” isn’t captured under this defence
- Employees were answering phones as “The Stenner Team”
- Actual or potential damage to plaintiff, or gain to defendant
- Must show a causal relationship between passing off and gains
- But, the Court does say that accounting for profits must be apportioned to reflect the portion of the profit that came from the
defendant’s own merits and the portion that came from passing off
- Here, the court says that 10% of her gains came from passing off
- Court also ordered a permanent injunction on the “stennerteam” website
Message: be careful when it comes to corporate name
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Pick v 1180475 AB Ltd (Queen of Tarts)
Facts: Stephanie Pick holds trademark in “The Queen of Tarts” in relation to baked goods. Sues both 1180475 Alberta Ltd, carrying on
business as “Queen of Tarts”, and owner Linda Kearney.
Decision: Ms. Kearney is the sole Director of 1180475 and, as such, Ms. Kearney authorized or ordered the infringement and/or
passing off to occur, in her capacity as sole Director, and is therefore jointly liable with 1180475 for the resulting acts of infringement
and/or passing off that did occur.
- Ms. Kearney either directed use of the QUEEN OF TARTS name without conducting any preliminary searches to locate any potential
conflicts (and therefore engaged in willful and knowing pursuit of conduct that was likely to constitute infringement and/or passing off)
or else Ms. Kearney did conduct preliminary searches to locate any potential conflicts, but chose to ignore those search results and
engage in conduct that was likely to constitute passing off and/or infringement and therefore reflected an indifference to the risk of
infringement and/or passing off).
————————————————————————————————————
Court Doesn’t Take a Pass on Domain Name Confusion
- Principles to consider in the domain name context
- The likelihood of confusion should be measured from the perspective of the “ordinary average customer”
- In assessing the likelihood of confusion the court should consider all of the circumstances of the case which may include the
similarity between the domain names and the plaintiff’s and defendant’s products, the “strength” of the plaintiff’s name in the
marketplace and the nature of the products and the trade
- Canada specific
- Using the plaintiff’s exact business name may itself amount to passing off
- Passing off in the domain name context can arise from “initial interest confusion”
- D intending to redirect internet traffic should lead a court to be more inclined to find a likelihood of confusion

Share Capital
2 ways of financing your company
- Debt - borrowing
- Ranks above equity when the company dissolves: people who have lent money to the corporation get paid out first
- Equity - shareholders purchasing
- Bound by authorized capital: the maximum number of shares that a corporation can issue
- Share ownership does not represent a proportionate share in the assets owned by the corporation: only the corporation owns
those assets, so when a corporation is dissolved, shareholders don’t have a right to receive a distribution of those specific assets
- Shareholders are entitled only to receive a proportionate distribution of the value of those assets after the corporations debts and
liabilities have been satisfied
Shares are a form of intangible personal property with three rights: right to vote, right to dividends, right to assets on dissolution
Classification of Shares (McGuinness)
All shares in a corporation are classified according to their rights, conditions, and restrictions
- They can have as many classes as they want, though it usually caps out at 4
In order to determine the rights to which the shares are entitled, it is necessary to look at the articles to see what specific rights,
privileges, conditions and restrictions are attached to each class of shares
- Regardless of the articles, the right to vote and the right to receive the remaining property of the corporation upon dissolution must be
attached to at least one class of shares, but not necessarily to the same class of shares
Two main types of shares:
- “Common shares”: traditionally used to describe shares that have a full right of participation in the corporation that offers it
- AKA “equity shares”
- “Preference shares”: special shares which some preferential right has been attached to
- Rank ahead of common shares
- Typically not voting, but will get first dibs on dividends
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- Not all special shares are preference shares
- Common types of non-preference special shares
- Deferred shares
- Non-voting shares
- Shares with limited voting rights
- Employee shares
- Deferred shares or founder’s shares

Pre-Incorporation Contracts: General
Pre-Incorporation Contracts Summary
Problem: What is the legal effect of contracting on behalf of a corporation to be incorporated? Different answers from different sources.
Common law
- Kelner v Baxter (1866): Promoter has personal liability on the contract because he acted for a non-existent principal. That’s simply
what agency law dictates.
- Black v Smallwood (1966): Any liability on the promoter depends on the parties intentions. Here, no liability.
Statute (OBCA)
- CBCA-like approach: promoter is a deemed party until, within a reasonable time, corporation comes into existence and adopts
contract. If contract expressly provides that promoter is not bound by contract, no personal liability. (Promoter can contract out of the
Act).
- For example, legislation at issue in Westcom Radio v MacIsaac (1989) states: Except as provided in this section, a person who
enters into an oral or written contract in the made of or on behalf of a corporation before it comes into existence is personally bound
by the contract and is entitled to its benefits.

Caselaw interpreting the statute (Westcom, Sherwood, Szecket)

- Westcom: a scenario involving failed attempt to contract is not caught by the provision. If no contract exists (because not intended
that promoter would be liable), there is nothing to which the statute can apply.

- Sherwood Design (1998):
- Majority: conduct of lawyer for one of the defendants amounted to the corporation adopting the contract in question. Only the
corporation is liable on the contracts. Individual defendants are not liable.

- Dissent: contract NOT adopted by the corporation. Individual defs. should be liable. But more important for our purposes is that
dissent takes a run at Westcom in obiter: Westcom ignores the remedial nature of s. 21.

- Szecket v Huang (1998)
- TJ followed Westcom: (1) is there a contract at common law?; if so (2) then apply s. 21 whereby the individual promoter becomes
personally liable.

- CA strongly critical of this approach and relies on dissent in Westcom. Instead, courts are just supposed to apply s. 21. In short, s.
21 is intended to include failed contracts.

- Szecket effectively overrules Westcom
Statutory amendments to legislation

- CBCA s. 14(1): purports to enter into a contract…
- ABCA approach and the problem of measuring damages per Wickberg v Shatsky (1969)

Pre-Incorporation: History, Warranties, Promoters, Non-Existent Corps
Pre-Incorporation contracts are contracts on behalf of a corp to be incorporated
- Often, parties might not be willing to wait for a corp to come into existence
Terminology:
Promoter: usually wishes to avoid liability under the contract
- Usually doesn’t intend to be a party to the contract: is acting for the corporation
- Kind of like an “agent”
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Corporation to be created
- One party to the contract
- The “principal” for the promoter
Third party: other party to the “contract”
Problem: How can a third party have a contract with an entity that does not yet exist?
- There’s no such thing as a corporation before it’s incorporated
- Even if the corporation comes into existence, how can it ratify the contract? The contract itself was an impossibility
Law on pre-incorporation contracts is the result of a long back and forth between common law and statute
1. COMMON LAW IN CONFLICT

Kelner v Baxter (1866)

- Facts: Promoter (defendant) enters into a contract with a third party (plaintiff) for a corporation to be created. The corporation was
created, and adopted the PIC. But, there is a problem: the promoter has acted for a non-existent principal.

- Decision: As a result, agency law says you are acting for yourself: you have personal liability
- Per Lord Denning on Kelner: "As I understand Kelner…it decided that, if a person contracted on behalf of a company which was
non-existent, he himself would be liable on the contract. Just as, if a man signs a contract for and on behalf 'of his horses,' he is
personally liable.”

Black v Smallwood (1966)

- The promoter might be liable, but it’s a question of intention: whether or not the promoter intends to be personally liable on a contract
- Because of the incorporation here, the company existed. The court concluded that there was no way that the promoter intended to
be liable: he obviously wanted the corp to be liable. Thus, the corp is liable due to lack of intention
2. STATUTORY REFORM AND INTERPRETATION
CBCA/OBCA: the promoter is a deemed party to the contract
- Once the corporation is created and adopts the contract, the promoter drops out
- S. 14: If the corporation isn’t incorporated, then the promoter is on the hook
- This scheme also has a provision whereby the promoter can contract out of liability: expressly saying you contract out of liability
How did the courts interpret the statute?

Westcom Radio Group v MacIsaac (1989)

- Re: OBCA S. 21(1): “Except as provided in this section, a person who enters into an oral or written contract in the name of or on
behalf of a corporation before it comes into existence, is personally bound by the contract and is entitled to the benefits thereof.”

- Facts: Westcom (service provider) enters into a contract with a corp that doesn’t exist. The person behind this non-existent
-

-

corporation is MacIsaac (defendant) - shareholder, officer, and director. She entered into a series of contracts with WC. Both parties
thought the corp existed.
There was no doubt that she was not to be personally liable, but the corporation was. WC’s bills were not paid: so they sue MacIsaac
via s. 21(1)
Issue: is MacIsaac personally bound?
Decision: Courts use a 2 step system to deal with s. 21
- First, they ask if there was an intention to contract (per Smallwood): here, there was clearly no intention, therefore there is no
contract at common law
- Because the corporation doesn’t exist, we don’t have a contract: we have a purported contract
- Second, they look at the statute: they say that there is no contract, and that therefore, s 21 doesn’t apply
- This is not the intent of the legislation: it is clear that it should have contemplated a failed attempt at a contract: the idea of the
legislation was that they wanted the promoter on the hook until the corporation ratifies
- Thus, the court’s decision is contrary to the intent of the section, and basically nullifies most of what it was to cover
P 103 - MacIsaac should have been liable, but she got away with it because of the court’s interpretation

Westcom was the law: until
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Sherwood Design Services v 872935 Ont (1998)

- From the OBCA of the day: 21(1) Except as provided in this section, a person who enters into an oral or written contract in the name

-

-

of or on behalf of a corporation before it comes into existence is personally bound by the contract and is entitled to the benefits
thereof.
- (2) A corporation may, within a reasonable time after it comes into existence, by any action or conduct signifying its intention to be
bound thereby, adopt an oral or written contract made before it came into existence in its name or on its behalf, and upon such
adoption,
- (a) the corporation is bound by the contract and is entitled to the benefits thereof as if the corporation had been in existence at
the date of the contract and had been a party thereto; and
- (b) a person who purported to act in the name of or on behalf of the corporation ceases, except as provided in subsection (3),
to be bound by or entitled to the benefits of the contract.
Facts: P is a vendor of corporate assets. Individual defendants contract to purchase “in trust for a corporation to be incorporated”.
Counsel for the defendants writes to counsel for plaintiff/vendors saying that a corporation has been assigned to this transaction and
will complete. (used one of the firm’s shelf companies for this purpose)
- Shelf company: a numbered company completely set up, ready to go. When a lawyer needs a corporation for a transaction like
this, you grab it off the “shelf” and use it
- Included in this correspondence draft organizational documents as well as a draft, unsigned resolution of the directors adopting
the pre-incorporation contract. You could argue that this doesn’t really fit (2)
Issue: Is this sufficient adoption of the contract under the Act such that the shelf company is now bound?
Decision: Westcom is out to lunch, and has given s. 21 a bizarre reading
- Everything the lawyer did was enough to manifest a contract, and the numbered company is thus bound to pay
- P 105L, bottom: CA exhibited a “complete lack of understanding” about commercial transactions, interpretation of applicable
business corporations legislation

Szecket v Huang
The final one commented on in the article, and likely represents the law in AB
- CA finds that the individual is liable as a party to the pre-incorporation contract
- Facts: P enters into pre-incorporation contract, promoter involved, corporation is never formed and the plaintiffs sue the promoter. P
says promoter is personally liable
- Trial judge in this case applies Westcom: asks whether there is a contract at common law, and after seemingly concluding that a
valid contract has been created, he applies the statute
- Decision: CA criticizes this approach: they say to just apply the legislation - stop talking about pre-s. 21 case law, just talk about the
legislation
- D is liable as the promoter: Court applies the CBCA equivalent of s. 14
- ONCA kills Westcom here: forget the CL, just apply the act
- Promoter is liable because he had not expressly contracted out of personal liability in the contract
- Court reads the legislation as saying that the person liable is a deemed party
- Read the provision as if it says “or purports to contract”
- This model is used at the CBCA level: s. 14
- (1) Subject to this section, a person who enters into, or purports to enter into, a written contract in the name of or on behalf of a
corporation before it comes into existence is personally bound by the contract and is entitled to its benefits.
- (2) is the same as the OBCA above
- (4) If expressly so provided in the written contract, a person who purported to act in the name of or on behalf of the corporation
before it came into existence is not in any event bound by the contract or entitled to the benefits thereof.
3. ALBERTA APPROACH
In AB, we don’t have the problem in Szecket: our legislation actually does say “purports to contract”
- Under the ABCA, the promoter is deemed to make warranties
- S. 15(1): this act applies unless the corporation to be created is to be created under another model, like the OBCA, CBCA, etc.
- (2): …or purports to enter into… a written contract
- Deemed warranty model that the corp will come into existence/adopt in a reasonable time
- (c) Measure of damages - terminology is elaborated on in Wickberg
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Why does AB have an alternate approach?
- ALRI felt that the deemed party approach of the CBCA didn’t reflect the ordinary case of PIC
- In ordinary cases, the reality is that the promoter is not meant to be a deemed party: rather, they’re just offering the warranty that
the corp will come into existence, etc.
- ALRI acknowledges that our s. 15 will rarely be substantial: normally, your damages will be nominal
- The institute doesn’t want to give someone more than they bargained for
- Also make a concession that the deemed party approach may seem more attractive in the interest of protecting a third party re:
damages

Wickberg v Shatsky et al (1969, BCSC)
Re: Measure of damages for breach of warranty. This matters to us because our statute makes the promoter a warranter
Facts: P is “hired by” and “contracts” with Rapid Data (Western) Ltd, including defendants Harold and Lawrence Shatsky. P is fired by
Rapid Addressing Systems Ltd.
- 1. Defendants' company, Rapid Addressing Systems Ltd., sells and services business machine and also sells supplies
- 2. Defs. decide to incorporate Rapid Data (Western) Ltd. but never did. However, they carried on business under that name
(improperly, since the Ltd doesn’t actually exist)
- 3. Plaintiff is hired to be new manager for the new 'company' on May 9, 1966 and received his employment contract on Rapid Data
(Western) Ltd. letterhead. Contract was signed by def. Lawrence Shatsky as President of Rapid Data (Western) Ltd.
- 4. Business is not successful and plaintiff is fired on August 26, 1966 for refusing to work on straight commission.
At this point, no statutory interpretations of PIC. Have to use common law. This means the court can go one of two ways:
- Smallwood: wasn’t intended by the parties that Shatsky would have personal liability in the contract, or
- Kelner: No personal liability based on Smallwood, but breached a warranty that Rapid Data Western Ltd exists
Issue: Should the court apply Kellner or Smallwood?
Decision: Ultimately, the Court applies Smallwood, says that there is a breach of warranty. If promoter warrants that there’s a company
or will be a company that will be capitalized, that could account to plaintiff’s loss. S. 15 only gets you nominal damages
- There was no intention to be a party, so there’s no breach of contract. But, there is a breach of warranty: LS warranted that Rapid
Data existed, despite the fact that it didn’t. P also knew early on that the company didn’t exist
Damages as a result of breach of warranty: Court says that P’s loss for not being able to claim damages from a non-existent company
cannot be combined with the breach of warranty
- The breach of warranty did not cause loss: what caused loss was working for a failing business. This is very hard to refute
P also argues that there is a partnership, leading to joint liability for the breach: P says the Shatsky brothers were partners
- The Court says no: no such partnership. Only entity on the table is Rapid Addressing
Court awards P $10 and costs - not the damages he was looking for, but it’s something
Note: PIC legislation only applies to a written contract: if you have an oral contract, you need to use the common law

The Corporation as a Legal Person
General/Nature of Corporate Personality
Objectives: To illustrate that:
- A corporation is treated in law as a legal person with a personality separate from that of its promoters and shareholders
- As a general rule, the corporation has the same rights and obligations as a natural person, and the founders or shareholders are not
liable for the actions of the corporation
- In rare situations, a court may choose to disregard the corporate veil and to impose liability on those behind the corporation
- Directors and officers of the corporation may also be personally liable for torts committed by them while they were ostensibly
conducting business affairs in the name of the corporation
————————————————————————————————————

Lee v Lee’s Air Farming Ltd (1961, PC)
Facts: Lee the individual is an employee of the corporation (Lee’s Air Farming), a controlling shareholder, and a director. Purpose of the
corporation was to carry on business in arial topdressing (farming thing). To protect from liability to pay compensation in the case of a
workplace accident involving Lee, the corp insured itself. Lee was killed on the job in an accident. Mrs. Lee sues WCB for
compensation on the basis of Lee’s capacity as a worker/employee. WCB denies this.
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- Tribunal is not convinced that someone can be an employer, director, shareholder, and employee. This is upheld on appeal.
Issue: Is Mr. Lee a “worker” under WCB legislation? Can Lee be both a director and an employee of the same co.?
Decision: Mr. Lee was a worker, and he could fulfill roles of director and employee at the same time. It would be absurd to say that he
was working as a director while he was flying a plane.
- Court applies Solomon: the company and the pilot are separate legal entities
- It’s perfectly fine for the individual to be an employee of his company, and one person can have different capacities
- The Court of Appeal got tangled in the idea of both giving and taking directions: they couldn’t separate Lee from the corporation
- It wouldn’t matter who’s instructing on behalf of the corporation: the instructions were given by the corporation, regardless of who
was actually giving them. Mr. Lee was simply the one who was representing the corporation as its director, but he was not the
corporation himself
- The fact that he was appointed the only pilot of the company in this sole-shareholder corporation doesn’t mean that the
appointment (or the incorporation) was invalid
- Essentially, affirms Solomon
Note: cannot use corporation for improper purpose
- If this is the case, court will likely find some way to impose liability

The Corporate Veil (Grounds for Liability for Those Behind the Corporation)
GENERAL
We know that a corporation is a separate legal entity, and that a big part of having it is for the limited liability that it provides. The
creditor chooses who they deal with, and if it’s a corporation, they know what to expect
- But, Courts will not let the benefits of corporations be used for nefarious purposes: Per Denning, Courts can draw back the corporate
veil on certain occasions

Kosmopoulos v Constitution Insurance Co of Canada (1987, SCC)

- “Lifting the corporate veil”: the law on when a court can disregard the separate legal nature of a corporation follows no clear principle
- But, the Courts will lift the veil in instances where to not do so will lead to something “too flagrantly opposed to justice…” -

basically, in instances where the facts are so extreme
- Usually in cases of fraud, or something “improper”
It is rare to life the corporate veil in Canada: if we do this, we are interfering with the Solomon decision
It is ok to take advantage of limited liability, but it’s not ok to do it for deliberate wrongdoing

Big Bend Hotel Ltd v Security Mutual Casualty Co (1980, BCSC)
Ratio: In the case of improper conduct or fraud, or where the corporation is being used as a “sham and a cloak”, the corporate veil can
be lifted to place liability on the individual behind the corp
Facts: Kumar is the president and sole shareholder of KNS enterprises, which operates Big Bend Hotel. Big Bend has a contract of
insurance through agent Reed Shaw Stenhouse Ltd. with Security Mutual. The hotel is destroyed by fire. The insurance is paid out.
Soon after, Kumar purchases all the assets in Big Bend Hotel Ltd, who only own a hotel. Kumar wasn’t asked/didn’t say anything about
his involvement in the previous company and fire loss.
- Kumar also leaves the loss record blank on the new insurance plan for Big Ben Ltd (technically, that company did not have a loss)
- Three months later, hotel burns down
Issue: Was there a fraudulent failure to disclose that warrants lifting the corporate veil?
Decision: Here, Kumar clearly omitted to disclose a fact that he knew was material to the insurers, and such failure to disclose is
fraudulent. Thus, it is appropriate to lift the corporate veil.
- P 121L: s. 1 of the Insurance Act basically says that you must disclose - if not, insurance policies can be voided
- Kumar was using this corporation as a “sham and a cloak”: thus, the Solomon proposition does not apply
- Essentially, BBH was used to start fresh and hide previous claims history - while technically Kumar wasn’t lying, he was using
BBH as a sham
- Kumar loses here on two points
- The insurance point: failure to disclose material facts
- Corporate law: lifting the corporate veil
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Performance Industries Ltd v Sylvan Lake Golf & Tennis Club Ltd (2000, ABCA)
Affirms Big Bend: where actions of principle are “fraudulent, dishonest, or deceitful” the corporate veil will be lifted
Facts: Sylvan Ltd - plaintiff; sole shareholder: Fred Bell. Bell has right of first refusal to buy golf property from N.A. Properties.
Performance Ltd. - defendant; sole shareholder: O’Connor (O’Crook)
- Joint Venture Agreement between companies to acquire golf course as tenants in common, with conditions that:
- Title to be held by Performance
- Sylvan to have sole possession of property for 5 years at which point Performance would buy out Sylvan
- Either corp. could develop some of the course into a residential development if lands could be sold to third party developer for at
least $400K
- O’Connor gets his lawyer to write the agreement, and snuck in clause 18. This had effect of drastically limiting any development
opportunity for Sylvan: basically, they couldn’t actually develop anything (specifically the 18th hole)
- Would have been better for Bell to have actually read the agreement, but he didn’t: they didn’t expect it to happen
- Trial judge says that O’Connor was trying to swindle Bell, and that clause 18 was not something anyone would agree to
Issue: Can Plaintiff secure rectification? Should court award damages against O’Connor personally?
- Essentially, Bell wants rectification for the fraud: should the corporate veil be lifted?
Decision: Yes, corporate veil lifted. O’Connor is personally liable on a “joint and several” basis. Personal liability on the person behind
the corporation because they were dishonest, worked to attack the interests of the plaintiff
- There was no benefit to O’Connor for doing this deal through his corporation: they court is lifting the corporate veil
- The SCC heard this case after: they affirmed the CA, saying that rectification was appropriate because there was a fraudulent
misrepresentation
- They did not question how the trial judge or the CA discussed the corporate veil
Note: If compensatory damages are high, the court is less likely to award punitive damages. The first argument here should be the tort
of deceit, as it has better chance of damages.
Fraud, Per SCC in Bruno Appliance and Furniture, Inc, v Hyrniak, 2014 SCC 8 at para 18:
[18] The classic statement of the elements of civil fraud stems from an 1889 decision of the House of Lords, Derry v. Peek (1889), 14
App. Cas. 337, where Lord Herschell conducted a thorough review of the history of the tort of deceit and put forward the following three
propositions, at p. 374:
- First, in order to sustain an action of deceit, there must be proof of fraud, and nothing short of that will suffice. Secondly, fraud is
proved when it is shewn that a false representation has been made (1) knowingly, or (2) without belief in its truth, or (3) recklessly,
careless whether it be true or false. . . . Thirdly, if fraud be proved, the motive of the person guilty of it is immaterial. It matters not
that there was no intention to cheat or injure the person to whom the statement was made…
[21] From this jurisprudential history, I summarize the following four elements of the tort of civil fraud: (1) a false representation
made by the defendant; (2) some level of knowledge of the falsehood of the representation on the part of the defendant
(whether through knowledge or recklessness); (3) the false representation caused the plaintiff to act; and (4) the plaintiff’s
actions resulted in a loss.
- Keep this in mind re: the tort of fraud, also throw in lifting the corporate veil

Jin v Ren (2015, ABQB)
Facts: Jin (investor) was enticed by Ren to invest $300k into a business venture. Ren sought investment via Hart Fibre Ltd. Ren
refused to deliver proof of Jin’s interest in the company or the return of his investment. Basically, Jin had no tangible return on his
investment at all, and Ren refused to return the investment.
- Jin sues both Hart Fibre and Ren
- Ren argues that Solomon applies, Jin should leave him alone
Issue: Can Ren be held personally liable?
Decision: It is appropriate to lift the corporate veil here.
- “Hart Fibre received and was enriched by Jin’s investment monies, as Ren received the monies in his capacity as Director”
- The veil may be lifted where improper conduct has been committed by a corporation’s shareholders or its controlling minds
- “By retaining Jin’s monies in his capacity as Director of Hart Fibre, which did not belong to him, he ‘expressly directed a wrongful
thing to be done’”
- Case discusses both Kosmopoulos and Transamerica
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- Transamerica: The courts will disregard the separate legal personality of a corporate entity where it is completely dominated and
controlled and being used as a shield for fraudulent or improper conduct

- This decision was upheld on appeal
Wildman v Wildman (2006, ON)
Re: Lifting the corporate veil in family law
Facts: Divorce case. Husband owes tremendous amount of arrears in child support due to his profitable businesses. Husband argues
that the trial judge improperly pierced the corporate veil and imposed liability on his companies.
- Trial judge says that this is to remove the incentive to move money around via the corporations, etc.
- Kind of like a reverse corporate veil: making the corporation liable in addition in order to achieve justice
Issue: Did the trial judge err by piercing the veil of the appellant’s companies and imposing a charge against them for the various
amounts owed by the appellant to the respondent and their children?
- Should piercing the corporate veil be injected into family law?
Decision: This is not a typical corporate veil case. Here, the judge is trying to make the corporations liable for the individual, and not
the other way around.
- “In appropriate cases, piercing the corporate veil of one spouse’s business enterprises may be an essential mechanism for ensuring
that the other spouse and children of the marriage receive the financial support to which, by law, they are entitled.”
- Para 25: Putting the corporate veil concept into family law is right
- Certain circumstances must be present for the corporate veil to be lifted, and these can be applied to family law (p 130):
Application
- 1. He is the sole owner
- 2. He is controlling to commit a wrong
- 3. Wrongful behaviour: there is an injury to the ex-spouse and children

Rockwell Developments Ltd v Newtonbrook Plaza Ltd (1972, ONCA)
Case where the court does not lift the corporate veil
Facts: There was litigation, the vendor wins, Rockwell loses. Rockwell has only $31.85 in assets. Newtonbrook (vendor) thinks that
Kelner (director) should be liable.
Rockwell Ltd is structured (loosely) as follows
- Kelner (director) holds one share in trust for Planet
- Cooper (director) holds one share in trust for Planet
- “Girl from the law office” (director) holds one share in trust for Planet
- Planet Ltd. holds 23 shares, and Kelner beneficially owns the shares in Planet
Argument is that Rockwell is basically Kelner’s company, and it was his practice to create new corporations every time he did a real
estate deal. This practice is a valid form of risk management: limiting liability to the corporation and its assets.
- Newtonbrook says that they are not trying to lift the corporate veil, but they are.
- Kelner was ordered to personally pay the defendant’s costs of the action brought against it by Rockwell, which was dismissed
Issue: Should Kelner be responsible for costs awarded ($4800) to the successful Newtonbrook Ltd. in litigation brought against it by
Rockwell Ltd.? Who is the “real party” to the contract in question?
Decision: There is no basis for finding that Kelner was the “actual contracting party”. The contract was made with the company alone.
- P132L: Kelner was undertaking some very questionable practice, and didn’t necessarily proceed “by the book”. But, this is still not
enough to say that Kelner was the real contracting party
- There’s no allegation of fraud or misconduct against Kelner: these are generally marks of a corporate veil case
- Kelner stood to benefit from the deal, but he was not fraudulent, etc. in the dealing: he is not implicated
- Look at the reasonable expectations of the parties, too: did N actually thinks that K was not running a corp? They knew they were
dealing with Rockwell, and so they understood the limited liability implications
- Notwithstanding Jin and Solomon, this case is really how things usually end
- You will almost certainly get a client that doesn’t understand the corporate veil. Be careful, don’t risk misconduct
- Also, don’t bill a client’s corporation if you are not representing that corporation: they are not your client!
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Liability of a Parent/Subsidiary
Sun Sudan Oil Co v Methanex Corp (1992, ABQB)
Re: Liability to a parent company for its subsidiary
Parent/Subsidiary Relationship: Parent acts as a shareholder to the subsidiary
- The parent owns enough shares in the subsidiary to determine who will be elected to the board
- Transamerica: Liability will flow if the subsidiary is completely dominated by the parent, and if the subsidiary is used for an improper/
fraudulent purpose
Ratio: Subsidiaries can be used for the express purpose of shielding the parent corporation’s liability. The corporate veil will not be
lifted without some sort of improper purpose as per Kosmopolous
- Have to show the two steps to lift the corporate veil: Smith Stone Factors and Kosmopoulos - whole process is outlined below
Facts: Left side: plaintiff chain; Right side: defendant chain

Two corps are engaged in a relationship for extracting oil, decide to go into Sudan. The joint venture operated via a contract between
the two subsidiary companies (Sun Sudan and Ocelot)
- The litigation is between Sun Sudan, and Ocelot Industries (the parent)
- No point in suing the subsidiary: there’s no assets there, and the only party that will have assets is the parent company
Argument set out is that the court should pierce the corporate veil, and instead of saying that the subsidiary is responsible, the parent is
responsible
- Basically, want to do away with the concept that the subsidiary’s actions are their own. Arguing that the use of the subsidiary in this
situation is to shelter the parents from vulnerabilities from the government in Sudan
- P’s argue that this is an “industry practice”
- P wants to impose liability by lifting the corporate veil via an agency relationship: this practice of liability doesn’t happen very often
Issue: Is the parent (defendant) liable for the subsidiary’s breach?
Decision: Two tests: industry practice, and lifting the veil because subsidiary is a puppet of the parent
Industry practice: In order to say that there’s an industry practice, you have to show that the industry practice is “so notorious” that
parties to a contract knew they would be bound by it.
- Here, P is arguing that it is an industry practice that the parents would be liable for subsidiaries. This is not the case here. They
should have recited it in the contract.
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- Ultimately, there is no “industry practice” here
- Also note that this was a chosen relationship for the parties: Ps could have done something very easy to protect themselves here
- They could have just gotten a guarantee from the parent company to back up the subsidiary contract
- P 138: Denning - affirms industry practice method
Lifting the corporate veil because subsidiary is a puppet of the parent:
A. Court says that we first need to establish that the parent is ignoring the separate existence of the subsidiary: 6 criteria (Smith Stone
factors)
- Were the profits of the subsidiary treated as those of the parents? Here, no profits
- Were the persons conducting the business of the subsidiary appointed by the parent? Yes
- Was the corporation the head and brain of the trading venture? Yes
- Did the corporation govern the venture, decide what should be done, and what capital should be embarked on? Yes
- Did the corporation profit by its skill and direction? Yes
- Was the corporation in effectual and constant control? Yes
- Court concludes that there was a weak line between Ocelot as parent and subsidiary. But, test continues.
B. Look at the overall context and apply Kosmopoulos: is it in the interests of justice to lift the corporate veil?
- Here, there has been no fraud or impropriety
- The parent was using the subsidiary as part of a legitimate business (tax reasons, sheltering from liability are ok)
- Parent never misrepresented that it would be liable
- The plaintiff corporation could have protected itself, and the court will not do it for them

Liability Based on Thin Capitalization
General:
Thin capitalization: situation in which the corporation has been created by very low capital contribution from the shareholders
- The corporation has borrowed more capital than they have gotten from shareholders in starting up
- Thus, they are in debt, and don’t have a ton of equity capital (capital from shareholders)
- Occasionally, thin capitalization may make a person personally liable. The owners of the corp have not adequately capitalized the
company: they’re trying to get benefits without putting enough money
- Thin capitalization isn’t really a cause of action or best argument: it’s just something to reinforce how “bad” the other side is
- There is no statutory or common law level for capitalization, so there is nothing wrong with thin capitalization per se

Henry Browne Ltd
Facts: P (HB) is a manufacturer, has contract for a steering device with Ocean Charters Ltd. OC is thinly capitalized (2 pounds in share
capital) from Mr. and Mrs. Smith.
- Because the company has so few assets, the argument is made that Mr. Smith is personally liable
- The company is thinly capitalized, and is thus a sham: we should lift the corporate veil
- This argument is rejected in Solomon
Issue: With whom does the plaintiff have its contract? Does the fact of thin capitalization change the analysis?
Decision: What we should say is that P took a business risk by extending credit to OC. He could have made other arrangements: it’s
not the court’s fault that the business arrangement didn’t work out
- HB is a “consensual claimant”: he has chosen the factors that caused him issue
- What about non-consensual claimants? You don’t choose a tortfeasor

Walkovszky v Carlton (1966, NYCA)
Facts: Carlton (the individual) has a fleet of cabs vested in a number of corporations. Seon Cab Corp (one of the owning corps) is the
employer of Marchese, negligent employee, owns 2 cabs, has $20k in auto liability insurance (10k each). Its sole shareholder is
Carlton. Each of the 10 corporations are arranged in this way.
- Argument that a number of the defendants named should be let out of the action. But, Marchese ran into P and caused him injury,
and will stay in the action. SEON will stay in under vicarious liability.
- P argues that all the corps operate as a single entity, and are thus all liable. Similar argument to Sun Sudan, which shows that this
argument can work when you will confer a benefit on the larger company, rather than trying to impose liability (like is being done
here)
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- P also argues that Carlton should have individual liability: the multiple corporate structure is an “unlawful attempt to defraud the
public”
Issue: Can P sue Carlton’s other corporations on the basis that these corporations are thinly capitalized? Is there a fraud?
Decision: There is no fraud: there’s no natural limit on how many corporations a person can have, but Solomon applies no matter what
number. The privilege of incorporation to escape liability does have limits, however: if the corporation was run for the furtherance of
purely personal ends, then the court would pierce the veil.
- No evidence of that here
Insurance problem: there isn’t very much insurance here
- But, the statute has a minimum of $10k: if you have a problem with this, take it up with the legislation
- It is pretty much inevitable that there will be an accident
- Ultimately, if a plaintiff can’t win here, they can’t win anywhere
- There were 10 corps, it was a non-consensual claimant, and yet it doesn’t work
- Shows that thin capitalization shouldn’t be the “centrepiece” of your case

Other Forms of Corporate Liability
LIABILITY BASED ON TOTAL DISREGARD OF FORMALITY

Wolfe v Moir (1969, Alta SC)
Ratio: if you don’t follow the legislation, you may lose corporate protection against personal liability. Advertising and holding yourself out
to the public without identifying the name of the corporation to which you’re associated presents the very real risk of being found
personally liable
Facts: Wolfe is injured while roller skating. The skating rink is owned by Chinook Ltd. Evidence was given that Moir was the secretary
of this company, although no one is sure. Moir is an individual said to be carrying on business as Fort Whoop-Up (the place where
Wolfe is injured) or Moir’s Sportsland. There is no mention of the corporation on tickets.
Issue: It’s unlikely that Moir can be sued if Chinook was negligent. Can he be sued?
Decision: Yes, he can be sued. There was nothing in advertising for the rink that indicated that it had limited liability status. Therefore, it
looks like a situation where Moir is carrying on business as a sole proprietor, not a corporation.
- This results in a liability imposed on Moir through the ABCA
- ABCA S. 10.8 (current wording): A corporation has to set its name out on contracts, invoices, etc.
- That did not happen here. There’s nothing in the statute about a penalty, so the court imposes personal liability
The Court doesn’t require any reliance that Wolfe thought it was a corporation: they don’t want to go down that rabbit hole, so they stick
to the statute
P 145L: What is the implication of the court’s interpretation of Moir’s words?
- Court seems to be interpreting that Moir owns the corporation
- But, the facts are that a corporation owns the skating rink: whether or not Moir comprehends this doesn’t matter to liability - the
ownership is an established fact
- According to Solomon, a company exists or it doesn’t: whether someone understands corporate personality is not a factor

Vallis v Prairie Alternative Energy Solutions Ltd (2013, SKPC)
Affirms Wolfe: Onus on agents of corporation to clarify that they are a corporation
Facts: D is a corporation. Has been found liable for roughly $4k. Karras is listed as president/secretary, shareholder, and sole director.
Parties entered into contract. P says that D represented himself as a sole proprietor, not as acting on behalf of a corporation. Part of the
problem was that the corporation name didn’t have an indicator like “ltd” on the end when the contract was made and work was done.
Issue: Was Peter Karras liable to P in his personal capacity for the same sum?
Decision: Yes. Karras failed to accurately represent the corporate status of his business, and was thus not in compliance with the
Business Corps Act.
- If the individual defendant does not make it apparent that there is limited liability via a corporation, then they may be liable to the
plaintiff
- If you do not clearly represent that the contract is made with your corporation, not you, then you may be personally liable
Reliance by P isn’t really necessary: if the D isn’t clear that he’s operating through a corporate vehicle, then it’s on him
Practice Tips: Get it in writing!
- Corporate solicitor is liable for negligence after failing to instruct a client on how to sign for a company
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- The idea is that there is a duty of care to advise that full corporate name is to be used on legal documents
- Client here created a corp, bought a bunch of expensive clothing
- The correct way to sign for a corporation would be “X Ltd. per: Y person, CEO and Pres”
- This shows the person is signing on behalf of the corporation as an officer
————————————————————————————————————
LIABILITY OF DIRECTORS FOR THEIR OWN TORTS
ABCA Section 122(1): Directors and Officers are to
(a) Act honestly and in good faith with a view to the best interests of the corporation
(b) Exercise care, diligence, and skill of a reasonably prudent person.
- If a director or officer conducts his or her job negligently, there is no doubt that they will have liability under this heading, which goes
to a duty of care standard. They will also always be liable for any tort committed by them against the corporation
- Our main concern is that if a director commits a tort against a third party, we must determine if the director should be personally
liable, even though they were acting on behalf of a corporation at the time
- At what point does corporate personality end in regards to a director’s actions?

McFadden v 481782 Ontario Ltd (1984)
Re: Inducing breach of contract
Facts: McFadden is employed by PMAI on fixed contract. PMAI sells business to PMAC, and McFadden becomes their employee. Mr.
and Mrs. Taylor are shareholders, officers, and directors. McFadden comes over on an implied contract that was the same as PMAI.
But, PMAC’s business didn’t succeed, and PMAI wants to buy their business back
- Mr. and Mrs. Taylor tell McFadden that his services aren’t required anymore. But before this, they pay out a total of $32K to
themselves ($22k improperly) from PMAC. On behalf of PMAC, they then terminate McFadden’s employment.
Issue: Are the Taylors personally liable for inducing breach of contract?
Decision: Yes, they are personally liable for the tort. Moreover, it appears that they were trying to drain the corporation to completely
avoid liability against McFadden.
- Taylors unsuccessfully raised a defence using Said v Butt, which states that if the officer/director, acting bona fide within the scope of
their authority, procures/causes the breach of contract between his employer and third party, he does not thereby become liable to an
action of tort at the suit of a person whose contract has been breached
- In this case, Taylors were acting outside of their authority to do what is best for PMAC: thus, we can’t say they were acting “bona
fide”

369413 Alberta Ltd v Pocklington (2000, ABCA)
Seven elements of inducing breach of contract:
1. The existence of a contract
2. Knowledge or awareness by the defendant of the contract
3. A breach of the contract by a contracting party
4. The defendant induced the breach
5. The defendant, by their conduct, intended to cause the breach
6. The defendant acted without justification
7. The plaintiff suffered damages
————————————————————————————————————
LIABILITY BASED ON TRUST LAW VIOLATIONS

Citadel General Assurance Co v Lloyds Bank Canada (1997, SCC)
Facts: Citadel is the plaintiff and beneficiary for Insurance Agent Co, who is the trustee and sells insurance and collects premiums on
behalf of Citadel. Agent has bank account with Lloyd’s Bank, holding premiums and other funds. Lloyd’s accepted instructions from the
parent of Insurance Agent Co (same officers as subsidiary) to transfer money in account to parent to reduce parent overdraft at bank.
Bank, through senior officers, knew trust money was held in that account
- Trustee failed to remit the plaintiff, and plaintiff sued the Bank
Issue: Is the Bank liable?
Decision: Yes: Either knowing assistance or knowing receipt is sufficient to prove a breach of trust.
- In this case, it is knowing receipt, because the bank, by reducing the overdraft of the parent corporation, is better off, and there is
unjust enrichment
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There are two ways that corporations can be liable for a breach of trust
1. Knowing assistance in a breach of trust
- Requires actual knowledge of a breach of trust. Per Citadel:
- Actual knowledge includes recklessness or wilful blindness
- Recklessness is doing something without caring if it was wrong or not, going about it regardless of whether it was wrong
- Taking a risk you have no right to take
- Constructive knowledge is insufficient to found liability
- Constructive knowledge is knowledge of facts that would put a reasonable person on notice
- Per Citadel, knowing assistance involves furthering a fraud
- Fault-based liability, per Citadel
- In M&L Travel Ltd, directors were personally liable for knowing assistance
2. Knowing receipt of trust property
- Constructive knowledge is a sufficient mental element
- It requires that strangers to the trust receive or apply trust property for their own use and benefit
- Per Citadel, a lower knowledge threshold is enough due to restitutionary concerns
- Receipt-based liability, per Citadel
- In Citadel, the bank was liable for knowing receipt

Air Canada v M&L Travel Ltd (1993, SCC)
Facts: Air Canada is the beneficiary, and M&L is the trustee. M&L has directors Martin and Valiant. M&L Travel Ltd. breached its trust
with AC by not accounting for airfare it collected on behalf of AC. AC’s money associated with airfares was placed in M&L’s general
account. Money in that account has been seized by the bank.
Issue: Are the directors personally liable for knowing assistance in breach of trust by M&L Travel Ltd?
Decision: Yes. He knowingly and directly participated in the breach of trust, and is personally liable as a result based on knowing
assistance
- To establish knowing assistance, one must show that:
- There is a trust relationship (based on certainty of intent, certainty of subject matter, and certainty of beneficiary)
- The trustee breaches the trust
- Which breach was dishonest or fraudulent: i.e. “taking of a risk by the trustee or fiduciary to the prejudice of the beneficiary where
the risk is shown to be one which there is no right to take”
- Defendant assisted trustee in that breach with actual knowledge (which includes recklessness or wilful blindness)
- M&L’s actions were clearly in breach of trust: question is whether Martin and Valliant are constructive trustees?
- Knowing assistance vs. knowing receipt
- This can be found in two cases: where person is in receipt and chargeable with trust property, and where the person knowingly
assisted in a dishonest and fraudulent design on the part of the trustees
- Actual knowledge that what is being done with the trust is inappropriate is all that’s required; it must “bind the person’s
conscience” to impose liability
- In this case, corporation was closely held
- M&L put trust funds in general account, which made them liable to seizure by the Bank, which prejudices the rights of the beneficiary
- Valliant’s personal liability for the bank loan was extinguished by using the trust funds to finance it – this constitutes a personal
benefit to Valliant that violated the trust conditions
- Knowing receipt? Doesn’t work, because it requires the stranger to the trust to receive trust property in his/her personal capacity
(that’s the unjust enrichment element).
- So, it must be knowing assistance. A third party (the bank) benefited from the breach. Martin knew that the trust funds were being
deposited in general bank account. He knew the bank could seize it, as it was subject to the demand loan. At least, he was willfully
blind or reckless to the potential for the breach.
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Tortious, Criminal, Regulatory and Contractual Liability of the Corporation
General
Objectives: To illustrate…
- That a corporation, as a separate legal entity, can sue and be sued
- That a corporation faces tortious, criminal, contractual and regulatory liability
- That, through the principles of agency, a corporation can be bound to perform contracts entered into by its agents
Individual Liability
Liability Without Agency
1. Contract: Ms. X enters into a contract. Ms. X has primary, personal liability.
2. Tort: Ms. X commits a tort. Ms. X has primary, personal liability.
3. Crime: Ms. X commits a crime. Ms. X has primary, personal liability.
Liability Through Agency
1. Contract: Ms. X’s agent, at X’s request, enters into a contract. Ms. X has primary, consensual liability. (Ms. X can also have liability
based on her agent’s ostensible authority. TBA)
2. Tort: Ms. X’s agent, who is also her employee, commits a tort in the ordinary scope of employment. Ms. X has non-consensual,
vicarious liability
3. Crime: Ms. X’s agent commits a crime (not at Ms. X’s request). Ms. X has no liability. (There is no vicarious liability in criminal law.)
Corporate Liability
Liability Without Agency (this is a little fictional, as corporations technically require humans to do their work for them)
1. Contract: N/A - corporate liability in contract is only established via agency law.
2. Tort: Corporation X commits a tort. Corporation X has primary liability established by the directing mind doctrine.
3. Crime: Corporation X commits a crime. Corporation X has primary liability established through the directing mind doctrine as
augmented by recent amendments to the Criminal Code.
Liability Through Agency
1. Contract: The corporation is bound if its agent has actual or ostensible authority.
2. Tort: The corporation’s employee commits a tort in the ordinary course of employment. The corporation’s liability is non-consensual
and vicarious.
3. Crime: N/A
——————————————
Chapter 5 Summary
Primary Tortious Liability Through the Directing Mind Theory (The Rhone and Canadian Dredge)
- Note the Livent add-on, including: where “use of the corporate identification doctrine would undermine the very purpose of
establishing a duty of care, it will rarely be in the public interest to apply it”
- In this tortious context, the Court will not automatically employ directing mind: there will be a public interest analysis
- Defence (Canadian Dredge) likely applies: “where criminal [or tortious] act is totally in fraud of the corp and where the act is intended
to and does result in benefit exclusively to the DM, the DM…ceases to be a DM….”
Criminal Liability Through DM Theory
- The CC has its own approach now, and amendments have been made to make a conviction more likely
- Actus reus and mens rea don’t have to be in the same person
- We don’t need a “directing mind”: a senior officer is enough
Liability Pursuant to Regulatory Offences
- Typical defence is due diligence
- Per Sault Ste Marie, strict liability
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Contractual Liability
- Framework: ultra vires (repealed by ss. 16 and 17(3)
- Jon Beauforte, Pickles Corp: ultra vires may apply in special app corps
- Constructive notice reversed in s. 18
- Indoor management - in house rules and compliance (s. 19)
Contractual Liability: Agency
- Actual authority? Panorama
- Freeman definition/analysis
- Apparent authority? Panorama, Freeman, Doiron, CanLab
Freeman's requirements regarding ostensible/apparent authority have been approved, inter alia, by SCC in Canlab and Alberta C.A. in
Doiron.
- Per Doiron: The requirements to establish ostensible authority are set out in the leading case of Freeman & Lockyer v. Buckhurst
Park Properties (Mangal) Ltd., [1964] 1 All E.R. 630 (C.A.). They are:
- a) that a representation that the agent had authority to enter on behalf of the company into a contract of the kind sought to be
enforced was made to the contractor;
- b) that such representation was made by a person or persons who had actual authority to manage the business of the company
either generally or in respect of those matters to which the contract relates;
- c) that the contractor was induced by such representation to enter into the contract (i.e. that he in fact relied upon it); and
- d) that under its memorandum or articles of association the company was not deprived of the capacity either to enter into a
contract of the kind sought to be enforced or to delegate authority to enter into a contract of that kind to the agent
- Refers to ultra vires contracts, situation is not common anymore: doctrine has been repealed
How to establish ostensible authority?
1. Route #1: Representation by virtue of the office/apparently held by the Agent (Panorama/Freeman/Doiron)
2. Route #2: Representation as to Agent's authority by a corporate representative with actual authority to make such a representation.
(Canlab)

Criminal and Tortious Liability
The “Rhone” v The “Peter A.B. Widener” (1993, SCC)
Re: When is the liability primary liability? When do we say that the corporation has committed a tort? Directing mind doctrine
Facts: The “Rhone" is owned by the plaintiff North Central. It was struck by a barge called the Widener which was being towed by a
flotilla of tugboats. Owner sues Great Lakes, owner of two of the tugs. Also sues Captain Kelch, employed by Great Lakes. Kelch was
the de facto master of the flotilla. His negligence was a partial cause of the collision.
Issue: (1) Is Captain Kelch a directing mind of Great Lakes ? (2) Did the collision occur with the actual fault (or privity) of Great Lakes
per s. 647(2) of the Shipping Act or not? (The Shipping Act states that the owner of a ship has the benefit of limited liability concerning
acts or omissions in the navigation to the ships that occur without the owner's actual fault or privity.)
- The owner has a defence under the legislation if they weren’t at fault
- How do you say that a corporation is or is not at fault? Where do we look for a corporation’s “state of mind”?
Decision: In the case of a corporate ship owner, it is necessary to consider whether the acts of a particular individual giving rise to
liability should be attributed to that of the company itself
- Directing mind: The focus of inquiry must be on whether the impugned individual has been delegated the “governing executive
authority” within the scope of their authority. This discretion should include the ability to design and supervise implementation of
corporate policy
- Does this individual have governing exclusive authority in the company? Do they design corporate policy, rather than merely carry
it out?
- If the directing mind did it, the corporation is liable; if they are not, then the corporation is not.
- How far down the chain do we go before we say that what an employee did is not attributable to a corporation?
- Denning visualizes a corporation as a body with a brain
- Does Kelch have governing executive authority in this case? No: he was just a port captain with some additional responsibilities
because of his experience. He was just an employee
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- A limited decision making role isn’t enough to render someone a “directing mind” of a corporation
R v Canadian Dredge & Dock Co (1985, SCC)
Re: Criminal case, but applies to tort: a corp can’t be liable for a crime; identification theory
Facts: Canadian Dredge, and other def. corporations, submitted collusive bids through their managers for dredging contracts with
public (gov’t) authorities. Defendant corporations dispute criminal liability on basis that the managers involved in the bid-rigging were
acting outside the ordinary scope of employment and contrary to instructions to obey the law, were acting for their own benefit, and
were acting in fraud on their own corporations.
- Basically, one company would win a given tender call as a result of the bidding, and all companies would benefit from it
- Crown’s theory of the actions: P166
Issue: Per court, what is the "appropriate outer limit of the attribution of criminal conduct of a directing mind when he undertakes
activities in fraud of the corporation or for his own benefit?”
Decision: Court discusses the types of liability that exist, revisited later in the course
The corporation has primary liability when the directing mind is acting in the scope or course of their authority, in the sense of acting
within the business
- There can be more than one directing mind in a corporation: boards will have multiple governing authorities, etc.
- Totally rejects the corporation’s defence: if you accepted this, you would always avoid liability because the directing minds would
always be advised not to break the law
If the corporation is the victim, then it would be strange to find liability: thus, if the directing mind acts outside of the interests of the corp,
a corp won’t be liable
Identification theory: Brings actus reus and mens rea together, basically finds that the corporation and person committing the crime
have become one in the same, making the corporation liable. The Crown has to show that the action taken by the directing mind:
- Was within the field of operation assigned to him
- The acts were not totally in fraud of the corporation
- Was by design or result partly for the benefit of the company
If the directing mind acts outside of the field assignment to them, was totally in fraud of the corp, and the corp received no benefit, the
corp does not have responsibility
Note: Identification theory as it related to torts is common law and still used, and as it relates to criminal law it’s statutory and has been
replaced. Bill C-45 ditched identification theory, requiring the Crown to Prove:
1. Wanton & reckless disregard for the lives/safety for others through the conduct of a corporate ‘representative’, acting within their
authority – either alone or with other representatives; AND
2. That a ‘senior officer’ or the organization departed markedly from the reasonable standard of care expected to prevent the
representative(s) from causing harm

Deloitte & Touche v Livent Inc (2017, SCC)
Re: Canadian Dredge states the law of directing mind, but Livent says that it doesn’t need to be applied if there is a public interest
reason not to apply it
Facts: Livent Inc (Livent) was a publicly traded corporation which “specialized in the vertical integration of live theatre productions.”
Livent “brought the entire enterprise, from production to performance, under one roof – a roof that Livent, as a proprietor of theatre
properties, also owned.” Unfortunately, Livent’s apparent success was a fraud: two directors, Drabinsky and Gottlieb, as well as some
their associates, “cooked the books” by manipulating Livent’s financial records. This included booking falsified expenses as assets and
recording “imaginary revenue.” Meanwhile, Deloitte & Touche (now Deloitte LLP) had been retained on a number of Livent matters,
including to conduct audits as required by statute.
- Unfortunately, Deloitte conducted its audit incompetently and failed to detect the frauds. The following year, new investors in Livent
put new managers in place who, in turn, discovered the frauds. Soon thereafter, Livent went into receivership and, through its
receiver, sued Deloitte. Livent claimed that as a result of Deloitte’s negligence, Livent’s shareholders were unaware of Livent’s true
financial state and were unable to properly supervise management. This, in turn, artificially extended Livent’s corporate life and
increased its liquidation deficit beyond what it would otherwise have been. At trial, Livent was successful and awarded $84,750,000
for breach of duty of care or, alternatively, for breach of contract. This outcome was upheld by the Court of Appeal for Ontario. On
further appeal, the SCC awarded approximately $40M.
- Livent hires Deloitte to do audits (including finding fraud in the directing minds)
- Deloitte is negligent and doesn’t detect fraud
- Livent sues for negligence
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- Deloitte’s defence: exturpi - Livent has engaged in fraud
- Livent argues: we hired you to detect the fraud to begin with, not to accuse us of fraud
- Deloitte: Livent’s directors (Drabinsky and Gottlieb) have engaged in illegal or wrongful conduct. This “illegal or wrongful conduct” is
attributable to Livent via directing mind theory.
Issue: Assuming Livent can establish the tort of negligent misstatement against Deloitte, can Deloitte establish the defence of illegality?
Decision: Affirms Dredge & Dock, validates it as a test: To attribute the fraudulent acts of an employee to its corporate employer, two
conditions must be met:
- (1) the wrongdoer must be the directing mind of the corporation; and
- (2) the wrongful actions of the directing mind must have been done within the scope of his authority; that is, his actions must be
performed within the sector of corporate operation assigned to him.
For the purposes of this analysis, an individual will cease to be a directing mind unless the action
- (1) was not totally in fraud of the corporation; and
- (2) was by design or result partly for the benefit of the corporation
Para 104: While, therefore, this Court’s decision in Canadian Dredge remains the authoritative test for the application of the corporate
identification doctrine, we would reaffirm one qualification. The principles set out in Canadian Dredge provide a sufficient basis to find
that the actions of a directing mind be attributed to a corporation, not a necessary one.
- As a principle that is grounded in policy, and which only serves as a means to hold a corporation criminally responsible or to deny
civil liability, courts retain the discretion to refrain from applying it where, in the circumstances of the case, it would not be in the
public interest to do so [very wide precedent]. And where, as here, its application would render meaningless the very purpose for
which a duty of care was recognized, such application will rarely be in the public interest. If a professional undertakes to provide a
service to detect wrongdoing, the existence of that wrongdoing will not normally weigh in favour of barring civil liability for
negligence through the corporate identification doctrine…
- It follows that denying liability of the employee on the basis that an individual within the corporation has engaged in the very
action that the auditor was enlisted to protect against would render the statutory audit meaningless
- Basically, there’s more to Canadian Dredge: there’s also the idea that it’s grounded in policy, and won’t be applied when it will lead to
a “repugnant” result
Statutory Criminal Liability: Amendments to the Criminal Code
Historically, it was very difficult to secure judgments against the corporations for criminal offences
- Ex) If the corporation has no money, you would be better off going after the directing mind
- Directing mind can actually go to both the corp and the individual
Crim hit a crisis in 1992: Westray Mining Disaster in NS
- There was a public inquiry, and it was discovered that the explosion could have been prevented if the corporation paid attention to
safety warnings. Despite this warning, there was no conviction
In response, gov’t passed Bill C-24:
- Removed the common law need to have the mens rea and actus reus being in the same person
- Actus reus got broader: includes everyone
- All employees, agents and contractors can now supply the actus reus
- Mens rea also got much broader: “Senior officer” - something less than a directing mind can supply the elements of mens rea
- Senior officer is a representative who plays an important role in establishment of corporate policies, or is responsible for
managing an important aspect of the organization’s activities
- For negligence-based crimes, the mens rea will be attributable to both corps and other organizations through the aggregate fault
of the organization’s “senior officers”, including those members of management with operational and policy making authority)
- For crimes of intent or recklessness, criminal intent will be attributable to a corporation or other organization where a senior officer
is a party to the offence, or where a senior officer has knowledge of the commission of the offence by other members of the
organization and fails to take all reasonable steps to prevent or stop the commission of the offence.

Metron
Case provides an example of a corporation being convicted under new provisions:
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Facts: D corporation wanted to restore some balconies. Defendant hired a project manager, who in turn hires a site supervisor.
Platform collapsed because too many people were on it. Platform wasn’t properly constructed. ¾ of the deceased had marijuana in their
bloodstream.
Decision: Defendant corp pled guilty to negligence; conceded that the site manager was a senior officer, and therefore MR for the
criminal offence is attributable to the corporation.

Regulatory Offences
Also known as statutory offences, public welfare offences: idea of a public purpose
Depending on the mental requirement, can be absolute or strict liability.
3 types of offences:
- Absolute liability: no defence available. No prison, but guilt flows from the absolute liability. A statute must be explicit that the offence
is AL
- Mens rea: requires only intention
- Strict liability: Due diligence offence. Once accused is proven to commit a regulatory offence, liability will be found unless a due
diligence defence (including reasonable but mistaken belief) is successful
- Discussed on P166-7
Regulatory offences are generally strict liability offences, and can be defended using due diligence

R v Bata Industries Ltd (1995, Prov Ct)
Re: Due diligence defence. Onus is on the party raising the defence to show on a balance of probabilities that they acted with
reasonable care; scope of their duties will be taken into account when determining what’s reasonable. Factors for due diligence set out
Facts: BATA Industries Ltd., charged under environmental protection legislation failed in defence of due diligence because it did not
est. that it exercised all reasonable care. Gov’t officials visited the plant, noticed chemicals stored in rusty barrels, spilling on the
ground, etc. Thomas Bata, Douglas Marchant, and Keith Weston are all directors and operators, and named as defendants for charge
of directors’ liability
- All three are charged under the relevant legislation
Issue: Can the individual directors successfully raise the defence of due diligence?
Decision (Prov Ct): Only Marchant and Weston are guilty. Appeal allowed. Crown has established actus reus - the defendants thus
have to show that they took all reasonable care under the circumstances (due diligence)
- P190L: criteria that the judge looked at to make their decision - very circumstantial. A and B covered in class, C-F are related
questions
- A. Did the board establish a “pollution prevention” system? Supervision or inspection?
- B. Did each director ensure that the corporate officers have been instructed to set up a system that was consonant with industry
practice in ensuring compliance with environmental laws?
- C. Did directors review environmental compliance reports, or at least get info from subordinates on the matter?
- D. Are directors ensuring that environmental concerns are being promptly addressed?
- E. Are directors aware of industry standards for dealing with these pollutants?
- F. Did directors immediately and personally react when environmental safeguards failed?
- The core of what they’re looking at is if there is a pollution prevention system, and whether or not it’s being monitored properly. In this
case, there is little paper trail: hard to establish due diligence
- Note: Principle of delegation in environmental matters. According to EPA, environmental protection is too important to delegate
entirely in the corporation; not acceptable for corporate directors to insulate themselves from all responsibility
- Bata is off the hook: his responsibilities were more “global”, and he would only go to the plant once or twice a year. There was no
awareness of a problem, and no wilful blindness on his part. Thus, due diligence
- Once the problem was in his attention, he worked to fix it
- As a default, Bata was allowed to trust his on-site directors
- Marchant had more involvement with the plant in question on a regular basis, and the storage problem had been brought to his
attention, but he didn’t really do anything about it. No due diligence.
- Weston is in charge of the plant itself: these responsibilities make him more vulnerable. He could not show that he used all
reasonable care to prevent this unlawful discharge. No due diligence.
- Note: Weston had an incentive not to remedy the problem - his salary incentives were based on cutting costs. This is confirmed
by the fact that when his salary was disconnected from cost cutting, he allowed 100k to go towards the project
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- What was the punishment?
- They were individually fined, and made it a term of BATA (the corporation)’s probation that they could not indemnify the individuals
CA Decision: Provides discussion of when a corporation can indemnify (ABCA s. 124)
- Recognized the concerns of the trial judge re: indemnification (that by allowing it, they effectively remove the fine from the
individuals)
- But, states that they’re using the probationary order to punish the individuals, not to rehabilitate BATA: the order should be about
BATA if it’s to be imposed on them. Basically, BATA was found guilty overall, but the penalty is being used to punish M and W
- Court says that the ON equivalent to ABCA s. 124 establishes when a corporation may or must indemnify a corporate officer or
director and when it must not.
- Trial judge ignored this provision, and noted that corporate bylaws prevented indemnification: but, there was an error in law
- CA agrees that there may be deterrent reasons for preventing indemnification, but notes that the statutes just don’t work that way
- Bottom line: if BATA is to be prevented from indemnification, let’s look at the Act to see what should happen
ABCA s. 124
- (1) Stands for the proposition that except where the corp is a plaintiff or “plaintiff like”, they may indemnify a director if…
- (a) Weston and Marchand would have to show that they complied. But, it shouldn’t have happened, and when it did happen, they
(recklessly) did nothing. Does this fit into the best interests of the corporation?
- (b) They’ll have a very rough time with this: how could they believe that such conduct was lawful?
- (2) Ignoring this
- (3) This gives an entitlement to indemnification
- (a) They can’t show this at all
- (b) They already failed these
- (c) This is really just the legislature giving the court more discretion. But, they would probably fail this as well

R v Syncrude Canada Ltd (2010, ABPC)
Facts: Syncrude was charged with failing to store a hazardous substance (bitumen) in a manner that ensured it did not come into
contract with any animals contrary to provincial environmental protection leg'n. It was also charged with depositing a substance harmful
to migratory birds in an area frequented by migratory birds contrary to federal legislation. 1600 birds died as a result of landing on a
bitumen contaminated pond.
- The Crown has to establish beyond a reasonable doubt that Syncrude breached the legislation: they did
- But, the legislation puts the onus on Syncrude to show due diligence: did they take all reasonable steps, on a balance of
probabilities?
Issue: Is Syncrude liable for violating environmental legislation? Can Syncrude prove it took all reasonable care to avoid the
contraventions as a defence?
- Note: Due diligence defence: if the accused reasonably believed in a mistaken set of facts which, if true, would render the act or
omission innocent; or if it took all reasonable steps to avoid the particular event. Determined on balance of probabilities
Decision: Syncrude is guilty of both counts, as they have not put forward a successful due diligence defence
- Syncrude does not have to meet the standard of perfection: they don’t have to show any kind of superhuman steps, etc.: it needs a
“proper system” and “reasonable steps to ensure the effective operation of this system”. List of factors that should be considered in
the defence, p 205: Nature and gravity of event, foreseeability, etc.
There are a few things that Syncrude did undoubtedly wrong re: due diligence
- Head of the team didn’t have formal training (despite experience)
- The air cannons and scarecrows were not sufficient: system was ineffective
- Cannons were also put out too late given migratory bird patterns
- No formal schedule for deploying deterrents compared to competitors
- Didn’t look at reasonable alternatives
- Court also says that it was reasonably foreseeable in the circumstances
- Reasonable foreseeability: due diligence doesn’t require you to see the future, but was the event in question reasonably
foreseeable?
Syncrude also puts forward a de minimis argument: counsel argues that Syncrude’s actions are not a big deal
- Court disagrees: “this was not at all trivial”
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Contractual Liability
At common law, the contractual liability of the company is tied to
The ultra vires rule (s. 16 and 17(3))
- McGuiness: The Latin term “ultra vires” describes a class of acts of a body that were beyond its powers or jurisdiction
- In corps, this applies to the creation documents of the corp
- Ex) An “objects clause”: strictly describes the object of a corporation
- Under the ultra vires doctrine, a corp can’t enter into contracts that are outside of their objects clause
- Ex) Object of mining, contract for ski resort
- Policy: idea of the doctrine is to protect shareholders, creditors

Jon Beauforte (London) Ltd Re (1953)
Re: Doctrine of ultra vires
Facts: Company's Memorandum of Association objects clause: To carry on business of costumiers, gown-makers and related activities.
Company started making veneered panels without amending the objects clause. Eventually, they’re unable to pay their bills
- Fuel supplier would like to be paid
- Corp argues that they don’t have to pay: it’s outside of the objects clause to make veneer panels, and that’s what we were doing
Issue: Are the three contracts at issue (ie: contract for construction of the veneer factory; contract for veneer; and contract for fuel used
in the factory) ultra vires and therefore unenforceable?
Decision: Court applies constructive notice: supplier knew that the fuel was being used for panels, and with constructive notice should
have known about the objects clause. In other words, they should have known that the contract was beyond the scope of the
corporation
- The contracts were ultra vires, don’t have to be paid
Note: ABCA ss. 16 and 17(3) reject this rule. Therefore, in the ABCA context, ultra vires is basically put to rest. But, it can still have an
effect
- Corps under the ABCA can rely on these ss., but special corporations created by statute can be affected by ultra vires
- This works to remove the policy implications of constructive notice/ultra vires: the doctrine protects corporations, but puts all the onus
on the suppliers to read the corporate documentation, etc. before any contracts are formed

Communities Economic Development Fund v Canadian Pickles Corp (1991, SCC)
Re: Effect of ultra vires on statutory corps. Ultra vires abolished for common sense/policy reasons
Facts: Communities Economic Development Fund (“The Fund”) is a corporation created by statute (incorporation via special act) which
provides that Fund is to encourage the economic development of “remote and isolated communities in Manitoba”
- S9: “No loan shall be made under this Act… if the making… contravenes any provision of this Act.”
Fund lends to Canadian Pickles Corp. located approx 20-ish kms outside of Winnipeg. Mr. & Mrs. O'Donnell are the shareholders and
Ds. Fund takes guarantees from inter alia, the O’Donnells (who are shareholders in and directors of Canadian Pickles)
- Pickles goes bankrupt, and CEDF tries to collect from the guarantors
Issue: Is the loan to Pickles ultra vires and do the guarantees fall accordingly?
Decision: Yes, they are ultra vires, but Pickles is not liable to pay the loan. The correct interpretation of the contract is that the
respondent is not liable to repay the money in the event the principle debt is ultra vires.
- The appellant should have invited upon a contract that would have made the respondents liable
- The fund has no express or implied power to act outside of its statutory objects because they were created by special act. Thus, their
very purpose creates the ultra vires rule: they weren’t supposed to do anything outside of the statute, but they did so here. They
didn’t follow their statutory mandate
- Based on the court’s reading of the Act, loans made in contravention of S. 9 are ultra vires
The guarantors do not have to repay the money from an ultra vires loan
The principle reason for this decision was to protect taxpayer dollars: this is not the case here
Bottom line: ultra vires can apply in the context of special apps
The constructive notice doctrine (see s. 18)
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- McGuiness: Constructive notice is knowledge of a fact that is presumed or imputed by law. …At common law, a person who dealt

-

with a corporate body was deemed to have notice of the contents of all documents that the corporation was required file with, and did
file with, a public office that were open to public inspection.
- The doctrine of ultra vires works with the constructive notice doctrine
S. 18: Repeals constructive notice: you’re not deemed to know if you don’t know (but if you know, you know)

The indoor management rule (see s. 19)
- The rule in Tuquands case: those dealing with a corporation are entitled to assume the internal procedures of the corporation have
been complied with, except when they are notified otherwise
- McGuinnes: Even during the heyday of the doctrine of ultra vires, the courts were loath to require third parties dealing with a
corporation to enquire into compliance by a corporation of its directors and officers or into the internal rules of management
governing the conduct of the business or affairs of a corporation. Such rules might govern the directors and officers, and might entitle
the corporation or its shareholders to restrain them from acting in contravention or to seek damages should those rules be broken,
but they were not a matter which the general public had need to concern itself.
- Purpose is to protect people who enter into a contract with a company from “razzle dazzle” defences
- Those who contract with the company are not affected by the fact that internal company procedures haven’t been followed
- Ex) Would it make sense that others are affected by a family rule that you can’t have over 10k in debt? No. Likewise, internal
corporate rules can’t be used as a defence for being bound to a contract
- S. 19: Preserves the indoor management rule by establishing that if you know there’s a problem, indoor management doesn’t help
you. But if you don’t know, they will

Contracting with Agents of the Corporation
At common law, the contractual liability of a company is also tied to agency law
- When is the principal bound, and when are they not bound? They are bound when an agent has actual or ostensible authority
- Agent binds the principle if there is actual or apparent authority. Recall that actual authority results from the relationship between the
principal and the agent, and can be express or implied. Apparent authority is the result of a representation by the principal to a third
party that there is authority.
- You can’t get agency authority from a third party, including if that third party is an employee of the principal
- The outsider is not to assume that just because authority is possible that authority is confirmed

Panorama Developments (Guildford) Ltd v Fidelis Furnishing Fabrics Ltd (1971, CA)
Re: Actual authority. Contracting with agents of the corporation. “Rogue agent” case.
Facts: Panorama (3rd Party) is a car rental co., and a victim of Bayne. Fidelis (Principal), defendant corp, is a victim of Bayne. Bayne
(Agent) is a corporate secretary, individual defendant fraudster (the “rogue agent”)
- Bayne secured an agreement with P, and on behalf of his employer was purporting to lease luxury vehicles
- Turns out that D had nothing to do with this agreement: Bayne did it all himself on the side and pocketed the money. Bill for leases
eventually comes to D as the principal. D argues they know nothing
- Bayne goes to prison, can’t pay anything. P argues that D owes them
Issue: Did Bayne have authority to bind Fidelis to a contract with Panorama?
- If he does, he must have actual or apparent authority
Decision: It was the company who put Bayne in the position to carry out the frauds. Thus, the company is liable.
- Corporate secretaries have a lot of power. You could argue that, by B’s job title, he has actual authority from the board who
appointed him. But typically this argument is not put forward - apparent authority is
- B has the apparent authority to rent the cars: thus, D is bound
- Nature of B’s position included agreements to lease vehicles
As long as there is either actual or ostensible authority, the principal will be bound
Note: Was there any actual evidence of apparent authority? Kind of: P was relying on the fact that B was the corporate secretary, and
that this title is a representation to the world that he has the authority
- Another argument is that they permitted him in the marketplace, but this is not as strong

Freeman and Lockyer v Buckhurst Park Properties (Mangal) Ltd (1964, CA)
Re: Actual vs. apparent authority. Leading case
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Facts: P (third party) does work for D. Question of whether or not there is a contract. Kapoor is agent of D, functions as managing
director, though never formally appointed as such. Also a shareholder, and the “rogue” in this case. Ps have received their instructions
from K to do the work. K has since left with the cash. Now the question is whether his employer will have to pay the bill. Hoon is a
director and shareholder of D.
- D argues that K didn’t have any authority, shouldn’t have been doing this - but the company is permitting this action
Issue: Is corporate defendant bound by contract?
- Is K an agent of B despite not having filed the proper paperwork to solidify his position as managing director?
- Is B liable?
Decision: First question is who is supposed to be in the contract. K is not a party. But, is D responsible through agency?
- You can argue that a managing director has actual authority, but the court proceeds on the basis of apparent authority
The representation of a corporation to the outside world as to the authority of an agent has to come from someone with actual authority
- We have to have a rep from D that K has authority. This representation has to come from someone in the corporation with actual
authority themselves
Test: Four Conditions that Must be Satisfied to Bind based on Apparent Authority (P217)
- That a representation that the agent had authority to enter into these types of contracts on behalf of the corporation
- This is fulfilled because the board knew that K was acting as a managing director, and permitted him to do so
- That the representation was made by persons who had actual authority to manage the business (principal)
- You can’t just have a random person in the company making claims
- Fulfilled because the board can manage via articles of association, legislation
- Reliance by P on the representation
- Fulfilled because P contracted on reliance on K’s authority
- Under its memorandum of association the corporation was not deprived of the capacity either to enter into a contract of the kind
sought to be enforced or to delegate authority to enter into a contract of that kind to the agent
- Basically, the contract can’t be ultra vires
- This could come back to bite you in a special app corporation, but nowhere else
Bottom line: D is liable
Note: Definitions of actual and ostensible authority in the case
Actual authority: “legal relationship between principal and agent created by a consensual agreement to which they are alone parties.”
- A note on actual authority: By virtue of Mr. Kapoor’s position as managing director, he would have actual authority, would he not?
- What representation was made the Kapoor had actual authority? You need someone with true authority to represent that Kapoor had
actual authority. The Board permitted him to act as managing director, so in that respect, you could argue he had actual authority on
that basis.
Ostensible authority: “A legal relationship between the principal and the contractor created by a representation, made by the principal to
the contractor, intended to be and in fact acted on by the contractor, that the agent has authority to enter on behalf of the principal into a
contract of a kind within the scope of the “apparent” authority, so as to render the principal liable to perform any obligations imposed on
him by such contract”

Doiron v Manufacturers Life Insurance Co (cob Manulife Financial) (2002, ABQB)
Re: Affirmation of Freeman at the appeal level
Facts: Mr. and Mrs. Doiron, 3rd parties invest money into Devon Capital Corp. Invested money via Mr. Demmers, a ManuLife
investment advisor who also represented other companies and sold their investment products (meaning that he is an independent
contractor). Manulife is the principal. Devon is unrelated to ManuLife. Turns out that the Devon venture was a complete fraud
(unbeknownst to Demmers). Ps did not get a return on their investment, and argue that ManuLife owes them money as Demmers’
principal. They sue Manulife because they are the most likely to be able to satisfy a judgment.
- Argue there was either a principal/agent or employment relationship
- Ps also argue that they thought Demmers was selling them a Manulife product
Issue: Was Demmers an apparent agent of Manulife, making Manulife liable?
Decision: Yes, he was. Upheld on appeal.
- P219: Contract says that Mr. Demmers has no actual authority at all. Demmers’ relationship with Manulife was not exclusive: he sold
both Manulife and other products
- There is no employment relationship here: Demmers is an independent contractor
- Court then looks at the Freeman test to determine agency
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- Especially concerned with criteria 2: “a person or persons who had actual authority to manage the business of the company…”
- Manulife permitted Demmers to act the way that he did: they had actual authority, and by allowing him to do what he did, they
effectively gave him apparent authority. He also had Manulife stationary, letterhead, etc.
O’Byrne is bothered by one aspect of the case: in the last para, the Court describes a letter that the Doirons got that basically stated
that the product they bought was not Manulife, but they did nothing about it
- Court says that this doesn’t matter: they were already committed at this point, and probably couldn’t get their money back.
- But what the letter really does is poke holes in the argument that the Doirons really wanted a Manulife product, etc. - shouldn’t they
have objected, or inquired as to whether the product was backed by Manulife?
Appeal (P224): QB decision is upheld. Manulife is liable, Demmer had apparent authority, and it was reasonable for Dorions to think
that Demmer was acting on behalf of Manulife
- Risk of confusion fell on Demmers, and therefore on Manulife
- Also affirms Freeman, idea that there has to be a representation from Manulife: Ostensible authority doesn’t require an explicit
representation of authority; it is found where the principal has created a situation such that it is reasonable to infer and rely upon the
apparent authority of that person

Corporate Social Responsibility
Basics of CSR
Objectives: To illustrate…
- The debate as to whether or not corporations have social responsibilities
CSR calls for accountability in the context of a corporation’s economic, social and environmental actions
- CSR is generally understood to be the way that a company achieves balance or integration of economic, environmental and social
imperatives while at the same time addressing shareholder and stakeholder expectations
- It is synonymous with concepts like accountability, corporate sustainability, corporate citizenship, corporate stewardship, etc.
Two Conceptions of CSR
Property Conception: the “shareholder primacy model”
Friedman: “the corporation belongs to shareholders, and therefore it is the CEO and board’s job to deliver shareholder value; to
maximize the shareholders’ return on investment”
- From this perspective, a corp can’t have CSR: anytime a CEO engages in CSR amounts to spending shareholder money to fulfil
personal goals. When a CEO does this, they are levying a tax on the corporation
But, what if a corporation voluntarily donates to a charity, etc.?
- This could be consistent with Friedman’s view: philanthropy is ok, as long as you’re not actually being philanthropic. You’re being
charitable, but you’re also being profit motivated: philanthropy can raise the stature of the corp, etc.
This is about where society is at the moment
Social Entity Conception
A corp is not just about money and shareholders: corporations have a “public purpose”
- Corps only exist by operation of law, and some of its purpose should be devoted to collective welfare
Per SCC in BCE: “Directors, acting in the best interests of the corporation, may be obliged to consider the impact of their decisions on
corporate stakeholders…. This is what we mean when we speak of a director being required to act in the best interests of the
corporation viewed as a good corporate citizen.”
- Ex) Fe Fi Fo Firm search database: allows people to find out what law firms have said about particular issues

Case Study: The Body Shop
“Our values” approach to CSR: how do you add value to a skin and hair company? It sells things people don’t really need, so they add
value through a message/corporate identity
Founded in the 1970s in the UK, very successful in Canada up until about 2006, where it was acquired by L’Oreal.
- Company focused on human rights, other CSR initiatives
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- Shareholders who buy into the corporation know that their philanthropic endeavours are part of the company. Because they know
going in, their philanthropy arguably conforms with the property conception: it helps their returns, and they aren’t “stealing” from
shareholders
Body Shop set up a workshop for foot rollers in India, set up jobs for children, etc. Are there any concerns with this? Is it 100% good?
- There are issues of colonialism, caution, respect, child labour, etc.
At the height of the Body Shop, there was a story about them in a business review
- Contacted CEOs of other companies, got their feedback on the article: tobacco CEO is very critical, thinks it’s easier to have CSR
depending on your product

Case Study: Talisman
Re: Bad communication/PR team; corps can be readily held accountable due to the internet
- Idea with CSR is that we aren’t just looking at the financial bottom line: we’re looking at things like the environment, etc.
Talisman was in South Sudan, and was working with the gov’t there: this was a public perception problem
- Talisman knew that they had a problem, tried to address it, and ultimately just pulled out: their share value was being negatively hit
due to their presence in Sudan. This shows the power that public perception and opinion can have on a company
- You can also be subject to shareholder activism in-house
Note that the internet makes it quicker and easier to hold companies to account

Re Varity Corp and Jesuit Fathers of Upper Canada et al (1987, HC)
Re: Shareholder activism, shareholder proposals
- Shareholder proposals allow for minority shareholders to come forward and voice their grievances to all of the shareholders
Facts: Application by V for an order permitting it not to including in its mailing to shareholders a shareholder proposal that the company
end its investments in South Africa. Application on the basis that the proposal has been submitted only because of views on apartheid
in SA. Proposal brought by Jesuit Fathers.
- P253: example of how a shareholder proposal is generally drafted
- Sets out the issue, and makes a business case
- Management argues that they do not have to circulate the proposal based on CBCA s. 131(5)(b). This says that management does
not have to share proposals if their are submitted for personal or general economic/political causes.
- Applicants argue that it has the purpose of promoting safe investment: must be circulated
Issue: Do they have to include the proposal?
Decision: No, they don’t, per CBCA s. 131(5)(b). Upheld on appeal. Basically, the proposal is only for social reasons, not business
reasons, and thus doesn’t have to be presented.
- P255R: Court says that the primary purpose of the proposal is opposition to apartheid. This is not really true: the proposal also dealt
with safe investment
- O’Byrne agrees with the dissent: the issue of apartheid and its effects on investment is not a “general” political or economic cause - it
is a specific issue that has a tangible effect
Note: The Corporation didn’t ask for costs. Why not?
- It would look even worse if they asked for costs here: the Jesuit Fathers take a vow of poverty, and they’re trying to fight apartheid
Note: P256R: amendments to the CBCA following Varity
- If this legislation was in force, would the decision have changed?
- Note that the ABCA is still the same as the CBCA in Varity: thus, Varity applies in Alberta/to Alberta incorporated companies. That
said, it is tough to say if an AB court would rule in the same way now
Why did the shareholders argue so much about the social aspects of what they wanted to achieve?
- Likely, to get their message out there: goal was to educate the public and potentially create social pressure
Could you use the SCC’s commentary from BCE about good corporate citizenship? Yes: this decision arguably makes being a good
corporate citizen part of the affairs of the corporation/corporate business
- This could tip things away from the result in Varity
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Dodge v Ford Motor Company (1919, Mich Sup Ct)
Re: Property conception
Facts: Ford is doing very well, has a lot of cash. Henry Ford controls the board, and decided not to declare more special dividends:
Ford wished to re-invest in the company, increase employment, reduce cost of cars, and ensure all Americans could afford cars. Dodge
brothers (minority stockholders) object to not receiving dividends, argue there must be special dividends based on the financial
success.
- Seek a court order for their dividends
Issue: Can Ford stop paying dividends to fulfill a public purpose?
Decision: No, they can’t. Incidental humanitarian expenditures for the benefit of the employees are allowed, but Ford can’t run a charity
and have specific profit-making duties to the shareholders too. Essentially, can’t turn a for-profit company into a charity like that.
- For-profit corporations aren’t philanthropic entities, and you shouldn’t treat them as such
- The difference between an incidental humanitarian expenditure for the betterment of employees and specific philanthropic
projects to benefit all of mankind is clear
- Shareholder profit comes first: the powers of the directors is to be exercised in a means to achieve that end, and you can’t change
the end
Note: there is an argument that, by not paying dividends, he was just avoiding paying his competition. But, you can’t use this as a
reason

Guest Lecture: Jeff Bone
“Empowerment of Civil Society Actors”
- Canada has a “stakeholder” or humanitarian model for corporate fiduciary duty
- Focus of the lecture is on mining companies
Mining and conflict run together: Mining is inherently destructive, intrusive, etc.
Ex) Minera Yannacocha (Peru)
- Large American company backed by World Bank funding. Spilled mercury, harmed locals
- Peruvian subsidiary, Peruvian actors - Peruvian courts took hold
- But, there was no real remedy in any jurisdiction
Ex) Bhopal
- American company, Indian subsidiary is negligent/at fault for a gas leak
- Indian gov’t brought a claim to US courts
Ex) Texaco
- Amazon rainforest is destroyed in Ecuador. Asked the case to be heard in NY
- NY judge said that they can be tried in Ecuador - Texaco is order to pay, etc. Same NY judge then said that the Ecuador trial was
illegitimate
Canadian Examples
The Choc v Hudbay trilogy
- Claim being brought in Ontario
- CSR reports/pledges don’t attract legal liability: Victims are arguing that Hudbay adopted various things in their CSR, and that this
means that they have a duty of care to their subsidiary companies who operate in other countries
Tahoe Resources
- BC case, issues occurred in Guatemala
- Trying to see if there can be home jurisdiction for a parent company
Nevsun Resources
- BC case
- Allegations: Subsidiary goes into Eritrea, used slave labour to build a mine in partnership with a dictatorship
Is the legal system the best way to bring such a remedy abroad?
- Arguments that the Canadian legal system isn’t the place to do these things (imperialist, etc.): jurisdiction
- The court system has a lot of problems: jury system, institutional crisis
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US Alien Tort Statute
- 30 years of US case law increased the role of the Alien Tort Statute as a civil remedy
- 2013: Kiobel: “touch and concern” doctrine effectively ends application of the statute to matters that occur abroad
- Basically, if it doesn’t touch and concern the US, it’s not the US’ problem
Lex Mercatoria (Law Merchant)
Ancient European form of CSR: is this re-emerging?
- Basically, can corps be self regulating without the need for institutional authority?
“A new form of medievalism”
- A world with less reliance on gov’t institutions to resolve disputes around the world
- An emerging structure of “mega diplomacy” which is based on dialogue between gov’t, corps, civil society
Seems to be based on the idea that social license/consciousness is integral to local buy in in foreign investments
Question: Do civil society organizations play a quasi-regulatory role concerning the human rights performance of extractive sector
corps? Why focus on civil society?
- UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights: protect, respect, remedy
- Businesses have a responsibility to protect and respect, and there is remedy were this can’t be done
- The “social license”: Civil society plays a big role in defining, regulating, etc.
NGO-Run Complain Mechanisms: Oxfam
- 2000-2009: Oxfam Aus operated an “ombudsman” office that reviewed environmental and human rights complaints
- Stopped because Oxfam wanted to put resources into lobbying, etc.
Canada’s non-judicial approach
Office of the Extractive Sector Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Counsellor established in 2009 by the gov’t
- NGOs, law groups, etc. were pushing the gov’t to do so
- Argument was to have a body that could shame, discipline companies abroad
Mandate to review complaints, mostly brought forward by civil society against Canadian mining companies operating abroad
- CSR Counsellor will be dissolved at the end of its current mandate in May
- Very ineffective: nothing really was done at the end of hearings, etc.
Canada is part of the OECD: one thing about that is having a national contact point for complaints re: your domestic corps abroad
2018: CORE (ombudsperson): creation of this office announced Jan 2018
- Unlike its predecessor, the new position will not require the permission of a company to investigate. Nor will the ombudsman need a
complaint, as they will have the power to launch their own investigations and publicly report their findings
- Differences from CSR: investigative powers, power to withdraw Canadian funding and support
- Rationale is the idea of the gov’t to be able to step in to situations where Canadian reputation is at stake abroad
- Why not give powers like this?: companies need a dispute resolution process. If there is a complaint with no dispute resolution done,
we’ll let you do it. But, if it’s been done, you can be find if it’s a substantiated claim that violates an international obligation
- Basically, letting the corporation deal with it if they can, and step in when necessary
Findings: Civil society organizations will have a crucial role as states develop strategies for aligning with the UN Guiding Principles and
as the extractive sector begins to take seriously its responsibility to respect human rights
- May not be realistic to impose fines after claims are substantiated: maybe we need a less judicious approach, such as the CORE
proposal above
Takeaways: Civil society has a role in upholding CSR (by facilitating social license and legitimacy)
- Legal counsel is important to getting to the bottom of what is right, what is going to work, etc.
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- Who is giving social license? This is still a fluid concept, different from free and informed consent, duty to consult, etc.
- Social license is not quite a fully realized legal concept
- Civil society is a meeting ground, important to something being fair and just

Corporate Governance
Objectives/Summary
Objectives: To illustrate…
- That directors are given the task of managing or supervising the management of the business and affairs of the corporation by the
ABCA and are elected by shareholders
- That the ABCA imposes certain qualifications on directors before they are eligible to take office
- That directors owe a duty of care, diligence and skill and have a fiduciary duty in relation to the corporation
- That directors may also be personally liable for torts committed while conducting the affairs of the corporation

Liability in tort to 3rd parties

- Inducing breach of contract is the rule in Said v Butt: accepted across Canada
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- Kent wasn’t assigned, but it did apply Slatter’s decision

General
ABCA ss. 101(1) and 122(1) are important provisions under the topic of corporate governance
- S. 101(1): Directors manage/supervise the corp
- S. 122(1)(a)-(b): statutory fiduciary duty and statutory duty of care
Article: The Board Has Five Basic Responsibilities
1. Appointing and supervising the CEO and other officers
- This task includes appointing, setting terms of employment, supervising, compensating and, if necessary, removing all corporate
officers, beginning with the CEO. It also involves approving major organizational changes, and ensuring that adequate plans are in
place for management succession.
- Per O’Byrne, one of the chief operations is keeping an eye on the CEO
- Ex) Conrad Black: special committee was appointed to look into what Black was doing
- Threatened to sue board members, etc. What do you do in a situation like this? You’d push back in some way: but you’d be
limited under s. 122(1)
- If the CEO threatens to sue board members, that’s their prerogative
2. Directing and evaluating strategy
- Strategic management is the integrated planning and implementation of the major changes needed to improve corporate
performance. The board should oversee an action program based on the purpose, strategy, operations, results, organization,
resources and environment of the company. Supervision focuses on keeping management accountable for performance in
implementing plans, meeting objectives, competing successfully and satisfying the requirements necessary to merit the continuing
support of shareholders and other stakeholders.
3. Representing shareholders and maintaining shareholder relations
- These tasks include reflecting shareholder concerns to management, reporting to shareholders as legally required and otherwise
communicating to them directly or indirectly through the financial press, analysts and others as to plans and results.
- Even though directors represent shareholders, their fiduciary duty is owed to the corporation
4. Protecting and enhancing the company’s assets
- When major issues arise in management, ownership, investments, acquisitions, divestments or raids, or insolvency, the board must
be fully involved
*5. Fulfilling fiduciary and (other) legal requirements
- The board is responsible for adherence to the laws, regulatory requirements and the preparation and maintenance of necessary
minutes, documents, contracts and records.
- This is the focus of the course material
Business Roundtable Guiding Principles of Corporate Governance (re publicly traded corporations)
- Board of Directors is to select and oversee the CEO and senior management
- Might intersect with CSR
- Management, under board oversight, is to operate the corporation “in an effective and ethical manner to produce long-term value for
shareholders”
- Management, under board oversight, is “to develop and implement the corporation’s strategic plans, and to identify, evaluate and
manage the risks inherent in the corporation’s strategy”
- Management, under board oversight, is to produce financial statements and make related disclosures
- Board to secure an outside audit of management’s financial statements and oversee the relationship with that outside auditor
- Board to lead in corporate governance, including a regular assessment of the “composition and leadership of the board” including
succession planning
- Board to establish performance-based compensation policies and goals in relation to CEO and senior management
- Corporation to engage long-term shareholders via the board and management
- Corporation, in its dealings, to “exemplify the high standards of corporate citizenship”
Comparison of Public Companies and Closely-Held Corporations
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Public Company

Closely-Held Corpora5on

Separa5on between ownership and management

Ownership and management are o<en iden5cal

Large number of s/hrs with shares traded in the securi5es
market

One or limited number or shareholders with no public trading of
shares

Unrestricted transferability of shares

Restric5ons on transfer of shares

Proﬁts are retained or paid out as dividends

Proﬁts distributed as salaries and dividends

Most shareholders are passive investors

Shareholders o<en consider themselves partners

Most investors have diversiﬁed porFolios

Most personal wealth invested in enterprise

No familial or personal rela5ons between shareholders

Familial/other personal rela5onships among shareholders in
addi5on to business dealings

Financial through a mixture of debt and equity

Debt most common form of ﬁnancing

Deﬁned roles and high degree of formality in decision-making

Loosely deﬁned roles and informal decision-making

Director Positions
Qualifications
ABCA s. 101: gives authority to directors to supervise and manage business and affairs of the corporation, subject to a USA
ABCA s. 105: Sets out who cannot be a director
- Minors
- Those with a mental capacity issue
- Anyone who is not an individual: you can’t name a corporation as a director
- A director has to be a human being
- People who are bankrupt
S. 105(3) sets out citizenship and residency requirements: at least 1/4 of the directors of a corporation must be Canadian Residents
Note that per s. 101(2), a corporation can have more than one director. However, a distributing corporation whose shares are held by
more than one person must have at least three directors, two of whom are not employees or officers
Election and Appointment of Directors
ABCA S. 106
- (1): Your director(s) can be appointed during application for incorporation. After that, directors must be elected following the terms of
the statute
Procedure is laid out in (2) and (3)
- (2): Each director name in the “Notice of Directors” holds office from the issuing of the certificate of incorporation until the first
meeting of the shareholders
- (3): Basically, directors shall be elected by a simple majority
Cumulative Voting:
- You want to provide the chance for people to get their director choices on the board. Per Bruce Welling, cumulative voting may be
authorized by either the statute or the corporate constitution
- See ABCA s. 107 for the rules: each shareholder has the right to vote the number of shares she holds multiplied by the number of
directors to be elected
- Ex) The cumulative voting procedure allows the minority shareholder to concentrate their votes. Assuming the total number of shares
is multiplied by the number of directors to be elected (100 shares x 4 directors = 400 shares). In a cumulative system, a minority
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shareholder can allocate all 400 of these shares to a single person, rather than only having 100 to allocate to each candidate. As
such, he may beat out a majority shareholder, who chooses to allocate less than 400 shares to a single candidate.
Miscellaneous Qualification Provisions:
- Section 6(1)(d) – Articles of incorporation must state minimum and maximum numbers of directors
- Section 111 – filling vacancies
- Section 112 – Change in the number of the directors – shareholders can amend the articles to increase or decrease the number or
minimum/maximum of directors
- Section 116 – Validity of acts of directors, officers and committees (a curative section)
- An act of a d/o is valid notwithstanding an irregularity in his election or apt or a defect in his qualification
- Section 132(1) – Calling Meetings
- Annual meetings MUST BE HELD within 18 months of incorporation (this ensures an election), and then every 15 months
thereafter. Shareholders vote by ordinary resolution (simple majority) for the directors
- Section 136(4) – A shareholder proposal can include nominations for the election of directors (there are requirements in the section)
- Section 144 – Gives courts the jurisdiction to review elections as well as appointments of directors
Removal of Directors
ABCA S. 108: Directors cease to hold office if they die, resign, are removed, or are disqualified under s 105
S. 109: Subject to a USA, you can remove a director by any ordinary resolution (majority rule) at a special meeting. Alternatively, the
Court can remove a director
- What if you lack majority power? An option is to go by ss. 241 and 242 (discussed later)
- Derivative action (241): the minority shareholder brings a cause of action on behalf of the corporation, the board is doing nothing.
If the minority does everything properly, they can carry the action on behalf of the corporation, and can win their request
- Oppression remedy (242): typically a minority shareholder is being treated unfairly. When that shareholder is treated unfairly, they
can bring an action
Note: Bill C-25: An Act to Amend the CBCA
One of the proposed amendments is to require certain (public traded) corporations to present diversity information among directors and
members of senior management before shareholders at every annual meeting
- Idea is to increase and promote diversity in the senior management/directors of corps

Statutory Duties of Directors and Officers (Duty of Care and Fiduciary Duty (122))
The common law standard of care/expectation of competence for directors was very low. Created in City Equitable:
- Directors were lazy and incompetent, and didn’t detect managing director defrauding the company. Company goes under, liquidator
sues the directors.
- Court says the directors are not liable in relation to the company: they need not exhibit a greater degree of skill than can be
reasonably expected from a person of their knowledge and experience
- This is the standard of the “amiable idiot”: the legislation was meant to overturn this
Statute works to import a higher burden on directors
S. 122(1)
(a): Every director and officer… shall: act honestly and in good faith with a view to the best interests of the corporation (fiduciary)
(b): Every director and officer… shall: exercise the care, diligence and skill that a reasonably prudent person would exercise in
comparable circumstances (duty of care)
- This represents a much higher standard than the common law
The statute articulates and is subject to the Business Judgment Rule: as long as the process or procedure followed by the board of
directors is fair, honest, and done with reasonable care, the courts will defer to the judgment of the board of directors
- Articulated in Canada as a duty of care
The business judgment rule always applies: In Alberta, you cannot contract out of the business judgment rule: per ABCA s. 122(3):
essentially, nothing relieves a director or officer from the duty to act in accordance with the ABCA
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Peoples Department Stores Inc (Trustee of) v Wise (2004, SCC)
Re: Directors’ fiduciary duty, duty of care, and the business judgment rule
Facts: Wise Stores Inc. Incorporated in 1992 under the CBCA. Peoples is acquired by Wise Stores. Wise Bros. are the directors of
both companies. Due to financing conditions, Peoples could not amalgamate with Wise Stores until purchase price is paid in full. This
was likely to mitigate in the chance that Wise couldn’t pay: Peoples’ parent company could take the store back
- Upon consultation with management of both companies, the Wise Brothers instituted a new joint-inventory procurement policy
system to achieve greater efficiencies
- Wise Stores Inc is now to purchase overseas inventory and bill Peoples for its share [takes on relatively less debt for Peoples]
- Peoples is to purchase North American inventory and bill Wise Stores for its share [takes on more debt for Wise]. Ultimately, it is
owed $4.4 mil by Wise Stores Inc.
- In 1995, both Wise Stores and Peoples filed for bankruptcy. The Trustee in bankruptcy for Peoples brought an action against the
Wise Bros. as directors of Peoples, alleging, inter alia, breach of fiduciary duty and breach of duty of care under s. 122 CBCA (same
as ABCA). The contention was that the Wise Bros. favoured the interests of Wise Stores Inc. over the interests of Peoples. This just
means that Peoples get burdened with a lot of debt, and Wise Bros benefit from it
- Peoples’ trustee claimed that the bros, as directors, had favoured the interests of wise over Peoples to Peoples’ detriment, thus
breaching s. 122
Issue: Did the Wise Bros breach s. 122?
Decision: No they didn’t. The directors’ duty to act in the interest of the corporation isn’t equivalent to always acting in the shareholders’
exclusive interests. The Directors are free to consider the interests of a variety of stakeholders in making decisions and determinations,
but do not owe them a fiduciary duty
Analysis of Statutory Fiduciary Duty (122(1)(a)): directors don’t owe a fiduciary duty to creditors
- It’s owed to the corporation, and this wasn’t breached here either. This reflects the language in the statute: mentions only the
corporation
- No need to read the duty of creditors into s. 122(1)(a), thus no breach of statutory fiduciary duty owed to the corporation
Summaries of fiduciary duty: The statutory fiduciary duty requires directors and officers to act honestly and in good faith vis-à-vis the
corporation. They must respect the trust and confidence that have been reposed in them to manage the assets of the corporation in
pursuit of the realization of the objects of the corporation. They must avoid conflicts of interest with the corporation. They must avoid
abusing their position to gain personal benefit. They must maintain the confidentiality of information they acquire by virtue of their
position. Directors and officers must serve the corporation selflessly, honestly and loyally.
- In this case, all the Wise bros were trying to do was make both corps better corporations. Just because they were unsuccessful
does not mean that they breached their fiduciary duty
- Also note that they may innocently benefit from gains made by the corporation as shareholders
- Fiduciary duty is expressly restricted to the corporation: it doesn’t mention best interests of the shareholders. They can consider
them, but they only owe a fiduciary duty to the corp itself
- Shareholders’ interests in cases like insolvency, etc. may not align with the interests of the corporation more generally: the best
interests of the corporation should not be confused with the best interests of the shareholders
Analysis of duty of care (122(1)(b)):
- There has been no breach of duty of care here. If the directors have acted prudently on a reasonably informed basis, they will not
have liability for negligence
- The business judgment rule: Judges ought to defer to the business decision made by the board, at least to a certain degree
- 2 conditions:
- Good process: That they act prudently on a reasonably informed basis, and
- Reasonableness: That the decision itself is reasonable in light of the circumstances about which the directors knew or ought to
have known
- Note: the business judgment rule is always available as a defence for directors, not just in duty of care scenarios
- In this case, they pass the business judgment rule: the Wise bros were doing what they thought was in the best interests of the
corporation
- There is a duty of care owed to creditors (despite no fiduciary duty): whereas (a) is restricted to corporations, (b) is not. Thus, there
can be liability to creditors
- To establish liability in negligence, a plaintiff must establish that:
- There is a duty of care owed by X directors to Y creditors.
- Duty of care analysis in Livent
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- The directors breached the duty of care articulated in s. 122(b)
- The plaintiff was injured or that there are damages resulting from the breach
- Standard of care under (b) is an upgrade to the common law standard. They could have succeeded here had they shown standard of
care

- The procurement policy here wasn’t the problem: there were other issues that contributed more to Peoples’ bankruptcy
Note: s. 123(3)(b) defence isn’t successful here - the Wise bros did rely on a report, but the person who prepared the report was not a
professional
Note: The court in this case is also discussing what creditors can do - alternative causes of action
- Derivative action (s. 240): creditors seek to bring an action on behalf of Peoples for a wrong done to the corporation (not mentioned
by SCC)
- Creditors can sue under the oppression action (s. 241 CBCA, s. 242 ABCA): creditors sue the defendants/corporation for conduct
that is oppressive, unfairly prejudicial or unfairly disregards the interests of creditors. This argument is based on the notion that
creditors have a reasonable expectation that WiseStores and Peoples would share debt exposure more equitably
- Why didn’t the creditors pursue this action?
BCE Inc v 1976 Debentureholders (2008, SCC)
Re: Derivative/oppression actions; decisions that prejudice some stakeholders’ interests at the expense of others
- Directors have a fiduciary duty to the corp, but can look to a broad array of stakeholders in consideration
Facts: A group of purchasers (headed by Ontario Teachers Pension Plan) proposed a leveraged buy-out of all the shares of BCE Inc.
(Canada‟s largest telecommunications corporation). Bell Canada, a wholly owned subsidiary of BCE, to guarantee $30 billion of the
debt BCE would incur to support the purchase (BCE is going to borrow $30 billion). Bell would owe for the debt
Bell’s debenture holders resist because, they contend, Bell’s increased liability would have the effect of downgrading the value of their
debentures (by 20%) while conferring a benefit on the shareholders by way of a premium (of 40%).
- Before it could be implemented, the buy-out first had to be approved by the court as “fair and reasonable” under s. 192 of the CBCA.
Debenture holders bring an oppression action under CBCA (s. 241) and challenge the approval of the plan of arrangement under s.
192 as not being “fair and reasonable‟.
Issue: Whether the CA erred in dismissing the debentureholders’ s. 241 oppression claim and in overturning the Superior Court’s s. 192
approval of the plan of arrangement
Decision: Under the business judgment rule, deference should be given to business decisions of directors taken in good faith and in
the performance of the functions they were elected to perform. The BJR can be used as a defence for both fiduciary duty and duty of
care
- Just because the shareholders stood to benefit while the the debenture holders were prejudiced doesn’t mean that there was a
breach of the statutory fiduciary duty: The deal can proceed, mostly because no matter what the board chose, it would involve taking
on a lot of debt. The directors, facing conflicting interests, might have no choice but to approve transactions that prejudice certain
groups, but are nonetheless in the best interests of the corp
- Normally, the duty to the corporation coincides with shareholders interests. But, if they do not, the directors must do what is the best
for the corporation. Per the BJR, the court should give deference to directors who act properly in making such decision
- The only duty that directors owe to creditors is what is required via the debt contract. The creditors could have included a clause in
the debt contract stating that no other debt could be prioritized over theirs, but they did not do so here
Note: Other avenues for remedy
Normally, only the beneficiary of a duty can enforce the duty. However, directors are unlikely to bring an action against themselves. To
solve this, there are special remedies to protect the interests of stakeholders
- Could proceed via derivative action (239 CBCA): Debentureholders have to establish all the ingredients of a negligence action, and
then look to the legislature of the standard
- Essentially, saying that this is a breach of their 122 duties
- Could proceed via oppression action (242 CBCA): harm to the stakeholders’ legal and equitable interests affected by oppressive acts
of a corporation/directors
- Under S. 122(1)(b) (duty of care owed to stakeholders and third parties)
- Debenture holders had a reasonable expectation that the directors would choose the deal which maintained the investment grade
of the investors, or at least more equitably dealt with the risk on Bell’s behalf
- CBCA s. 192: where corporations are seeking to affect fundamental changes, the court can approve the plan if it is satisfied that:
there is a 2/3 majority vote, the application has been put forth in good faith, and the arrangement is fair and reasonable
Important general comments:
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- Fiduciary duty of directors is not confined to short term profit or value - it is contextual
- Directors may look to the interests of shareholders, employees, etc. when looking at what’s important to the company
Smith v Van Gorkom (1985, Del Sup Ct)
Re: Duty of care: the things that you can do wrong can stack up against you in a duty of care case. Also shows the difference between
a business judgment in Canada and the United States.
Facts: A class action is brought by disgruntled shareholders. They say that there is a merger deal set up by directors that should be
overturned. They want the deal undone, or the directors held liable for making the decision and costing shareholders.
Van Gorkum is Chair and CEO of Trans Union. TU is the defendant, and they are trying to see if they should sell their company. Their
main asset is tax credits and deductions, but they don’t have the income to use them. Van Gorkom works out trade price, lands on $55/
share. They form New T, an acquiring company, in order to have a cash out merger. Pritzker is the takeover specialist behind the deal.
- Cash out merger: a merger in which the acquiring company [New T] buys the outstanding shares or stock of the target company
[Trans Union], including those held by dissenting shareholders for cash, thereby “cashing out” the shares or stock of the target
company.
- Leveraged buy-out: “Method of purchasing…stock of…a corporation by management or outside investors, with financing consisting
primarily of funds borrowed from investment bankers….”
Why is it bad? Van Gorkom couldn’t present how he came up with the $55 price. Corporate lawyer says that shareholders can be sued
for rejecting the offer. Board didn’t have the papers in front of them, and it took them 2 hours to get a deal
Why is it good? Shares were only worth $38, so $55 is a good price.
Issue: Did the board conduct itself competently? Did it show the care/diligence/skill of a reasonable and prudent person?
- Basically, was the decision of the directors protected by the business judgment rule?
Decision: The business judgment rule does not protect the directors here: they did not reach an informed business decision
- The BJR exists to promote the full and free exercise of the managerial power granted to Delaware directors. The Rule will always
defer to the decisions of the Board provided that the proper procedures are followed. Even if these decisions aren’t great, they are
permissible as long as proper procedure is followed
- Business judgment rule is articulated on P284: articulated differently than Canada
- That the business and affairs of a Delaware corporation are managed by or under its Board of Directors. In carrying out their
managerial roles, directors are charged with an unyielding fiduciary duty to the corporation and its shareholders. There is a
presumption that proper process was followed
- In Canada, we do not have this presumption
- If you have not acted on an informed basis, you get no protection in either jurisdiction
What did the Board do wrong? They didn’t seem to inform themselves in VG’s role in the share price and sale. The Board didn’t have a
good handle on what the company was worth
- The Court is also not happy about the fact that they met for 2 hours, had a 20 minute presentation. Didn’t know the value; grossly
negligent in the time they took
In the end, there was no adequate basis to assess the fairness of the price - they should have had evaluation done
Note: Bayless Manning stated that the Delaware Court in Trans Union: “exploded a bomb….stated minimally, the court there pierced
the business judgment rule and imposed individual liability on independent (even eminent) outside directors of Trans Union because
(roughly) the court thought that they had not been careful enough and had not enquired enough…. The corporate bar generally views
the decision as atrocious.”

Transportaction Lease Systems Inc v Weaver (2007, AB): Negligence
Re: Negligence, Peoples, Livent
Issue: Does the creditor have a good cause of action against the corporate debtor’s VP of Finance under s. 122(1)(b) of the ABCA?
Decision: The alleged breach of the duty of care as contemplated by s. 122(1)(b) does not give the Plaintiff creditor a direct action
under the A.B.C.A., but may constitute the standard of conduct owed by directors and "officers" to creditors at common law in a
negligence action if the elements of that tort can be made out.
- The Court in Peoples stated: “To say that the standard is objective makes it clear that the factual aspects of the circumstances
surrounding the actions of the director or officer are important in the case of the s. 122(1)(b) duty of care, as opposed to the
subjective motivation of the director or officer, which is the central focus of the statutory fiduciary duty of s. 122(1)(a) of the CBCA. It
may also be the standard of conduct which a Court will apply under s. 242(2)(b) of the A.B.C.A.”
- Court holds that notwithstanding that ABCA s. 122(1)(b) may set out the standard of care, it may still be that factors that negate the
duty of care may be found following a common law duty of care analysis: this goes into the note below
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Test for negligence per SKO and based, inter alia, on Deloitte & Touch v Livent Inc (Receiver of) 2017 SCC 63 ,
Odhavji Estate v Woodhouse, 2003 SCC 69, as well as insights from Lewis Klar.
Per Livent at para 77: “In a successful negligence action, a plaintiff must demonstrate that (1) the defendant owed him or her a duty of
care; (2) the defendant’s behaviour breached the standard of care; (3) the plaintiff sustained damage; and (4) the damage was caused,
in fact and in law, by the defendant’s breach.”
Step 1: Does the defendant owe the plaintiff a duty of care?
- Stage 1: Is there a prima facie duty of care? Note that if a duty has already been found elsewhere, or is analogous to a duty already
shown, this can be skipped. If not, this stage involves two questions:
- Reasonable foreseeability: was an injury to the plaintiff a reasonably foreseeable consequence of the defendant’s negligence?
(Livent at para 32). AND
- Failure to take reasonable care would likely result in reasonable foreseeability
- Proximity: Is there a relationship of sufficient proximity between the parties such that it would be “just and fair having regard to
that relationship to impose a duty of care in law” (Livent at para 25.)
- Ex) Neighbour fails to clear their front sidewalk, you think someone will fall. Just as you think that, you see someone go to the
front sidewalk and slip
- You’re not liable: it’s not your sidewalk
- If the answer to both questions is yes, proceed to Stage 2.
- Stage 2: Are there residual policy considerations outside the relationship of the parties that may negate the imposition of a duty of
care? This stage of the inquiry no longer considers the relationship between the parties but asks the question more generally, to
determine whether imposing a duty in these kinds of circumstances “would… [be] unwise.” (Onhavji at para 51).
- Generally speaking, what are the consequences if we impose a duty of care? You want to be sure that you’re not putting too much
liability out there
- Under Stage 2, the objective of this is to ensure that businesses and other defendants are not made liable to an unreasonably
broad, unknowable, and indeterminate extent.
Step 2: Did the defendant breach the standard of care?
- In the context of Peoples and related cases, the standard of care for directors and officers is supplied by s. 122(1)(b): did the
defendant fail to show the care, diligence, and skill of the reasonably prudent person?
Step 3: Did the plaintiff sustain damage?
Step 4: Was the damages caused, in fact and in law, by the defendant’s breach?
- While the legal test for in-fact causation is sometimes debated, courts generally ask the following question: Would the harm not have
occurred but for the defendant’s actions? (per Lewis Klar).
- Cause in law goes to remoteness. At this point in the test for negligence, a court asks, “Even if there is an obligation to take
reasonable care and it was breached, how far will the legal liability of the defendant stretch?” (per Lewis Klar). More specifically,
Livent states that remoteness examines whether the actual harm suffered was “too unrelated to the wrongful conduct to hold the
defendant fairly liable” at para 77. The idea is that there must be some limit on the defendant’s responsibility for the consequences of
his negligence.

Fiduciary Duties (122(1)(a)): Corporate Opportunity
Directors and officers have a fiduciary obligation to act honestly and in good faith, with a view to the best interests of the corporation.
This also includes those who act like a director, but is not properly elected as one.
How can they breach their fiduciary duties (s. 122(1)(a))? By failing to avoid situations where their duty to the corporation and their
personal interests conflict:
Taking corporate opportunity: taking personal advantage of a business opportunity that belongs to the corporation
- A business opportunity is an asset for the corporation: you can’t take that
- You have to avoid a conflict between your self interest and duty to the corporation
Self-dealing transactions: benefitting from a corporate transaction that they have an interest in
- Common law and statute
- Happens when a director or officer is on both sides of a transaction
- Ex) Director of X. Company is going to purchase shares. Vendor is the same director. Technically, you are on both sides of the
contract, and benefit from it
Competing Director: Director who sits on the board of competing corporations
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- Historically allowed, but not anymore
Improper Purpose: as a fiduciary, you can’t use your powers for improper purposes
Hostile Takeovers: there’s a move to a takeover that the directors of the target company do not want to have happen. If a director or
officer rejects a bid that is good for the corporation in the interests of their job, there is a conflict

Cook v Deeks (1916, PC)
Re: Taking a corporate opportunity; fraud on the minority
Facts: TC is a railway construction contractor. Has four directors, including Deeks and Cook. Each owns a 25% stake. Three directors
wanted to unload Mr. Cook (a fourth director). TC had a contract with CPR. They planned to do this contract, then create a new
company without Cook and try to get CPR to work with them in the future
Issue: Have the defendant directors appropriated a corporate opportunity?
Decision: The directors breached their fiduciary duty by taking an opportunity that rightfully belonged to TC. They served themselves at
the expense of the company (and Cook). Directors cannot pursue interests of their own at the expense of the corporation.
Note: The directors’ proposal went to a vote, with the three defendants outweighing C’s vote (ratified the contract). Does this work?
- No: a majority in corporate law cannot use their power to oppress the minority. What we have here is a majority taking for themselves
an opportunity that rightly belongs to all shareholders to participate in
- Therefore, new company had to turn over profits from CPR deal to old company
Note: Fraud on minority:
- Majority directly or indirectly appropriate to themselves money or other advantages belonging to the corporation in which the other
shareholders participate
- A limit on majority power

Canadian Aero Service Ltd v O’Malley (1974, SCC)
Re: Taking corporate opportunity. Modern update to Cook
Facts: O’Malley is president and CEO of P, with Zarzycki as VP. Canaero is trying to renew a contract for mapping. The two resign from
P, incorporate under Terra Surveys Ltd. O’Malley is president and a major shareholder, and Zarzycki is executive VP and a major
shareholder. They appoint nominal directors for TS. They use TS to bid for the same contract and won.
- Basically, cultivate an opportunity with the company, start a new company, and take advantage of it using the new company
- At the appeal level, Court found that they didn’t even have a fiduciary duty: they were mere employees
Issue: Did the individual defendants breach their fiduciary duties to P and take a corporate opportunity that rightfully belonged to P?
Decision: The appeal was wrong. These individuals are clearly senior management, and thus have a fiduciary duty. This fiduciary duty
includes at least loyalty and good faith. The Court says that it’s ok to take a corporate opportunity if it’s fully disclosed and you get
permission: if not, then it isn’t ok
- They had a duty to the corporation, and let it conflict with their own self-interest
Court is not sympathetic to the arguments put forward by Ds
- Argued that the fiduciary duty expired once they resigned. Court says that at the time of the conduct, the fiduciary duty remained in
place: if the fiduciary duty didn’t follow you to some extent, then there would be issues. Also argued that P wouldn’t have been
awarded the contract in any event: court rejects this
Laskin lists factors to determine whether a fiduciary duty is owed by a senior manager when they leave the corp [but applies across the
board]:
- Position or office held
- Nature of the corporate opportunity: its ripeness, specificity and the director or managerial officer’s relation to it
- The amount of knowledge possessed
- Circumstances in which it was obtained and whether it was special or private
- Factor of time in the continuation of the fiduciary duty where the alleged breach occurs after termination with the relationship of the
company
- (For someone who leaves the corp) Circumstances under which relationship was terminated: retirement, resignation, or discharge?
Two options for damages: Canaero can either put forward what they would have made, or claim the amount of profit the other company
made on the project
- Second is the more viable
Note: Regal Hastings
- Old law: very strict and formulaic
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- Liability arises from the fact that a profit was made. Further, the directors are liable if they have obtained a benefit by reason and
only be reason of the fact that they were directors, and obtained it in the course of execution of that office only

- Canaero overturns this: the old rule isn’t good
- Replaces it with more of a fairness standard that deals with the facts: is this an opportunity that belongs to the corporation such
that it would be unfair to allow others to take advantage of it?

Torcana Valve Services Inc v Anderson (2007, ABCA) GET NOTES
Re: Canaero still applies, and is alive in Alberta: “The essential duty of a fiduciary is to act in the principle’s interests and to not put the
fiduciary in a position where his/her own interests compete with a principal’s interests”
- A fiduciary must not directly solicit the former employer’s clients during or after the employment for a reasonable period of time
Decision: The D had a fiduciary duty to the P
- Per Hodgkinson v Simms (SCC, 1994): Employees that hold a position of senior management/”key” employees cannot exploit a
vulnerability that flows from the special relationship between this employee and the employer
- Scope of fiduciary duties “will depend on the nature of the relationship and the expectations of the parties:” Alberta Care-A-Child Ltd
v Payne, 2005 ABQB
- “Competition w/ the P after the employment relationship has ceased does not of itself constitute a breach of fiduciary duty… the
employee must not actively solicit business/customers for a ‘reasonable period of time’ after termination of employment”
- The ABCA has listed the following principles in determining the scope of a fiduciary’s obligations:
- (1) A fiduciary cannot take a maturing business opportunity from an employer either while he or she is an employee or after the
employment relationship has been terminated…
- (2) In opportunity cases, there must be a misuse of the fiduciary's power before liability attaches…
- (3) Competition with the Plaintiff after the employment relationship has ceased does not of itself constitute a breach of the
fiduciary duty…
- (4) The right to compete is qualified: the employee must not actively solicit the business of specific customers of the employer.
The restriction continues "for a reasonable period of time after termination of the employment”...
- (5) After the employment relationship has terminated, the employee must not use or disclose confidential information learned in
the course of his or her employment... and
- (6) Employees who are fiduciaries of their former employer breach those obligations when they take a confidential customer list
and use trade secrets of the former employer for use in a competing enterprise…
Corporate Opportunity (Man CA): Excerpt from Matic et al v Waldner et al, 2016 MBCA 60 - Application of the law as set out in CanAero
How to structure an exam answer/do the analysis
Determining whether a director has breached his or her fiduciary duty under the corporate opportunity doctrine requires an
extensive contextual analysis. The overall goal of the analysis is to determine whether the opportunity fairly belonged to the
corporation in the circumstances.
Key to the analysis is the determination of whether the opportunity “belonged” to the corporation. This requires a contextual analysis
and various overlapping tests have been referred to in the case law and academic authority. Example provided here, but this is factspecific. Use the CanAero factors in context.
- Laskin J explained that the question of corporate opportunity must be “tested in each case by many factors” and that it would be
“reckless to attempt to enumerate [those factors] exhaustively”. One of the articulated factors was whether the impugned activities
involved a “maturing business opportunity” which the company is “actively pursuing”. He stated, “In my opinion, this ethic disqualifies
a director or senior officer from usurping for himself or diverting to another person or company with whom or with which he is
associated a maturing business opportunity which his company is actively pursuing”
- Mature business opportunity (ripeness):
- Cases diverge on whether or not a business opportunity must be “ripe” or “mature” for its diversion to constitute a breach of the
doctrine
- In Sports Villas, judge held that “potential” opportunities apply as well as maturing opportunities: such a conflict “must be a real
sensible possibility and more than a theoretical conflict”
- Active pursuit:
- Again, there is a debate as to what extent this applies
- “Due to the strict ethic that is imposed on directors, a breach of fiduciary duty can occur when the diverted opportunity is a
potential, rather than a mature opportunity, or one that the corporation is not actively pursuing. Again, as noted in Canadian
Aero, there is no strict formula to apply, and the existence of a corporate opportunity will depend upon the particular facts.”
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- Additional factors: nature of the opportunity, position held, specificity, etc.
- All relevant factors must be taken into account, including [but not limited to]: the maturity of the opportunity; whether it was actively
pursued by the corporation; whether the corporation was capable of taking advantage of the opportunity; whether the opportunity
was in the corporation’s line of business or a related business; how the opportunity arose or came to the attention of the director;
whether the other directors of the corporation had knowledge of the director’s pursuit of the opportunity; and whether the other
directors gave their fully informed consent to the director’s pursuit of the opportunity.
The list of factors is not closed, but CanAero provides a good foundation. Corporate opportunity is a fact-specific analysis.
Also note defences: “Another way to analyze the extent of the duty of a director or officer under the corporate opportunity doctrine is to
examine whether any defences may be raised by a director or officer in order to limit his or her liability.”
- Big one seems to be informed consent for the action: Laskin J concluded that a breach of fiduciary duty occurred, not only because
the opportunity belonged to the corporation, but because the fiduciary obtained the opportunity “either secretly or without the
approval of the company”
- Business judgment rule

Fiduciary Duty: Self-Dealing Transactions
Goes to the idea that the director is on both sides of the contract, and therefore may not be bargaining as hard as they should be
- These may not be unfair in reality, but they do raise red flags

Aberdeen Railway Co v Blaikiee Bros (1843-60, HL)
Re: Self-dealing at common law
Facts: Aberdeen entered into a contract to purchase chairs from BB. At the time, a director of A was also a member of the BB
partnership.
- Thus, he is on both sides of the contract: real risk that he may overcharge
Issue: Is this a self-dealing contract, thereby making it voidable at the option of the purchasing company (Aberdeen)?
Decision: Yes, it is, on the basis of Bs involvement on both sides. Self-dealing contracts are invalid and impermissible on principle
This is based on the common law’s understanding of breach of fiduciary duty
- All they had to show was that he was on both sides of the deal: it doesn’t matter whether it was actually unfair, because it’s about the
principle
- But this case was careful not to close the door
You cannot be on both sides: when a particular transaction leads to a conflict of interest, the director should recuse themselves from
participating in that decision
The prohibition against self-dealing softens over time: if the articles of association authorize directors to enter into self-dealing
contracts, such contracts are permissible
- Typically, the director has to disclose, can’t vote on the matter, etc.

North-West Transportation Company Ltd v Beatty (1887, PC)
Re: Whether a director can use their own shares to vote
Facts: D as an individual sold a steamer to NW. But, D is also a director and shareholder of NW. He votes to ratify his sale using his
shares. H is a plaintiff and shareholder in NW, and sues to have the steamer contract set aside.
Issue: Is this self-dealing contract voidable or does ratification insulate it?
- It did go to all the shareholders and was ratified, but D used his own shares. Did selling the steamer that was personally owned
violate fiduciary duty?
Decision: Where the contract is essential to a corporation’s business, and the price is reasonable, a self-dealing contract may be
ratified by the shareholders where there’s no fraud on the minority.
- Ratification insulates it: D was well within his rights as a shareholder to use his voting shares in this way
- There was no evidence that the transport company didn’t need a steam, or that the price was unfair
It’s fine for a director to get a majority of shares and use a vote to ratify a transaction that would otherwise violate their own fiduciary
duty
Legislative Response
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ABCA s. 120: stipulates that when certain conditions are satisfied, the contract cannot be successfully attacked. Section 120
requirements under the ABCA include:
1. Disclosure in writing/minutes under s. 120(1) and following
2. Approval by the appropriate body (reflects the law in Beatty)
- If the Board is the appropriate body, the interested director cannot vote (s. 120(6))
- If shareholders are the appropriate body, interested director can vote his shares qua shareholder (parallel Beatty).
- If approval required by neither, see 120(5) (the director or officer shall disclose in writing the extent and nature of their interest)
- A general notice to the directors is a sufficient disclosure of the interest (120(7))
3. Proof that contract is fair and reasonable at the time it was approved per s.120(8)
- If s. 120 requirements see compliance, contract is insulated from attack on the basis of self-dealing under s. 120(8).
- If there is a failure to comply, court has jurisdiction under s. 120(9) to set aside the contract or require an accounting or both.
- s. 120 (8.1): the whoops provision
- Statutory amendment: basically, you should have disclosed and followed the steps. But, if there is a special resolution (2/3
majority) and sufficient disclosure, and the contract is reasonable and fair at that time, you’re ok
- s. 120(7): the general disclosure provision
- File all your interests, disclose in advance
S. 120(1)(b): What’s “Material”?
Situation 1: Direct conflict
- Beatty is a direct conflict s. 120 scenario
- Direct conflict includes financial interest, etc.
What about indirect conflict?
- Ex: Joe is a director/officer of Corp A, and his has a “material interest” in Corp B
- “Material interest”? Definitely covers a financial interest in the other side. But it is debatable whether or not it covers a relationship
with the other side

Dimo Holdings Ltd v H Jager Developments Inc (1998, ABQB)
Re: Indirect conflict
Facts: Herb is the director of D. D has financial issues, they were involved in promoting a country concert and need cash. Borrows from
P. H’s wife is the director and shareholder of P, meaning that H has a relationship interest in P.
- P sues D to try and recover the unpaid part of the loan
- No disclosure was made that there may be a material interest involved. D defaults, tries to get out of paying. P successfully obtains
summary judgment
- D is not arguing against this summary judgment: argues H should have disclosed under s. 120
Issue: Is the contract caught by what is now s. 120? Basically, is the relationship interest enough?
Decision: No: the legislation is restricted to a financial interest, and does not cover a “material interest”. Also, if the contract is
otherwise reasonable and entered into good faith, it should stand.
- SKO: It doesn’t say that in the legislation. If it did, they should have put it in writing
Note: Trial judge did account for him being wrong: he said that it doesn’t change the answer even if s. 120 applies
- This is because of 120(9): the Court is allowed to do what it feels like it needs to
- “If the contract is fair and reasonable at the time that it is approved, courts should be reluctant to set it aside”
- At the time it was examined, the interest rate was 5%, D needed the money, etc.
- Also, H didn’t personally profit from the contract
- But, is this the case? His wife profited from it, which means he likely sees the benefit
Note: Unjust enrichment
- Court confirms that even if the contract was set aside, we would have to deal with unjust enrichment
- Recall: have to show an enrichment, corresponding deprivation, and the absence of a juridicial reason
- Enrichment: H got the money
- Deprivation: P gave the money
- Juridicial reason: There isn’t one. They got the benefit of the money, so they need to pay it back
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Zysko
Re: Loosens defence of material interest to include familial interests
Facts: EJSE wants to buy and develop land. The land is owned by 3 individuals, who are later told to run the corporation through
holding companies.
Decision: The purpose of s. 120 is to identify transactions where the ability of a director might somehow be limited/compromised
because of their relationship with the other side. This doesn’t explicitly say “financial interests”: the relationship can cover pretty much
anything
- Erring on the side of disclosure might upset the deal, but hearing about the problems up front is probably the right decision in the
long run
Court cites Dimo: needs to be more than de minimus for the relationship to “count”
- Owning a single share in a large company isn’t really enough to say that there is a strong relationship
- Dimo isn’t necessarily wrong, but the court is opting not to follow it in this case
**NOTE: Things come down to Dimo v Zysko
Dimo: S. 120 of the ABCA protects financial interests only.
Zysko: Emotional interests can also be included, because, per Bruce Welling, the purpose of the section is to identify contexts in which
a director’s ability to bargain well is compromised

Fiduciary Duty: Competing Director
Goes to the idea of a director being on a competing board
- Historically, common law wasn’t very worried about it (see: Mashonaland)
- But, this is not the case today: today, sitting on the board of a competing corporation is contrary to a stakeholders’ reasonable
expectations and would raise either an action for oppression or a derivative action

London and Mashonaland Exploration Company Ltd v New Mashonaland Exploration Company Ltd (1891, Ch D)
Re: Competing directors (common law): not representative of the modern law
Facts: Rival companies. P registered first, and appointed Lord Mayo as a director and chairman. Later that year, D said that Lord Mayo
was their director and chairman. P wants to restrain D from publishing any announcement that Mayo was one of their directors, and to
restrain Mayo from acting as director of D.
Decision: There’s no case here. Mayo didn’t commit all his time to one or the other, and there was no evidence that Mayo would
disclose sensitive information, etc.
- Damages to the corporation need to be proven
- If bylaws do not bar a director from holding positions on other boards, then they will be permitted to hold those positions
Provigo example: Sobey bros. were on their board, and on Empire Foods board. Empire wasn’t doing business in Quebec, so there
was no competition with Provigo. Once Sobeys decided to move into Quebec, they just left the board - this was the right decision

Re Sports Villas Resort Inc (2000, NFCA)
Re: Competing directors
Facts: Sports Villa Ltd owns Terra Nova Park Lodge and Golf Course, a tourist destination. Anthony is a director, owns 1/3 shares.
Pardy, applicant, is a director, owns 1/3 shares. Basil Dobbin, respondent, director, owns 1/3 shares. Dobbin’s daughter is also a
respondent and director.
- Basil was a shareholder for Clovelly Golf Course, and came to own it. Clovelly was not as far away from St. Johns, and was not a
tourist attraction (ie for overnight trips) in the same way that Terra Nova is
- Attempt to deny Basil and his daughter membership on a board of directors due to their involvement in the rival company’s board.
Why would they want his daughter off too? Due to the relationship
Trial judge says that the courses aren’t in competition, and are in different markets: thus, we don’t have to worry about the directors’
competing interests
- The opportunity to acquire the other course came completely separately from his directorship
- This kind of view really depends on the facts: O’Byrne thinks that it’s better to start from the proposition that the test is fairness,
and that the test is contextual (per the Canaero decision)
Note: Competing director and taking a corporate opportunity often go together. Can we say that that is happening in this case?
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Issue: Is there a conflict between Dobbin’s duties to Sports Villas and the other corporation?
Decision: There is no conflict here. A director may, in certain circumstances, engage in a competing business, but his fiduciary
obligations require avoidance of actions which would conflict with the interests of the business. The prohibition against serving on
competing boards will only be used sparingly: the competing societal interests of enforcing directors’ fiduciary duties and promoting free
enterprise must be balanced
- Competition argument:
- Corporate fiduciary duty doesn’t prevent someone from having multiple board memberships; but they shouldn’t put themselves in
conflict with their personal interests
- Must look contextually from the perspective of fairness for where conflicts may arise
- Corporate opportunity argument:
- If the contemplated scope of SV’s activities had been to acquire all future golf developments, the argument might hold that Dobbin
took an opportunity belonging to SV and was in conflict. Also argument about use of information from the company
- Confidential information analysis is kind of problematic: what is confidential here? Maybe client lists, etc. but there is no evidence
of that in this case. The information in this case is “generic”
Note/Ratio: If the businesses are not in competition, it doesn’t matter. If the businesses are in competition, we need to determine what
the law is - look to cases here
Hostile Takeover Bids
Hostile takeover: when shareholders are directly targeted/bought out and management is replaced
- During this even the board may make decisions that are not in the best interests of the corporation to preserve themselves. This
amounts to a breach of fiduciary duty
- Special committees may be set up when this happens

Maple Leaf Foods Inc et al v Schneider Corporation et al (1998, CA)
Re: Takeover bids and defensive tactics by management in the context of a hostile takeover
Facts: Schneider Corp is controlled by “the family” and is the target of an unsolicited hostile takeover attempt by Maple Leaf, a
competitor. Maple Leaf gives three different offers for $19, $22 and $29/share. Smithfield Foods offers $25/share. Maple Leaf’s $29
offer was made after the Board acceded to family’s request that it accept Smithfield’s offer. Special Committee is established in
response to Maple Leaf offer. Composed of independent non-family members, though CEO Dodds helped negotiate with bidders.
Mandated to review offer and explore alternatives. Special committee ultimately accepted family’s wish to sell to Smithfield which met
the family’s concern about impact on e/ee’s welfare of suppliers, etc.
- Note that the Court says that the ML and SF offers were roughly on par after tax, etc.
- After accepting Smithfield’s offer, the Board didn’t go back to ML since they knew the family didn’t want to sell to them
Maple Leaf is trying to assert that the special committee was not independent, and their decision was not in the best interests of the
board and its members
- Specifically, CEO Dodds shouldn’t be on the committee: it’s clear that he would act in his own interest and was deferring too much to
what the family wanted
Trial judge says the board and committee met the standard necessary
Issue: Did the board act in the best interests of Schneider? Was the special committee truly independent?
Decision: The special committee was acting in the best interests of the corporation. Boards dealing with a bid that will lead to a change
in control are in a difficult position: the key question is whether the directors of the target company took steps to avoid a conflict of
interest
- Note that this precedes the business judgment rule, and its articulation got overturned by BCE, where the SCC affirmed that the
board has to consider the best interests of the shareholders and other parties
- The current business judgment rule looks at the process involved (is it a good process) and the substance (reasonable decision)
- The court looks to see if the directors made a “reasonable” decision, not a “perfect” one.
In this case, they get the benefit of the business judgment rule:
- The board was informed: they knew the situations, stakeholders, etc.
- The committee itself was independent, despite the CEO sitting on it (CEO had knowledge and experience, was necessary for
advising and negotiation)
- Had the CEO not been on it, they could have attacked the committee for lacking expertise
ML puts forward a number of complaints (perhaps even too many)
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- Special committee had a “data room” that they were using to give away valuable information and keep ML out: room that certain
people had access to that had confidential information. But the actual purpose of this room was to ensure that the opinions of those
in the company wouldn’t be disregarded, etc.
- Court says that this is in the best interest of the company and shareholders: it helped them get multiple bidders
- Other main complaint: the board didn’t conduct an auction
- Court says that an auction might not be the best method: ML can’t just come in after the fact and demand an auction
- If Schneider had set up an auction, they might have lost the Smithfield bid, since the bid had a condition that prevented bargaining
- Also complain about oppression of the minority shareholders: they had a reasonable expectation of an auction
- Court says no, there was no such expectation
It was totally fine for the corp to go with the Smithfield offer: everything was done according to standard, the business judgment rule has
been met
Note: Background to the “waiver of the standstill agreement” issue: As a condition to being provided access to the data room, potential
bidders were required to sign a confidentiality agreement which contained a standstill provision that prevented them from acquiring or
making any proposal to acquire the shares of Schneiders for two years without the written consent of the board of directors of
Schneiders

Tongue v Vencap Equities Alberta Ltd (1994, ABCA)
Re: Other sources of fiduciary obligation, effect of a release on fiduciary obligation. Note: debate with BCE
Facts: Ps are minority shareholders in Synerlogic Inc. Two groups of Ds: director-shareholders (Negin et al) and directors who are not
shareholders (Slator and McDougald). Vencap is the agent of the defendant director shareholders (Negin et al).
- Defendant directors mislead the Ps: failed to disclose that AA wanted to buy all the shares in Synerlogic
- The directors ended up buying shares for 0.60 and sold them to AA for much more than that
Shareholders argue that there’s a fiduciary duty to disclose the information: directors counter by saying “read the Act” - a fiduciary duty
is only owed to the corporation
Issue: Did some of the defendants owe P a fiduciary duty, and if so, did they breach that duty?
Decision: Directors can have a fiduciary duty to the shareholders when acting outside the scope of their duties. There’s a whole world
of law outside of the ABCA/CBCA, and fiduciary duties can arise in it. The fiduciary duty arose and was breached here.
There is no general fiduciary duty between a director and shareholders simply because of that relationship. But, fiduciary duties do
arise…
- When directors act outside of the scope of their ordinary duties
- Here, the directors are soliciting the shareholders’ shares: this is outside of their normal scope
- This does not arise from s. 122, but arises nonetheless
- When directors purchase shares from shareholders
- This is exactly what happened here
- On other grounds (categories of fiduciary relationships are not closed)
- Basically, Ps are going to win somehow here
Insider trading (discussed in s. 130 ABCA)
- An insider who sells to or purchases from a shareholder and makes use of any specific confidential information…
- Directors can buy shares in their own company: this is fine on its own. What isn’t ok: buying those shares based on information
that was not publicly disclosed
Re: insider trading, Court also says that signing a release saying that they won’t sue (which happened here) is not a catch-all
- Releases are not “magic wands”: they only cover what the parties had in their reasonable contemplation
- Causes of action involving breach of fiduciary duty were not contemplated here: the release would thus fail in this regard
- But, according to s. 130, you can’t contract out of liability for this anyways
- See also 122(3)
- The advising lawyer also wasn’t told everything that was going on: therefore, when he advised the Ps, he couldn’t give them proper
advice: the release thus means nothing
Note: Apportioning liability: If you can show that the directors have joint liability, you can go after one of them, satisfy your judgment,
and then leave indemnification, etc. for them
- P argues that the liability is joint, D says it’s several. The Court looks at s. 130: it contemplates several liability because it talks about
the plaintiff recovering for their direct loss
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- Thus, D is liable to compensate for the amount equal to the proportion of shares that they [sold] - analogous to trust law: supports
finding joint liability

- Because the Ds acted in concert, the liability also should be joint
- Technically, they were joint and severally liable: but P only cares that they’re jointly liable
- Recall that the court in Peoples said that there is a fiduciary duty and a duty of care: directors can owe a duty of care to third parties
like creditors, but do not owe a fiduciary duty to third parties
- Due to the wording of the statute (s. 122)
Liability: you can have liability for a number of different things and in a number of different ways
- Corporate, income tax, etc.
Shareholder Ratification of a Breach of Fiduciary Duty (VanDuzer)
Problem: shareholders could ratify breaches of fiduciary duty, except in instances of fraud on the minority (as in Cook). But, a fiduciary
duty is owed to the corporation, not shareholders. So, why should shareholders be able to ratify it?
- Except under s. 122(3)/120 of the ABCA/CBCA, a shareholder resolution approving a breach of fiduciary duty does not cure a breach
or relieve the fiduciary of liability for the breach: the only legal effect of such a resolution is that it must be considered by the court in
deciding whether to grant a shareholder the right to bring a derivative action on behalf of a corporation for breach of fiduciary duty or
determining if the action was oppressive
- Greatly reduces ability to have a ratification that will stick
- The only place that ratification works is in s. 122: self-dealing contracts
- ABCA s. 243: If you’re making a leave application to commence a derivative action or the oppression action, it is contemplated in this
section
- If there is ratification for leave applications in these situations, the fact of ratification is something the Court can take into account

Zwierschke v Minister of National Revenue (1991)
Re: Other statutory duties [income tax]
Facts: Appeal from an assessment under the Income Tax Act. Minister of National Revenue goes after Z. Company is cash poor, made
source deductions (from employee pay) but did not remit it to the government for tax purposes.
- Likely using it for operating capital
Director is exposed to personal liability. His only hope is s. 227.1(3) of the Income Tax Act
- But in this case, we just had the principal of the company writing the cheque and hoping for the best: this is not diligence
Issue: Can the appellant defend himself by virtue of s. 227.1(3)?
Decision: Statutory duties of care will apply to directors, and they may go beyond a regular duty of care.
There is no defence. Director has personal liability.
- The appellant was the person who managed the business, and knew the most about its affairs
- S. 227.1(3) requires directors to exercise a degree of care, diligence and skill. In this case, the directors didn’t do that. He just wrote
the cheque and hoped it would clear
- S. 227(4) provides that amounts withheld from salaries and wages are deemed to be held in trust for the Crown in right of Canada.
This imposes a duty of care beyond the norm: that those funds are properly paid to the Crown
Sitting on a Client’s Board of Directors
Sometimes, lawyers will sit on a client’s board of directors. Often, this doesn’t really matter, but there can be obvious problems with this
(per Loss Prevention Bulletin on p 341)
- Independence issues: what if you give legal advice while acting your capacity as director, and it is captured in the minutes?
- Insurance issues: you have lawyer’s insurance and director’s insurance. Nightmare scenario where you fall between two policies and
are thus personally liable.
Further: Allen v. Aspen Group Resources Corporation, 2009 CanLII 67668 (ON SC)
[71]
It seems to me that it is arguable that a lawyer who, through his or her law firm, acts as external corporate counsel to a
corporation and who also sits on the corporation’s board, may well be acting in the ordinary course of the law firm’s business when he
or she takes a seat at the boardroom table. Indeed, such a relationship with the corporation may be encouraged by the law firm to
strengthen the relationship with the client, to raise the profile of the lawyer and the law firm and to increase business. To the extent
there are risks for the lawyer and the law firm, they undoubtedly can be offset by appropriate liability insurance.
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- Emphasis on nature of liability that you face, and importance of assuring that you have the right insurance policy to cover all fronts
Lawyer’s Liability as a Director of a Corporation (P347)
At the very least, a lawyer must help clients understand and evaluate the serious risks in having their corporate lawyer serve on the
board. Failure to do so might itself be a source of a malpractice claim
- Can create problems, like inadvertently breaching client confidentiality. Also, if you’re acting in a non-legal capacity, you’re not going
to be covered under professional liability insurance
- But there are pros: You can better understand/be informed about client’s business; can identify emerging problems; can build a better
relationship with client
- And yet there are serious cons: Waivers of client confidentiality; conflicts of interest; exposure to increased liability for you, your firm,
and questions about your insurance coverage; increases likelihood you’ll be named as a D if sued; and you’re going to be held to a
higher standard of care than either non-lawyer director OR a lawyer not on the board. Apex of liability. Probably a bad idea!
CBCA vs ABCA (Director’s Liability: Dissenting Director)
If a director wishes to dissent from a decision of the board, you have to make sure to check the statute to ensure that you do it in the
proper manner and at the proper time
ABCA s. 123
- Contemplates when a director is present at the meeting
- Rules around voting, consent to a resolution, and how this affects dissent
- Also contemplates liability
CBCA s. 123 (P342): Big difference in (3) re: what to do when a director is absent
- (a) Is more or less the same. Makes sense, you want to have some kind of record of the meeting
- (3) Director who is absent is deemed to have consented to a resolution unless they cause a dissent to be placed within the minutes
or dissent via mail within 7 days
- The ABCA only addresses what happens when you’re present: we do not have a 123(3) equivalent. (d) is a catch-all provision

Duty of Care: Directors’ and Officers’ Liability in Tort to Third Parties (122(1)(b))
Problem: Directors and officers have duty of care to the corporation under s. 122. But, to what extent are they also liable to third parties
in tort?
Outline:
Breach of Contract
- Here, look to the rule in Said v Butt: Where bona fide actions of directors and officers, acting within the scope of their authority,
cause a breach of contract between a third party and the corporation, they aren’t personally liable for the breach or the tort of
inducing the breach. The claim lies against the corporation
- Recall McFadden (above, lifting the corporate veil)
- This case stands for the fact that there can be a defence to the offence of inducing a breach of contract
- Test: if a servant acting bona fide within the scope of his authority induces a breach of a contract made with the principal, then
you cannot go after the servant for interference with the contract. The servant is an agent of the principal, and the principal cannot
be sued for inducing themselves to breach a contract.
- If a servant is not acting bona fide, then presumably they are liable on the grounds that they have stopped being the
employer’s alter ego
- This test is only for inducing breach of contract. Court in this case say that the test will protect you if you are acting legitimately
- See also: London Drugs (privity of contract; employees may owe duty of care via employer)
Negligence and Other Torts
Two lines of cases have developed:
- Broad protections (ScotiaMcLeod): absent fraud, deceit, dishonesty or want of authority, directors and officers will rarely be held
liable for their tortious conduct unless their actions have taken them outside of the scope of their duties
- They must “make the tort their own” in order to attract personal liability
- Directors and officers don’t have liability for ordinary negligence
- Tortious conduct in the best interests of a corporation does not expose a director to liability
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- This states the law in Alberta
- Ex) President of a corporation fires an employee over false allegations. This is separate from the corporation
- Narrow protections (ADGA): directors and officers are virtually always responsible for their own torts, regardless of if they are in the
best interests of the corporation
- Note that this is still subject to the rule in Said v Butt for exceptions to breach of contract
Hogarth works to remedy the problem with 3 distinct approaches to director and officer liability
SKO: Under SM, you have to make the tort your own. Absent fraud, deceit, or want of authority liability is rare. This approach favours
corporate law values. It has the advantage of ensuring that directors don’t become functional guarantors. Downside: it might make
directors less cautious than we want; gives special protection to directors that other employees don’t have; it is inconsistent with
Peoples.
- ADGA makes D’s liable to their own torts unless the tort is breach of contract and you can make out the Said v Butt defence. This
favours tort values, encourages directors to be careful. Also is consistent with Peoples because it says directors can be liable, and
doesn’t give a special deal to directors. But it makes directors functional guarantors, which might not be fair or good
- Hogarth seeks to bridge the gap: like ADGA and Peoples, directors can face liability for negligence; like SM, seeking to protect
directors and not make them guarantors by making sure a duty of care is owed. Focus on policy reasons in finding a duty of care.
Includes corporate law values like limited liability, importance of corporations. Director in this case would have had to invite reliance

London Drugs (Contracts Case)
Re: Employees
Decision: Hank and Dennis were liable in tort law because they were negligent. The only reason they could avoid the liability was
because they were protected by a limitation of liability clause through an exception to privity
- As such, they weren’t fined
- But note: the starting position is that if you commit a tort, you’re liable for the tort — the issue is which line of authority you adopt to
come to the conclusion

Montreal Trust Co of Canada v ScotiaMcLeod Inc (1995, CA)
Re: Offers a broad shield for directors and officers. Very driven by corporate law values of Solomon, etc. Governing law in Alberta
Facts: Peoples (a defendant) issued senior unsecured debentures.
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- A corporation can issue and sell debts just like it can sell shares: a debt security like a debenture represents the right to receive
periodic interest. Someone who holds debt ranks ahead of shareholders if a company dissolves. Companies can sell debt
instruments to a number of different buyers
9 individuals, including Jackman and McCarthy are directors of Peoples, are third parties/respondents, and have no particulars in the
pleadings against them. Charles Gill and Irving Gerstein are directors and officers of Peoples, and third parties/respondents. They had
more involvement in the sale of the debentures, with some particulars in the pleadings against them. Montreal Trust (P) purchased
Peoples’ debentures for $17 million (made a $17 mil investment in Peoples). ScotiaMcLeod are defendants/appellants, underwriters.
Third party to the directors/officers of Peoples.
- Underwriters: people who act as intermediaries to determine prices, etc.
Bottom line (somewhat simplified) is this:
- 1. Plaintiff is concerned because the prospectus, purchase agreement, and the information disclosed only one contingent liability of
Peoples in relation to Zale when in fact there were several.
- Peoples is a less attractive investment than what it purported to be
- 2. Plaintiff says ScotiaMcLeod (the defendant/appellant) as underwriter failed to disclose all of Peoples’ liabilities. This constituted
"an intentional or negligent material misrepresentation on the part of the appellants [ScotiaMcLeod].”
- ScotiaMcLeod was negligent: contingent liability should have been disclosed
- 3. ScotiaMcLeod (defendant/appellant) third partied the directors and officers of Peoples in relation to any misrepresentations made
by Peoples. ScotiaMcLeod claims, inter alia, against specific directors [Charles Gill & Irving Gerstein] … for negligent
misrepresentation.
- ScotiaMcLeod argues that if they are liable, it is because of the action taken by Peoples’ directors
Issue: Should the third party claims be dismissed for not disclosing a reasonable cause of action?
- When are directors as individuals liable for torts they may commit in the course of corporate business
Decision: The decided cases in which employees and officers of companies [such as Peoples] have been found personally liable for
actions ostensibly carried out under a corporate name are fact-specific. In the absence of findings of fraud, deceit, dishonesty or want of
authority, directors and officers as the directing minds of the corporation will rarely attract liability for their tortious conduct unless their
actions have taken them outside of the scope of their duties.
- The Court is saying that liability is rare unless there is something explicit going on
- The idea is that if you commit an intentional tort, your action is in itself tortious, and is separate from the action of the corporation.
There has been a separation from the corporation. Goes to the idea of “making the tort your own”
- The Court is protecting directors: reaffirming that it will be unusual to hold them personally liable
While the authorities make clear that officers of corporations who are the directing minds of the corporation have the same identity of
interest as directors and thus the same immunity to suit, I am not prepared to dismiss the action against Gill and Irving Gerstein at this
stage. The threshold of sustainability of pleadings is very low [note that this is not a trial]. Although I am of the view that the appellants
are attempting to stretch the envelope of available jurisprudence to encompass the acts of Gill and Irving Gerstein, an action should not
be dismissed at this stage simply because IT IS NOVEL IN LAW [SKO emphasis].
- This says that the plaintiffs are “out there”: liability for negligent misstatement is going to be really rare, because directors and
officers are only going to be liable for torts that constitute a separation between them and the corporation
- Court lets out all the directors except for Charles Gill and Irving Gerstein.
Overall, if DOs act bona fide in the scope of their authority, then they are one with the corp. But, if a director is not acting bona fide
within the scope of authority, the director will be seen as separate and distinct from the corp, and personally liable
Particular pleadings: it’s not just that they are clear, but it goes to what you’re pleading. You have to both be right, and plead the right
thing: based on this line of authority, you would not have liability in something like ordinary negligence
- Have to plead fraud, dishonesty, etc: an intentional tort
Takeaways: Make a tort your own, liability is rare, and pleadings must be particular

ADGA Systems International Ltd v Valcom Ltd (1999, ONCA)
Re: Goes opposite of ScotiaMcLeod. It’s a very narrow shield: you’re basically liable for everything, unless you can defend yourself
using Said v Butt. Motivated by tort law values
Facts: P and D are competitors. MacPherson is the sole director of Valcom, Ewing and McKenzie are senior employees of Valcom.
They allegedly raided ADGA, stealing all of their employees all at once by inducing those employees to breach their contracts all at
once and jump ship to Valcom. M, E and K are individuals defendants.
- Valcom has committed a tort: inducing breach of contract. There’s no question that the company has liability for that: all of the
employees breached their contracts at Valcom’s request . The question is about the directors and officers
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- Motions judge found that the directors were acting in the interests of the company, furthering the interests of their employer (not their
own), etc. Based on ScotiaMcLeod, they are not liable
Issue: Is the conduct by the individual defendants actionable even if genuinely directed to the best interests of Valcom?
- Are the directors personally liable?
Decision: An officer or director will not be entitled to the Said v Butt defence if they are not acting bona fide in the interests of the
company.
- ”The consistent line of authority holds simply that, in all events, officers, directors and employees of corporations are responsible for
their tortious conduct even though the conduct was directed in a bona fide manner to the best interests of the company, always
subject to the Said v. Butt exception [which goes to the tort of inducing breach of contract].”
- The rule in Said v Butt: Where bona fide actions of directors and officers, acting within the scope of their authority, cause a
breach of contract between a third party and the corporation, they aren’t personally liable for the breach or the tort of inducing the
breach. The claim lies against the corporation
- Directors are not immune, even from economic torts like negligent misrep or breach of contract
- This is completely inconsistent with ScotiaMcLeod: SM says that you must make the tort your own; ADGA is saying that the
window for liability is actually much bigger
- Major issue is that the Court is purporting to follow SM in their reasoning
- The Court is correct to mention Said v Butt here

NBD Bank v Dofasco
Facts: Dofasco, Melville, and Nicholas at trial were found jointly and severally liable to the Bank for approx $2 million. Dofasco is a
parent company of Algoma Steel Corp. Melville is VP finance of Algoma. Nicholas is director and officer of Dofasco.
- Specifically, the appellant Melville negligently misled Bank as to Algoma’s true financial state according to TJ. Represented that
Algoma has a “short term” problem, and that it would be fixed by supplying cash.
- Relying on the misrepresentation, bank lent $4 million. Two weeks later, Algoma was announced to be insolvent
Algoma has no money, so who to sue? Melville
Issue: Is Melville liable for his own negligent misstatement? Is there a duty of care between M and the creditor?
Decision: Ultimately, Melville is liable (meaning that the Court applies ADGA). But, this decision shows the confusion that SM vs. ADGA
can cause
- Court cites Scotia: “absent fraud, deceit, dishonesty or want of authority, it is rare for directors to be held personally liable for actions
ostensibly carried out under a corporate name “unless it can be shown that the action are tortious and exhibit a separate identity of
interest from that of the company.”
- This is Melville’s defence
- Court also cites ADGA: “the consistent line of authority in Canada holds simply that…officers, directors and employees of the
corporations are responsible for their own tortious conduct even though that conduct was directed in a bona fide manner to the best
interests of the company, always subject to the Said v. Butt exception.”
There is a relationship of proximity
- When M was speaking to the bank, was he speaking on his own behalf and giving an undertaking? Is he speaking as the
corporation, or as the individual?
- The Court doesn’t really ask this
- The court ultimately comes up with an ADGA proposition using SM: they state that SM allows liability to be found, but that it does so
based on whether the tort is pleaded correctly
Duty of Care analysis: Negligent Misrep
Reasonable foreseeability?
- M says it shouldn’t be reasonable that he was relied on: court disagrees
- “He must have known that carelessness on his part would result in loss”
- You can argue that M was only speaking as the VP of the corporation, never as an individual
- However, the Court disagrees: he was speaking as an individual, and knew that NBD would act on his words
There is thus a prima facie duty of care. Court moves on to policy concerns (stage 2):
- There’s no policy reason that might negate or reduce the duty
- If there is indeterminate liability, we will address that: but we don’t have it here - we know that it is just the creditor (the bank) that will
pursue such claims
- M argues several policy reasons, including the Companies Creditors Arrangement Act
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- Algoma had gone through the proper restructuring process under the Act. The Act thus says that Algoma cannot face lawsuits
from creditors. M says that he shouldn’t owe a duty of care because the company is protected

- Court disagrees: this doesn’t contravene the Act, there is no issue on policy grounds
Note: Idea that negligence being egregious goes towards intentionality
- It’s more than an ordinary carelessness
- Argument would be that when the negligence is egregious, it’s pushing closer to intentionality and is thus closer to SM
Note: Test for negligence/negligent misstatement. NBD talks about it in the old context. The leading case now is Deloitte & Touche v
Livent Inc, 2017 SCC 63. Note that this doesn’t mean NBD was wrong, it has just been updated/overturned.
- In relation to the two stage process relating to duty, Livent states at para 26: “If a relationship falls within a previously established
category, or is analogous to one, then the requisite close and direct relationship is shown. So long, then, as a risk of reasonably
foreseeable injury can also be shown — or has already been shown through an analogous precedent — the first stage of the Anns/
Cooper framework is complete and a duty of care may be identified.” (at para. 36).

Livent: test for negligent misstatement
Stage One: Is there a prima facie duty of care? This exists when there is proximity and reasonable foreseeability.
- Proximity: “whether the parties are in such a ‘close and direct’ relationship that it would be ‘just and fair having regard to that
relationship to impose a duty of care in law’(Cooper, at paras. 32 and 34)” at para 25. [policy analysis relating to the parties would fit
here too]
- Furthermore, and per para 30: In cases of pure economic loss arising from negligent misrepresentation or performance of a
service, two factors are determinative in the proximity analysis: the defendant’s undertaking and the plaintiff’s reliance. Where the
defendant undertakes to provide a representation or service in circumstances that invite the plaintiff’s reasonable reliance, the
defendant becomes obligated to take reasonable care. And, the plaintiff has a right to rely on the defendant’s undertaking to do
so…. These corollary rights and obligations create a relationship of proximity….
- Reasonable foreseeability: asks “whether an injury to the plaintiff was a reasonably foreseeable consequence of the defendant’s
negligence” at para 32.
- At para 35, reasonable foreseeability is established if “(1) the defendant should have reasonably foreseen that the plaintiff would
rely on his or her representation; and (2) such reliance would, in the particular circumstances of the case, be reasonable
(Hercules, at para. 27).”
- At para 34: “… in cases of negligent misrepresentation or performance of a service, the proximate relationship — grounded in the
defendant’s undertaking and the plaintiff’s reliance — informs the foreseeability inquiry. Meaning, the purpose underlying that
undertaking and that corresponding reliance limits the type of injury which could be reasonably foreseen to result from the
defendant’s negligence.”
- From Hercules (below), we get the following factors going to assessing reasonableness:
- The defendant had a direct or indirect financial interest in the transaction in respect of which the representation was made.
- The defendant was a professional or someone who possessed special skill, judgment, or knowledge.
- The advice or information was provided in the course of the defendant’s business.
- The information or advice was given deliberately, and not on a social occasion
- The information or advice was given in response to a specific enquiry or request.
Stage Two: “are there ‘residual policy considerations’ outside the relationship of the parties that may negate the imposition of a duty of
care (Cooper, at para. 30; Edwards, at para. 10; Odhavji, at para. 51)” at para 37.
- What does this entail? Per SCC at para 40: “In Cooper, this Court identified factors which are external to the relationship between
the parties, including (1) whether the law already provides a remedy; (2) whether recognition of the duty of care creates “the spectre
of unlimited liability to an unlimited class”; and (3) whether there are “other reasons of broad policy that suggest that the duty of care
should not be recognized” (para. 37). In this way, the residual policy inquiry is a normative inquiry. It asks whether it would be better,
for reasons relating to legal or doctrinal order, or reasons arising from other societal concerns, not to recognize a duty of care in a
given case.”
- BREACH OF STANDARD OF CARE
- THE PLAINTIFF SUSTAINED DAMAGE
- THE DAMAGE WAS CAUSED, IN FACT AND IN LAW, BY THE DEFENDANT’S BREACH.
Summary:
1. Supreme Court of Canada in London Drugs (1992)
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- Dennis and Hank, the employees, are personally liable to the customer for the tort of negligence but can shelter under a limitation of
liability clause.
2. Ontario Court of Appeal in ScotiaMcLeod (1995)
- “In absence of findings of fraud, deceit, dishonesty or want of authority on part of employees or officers, [findings of personal liability]
are also rare…"
- "Officers or employees …are protected from personal liability unless it can be shown that their actions are themselves tortious or
exhibit a separate identity of interest from that of the company so as to make the act or conduct complained of their own.”
- Directors and officers do not have liability for ordinary negligence
3. Ontario Court of Appeal in ADGA (1999)
- “The consistent line of authority holds simply that, in all events, officers, directors and employees of corporations are responsible for
their tortious conduct even though the conduct was directed in a bona fide manner to the best interests of the company, always
subject to the Said v. Butt exception [which goes to the tort of inducing breach of contract].”
- If you induce your corporation to breach its contract with another person, you will have a defence via Said v Butt if you can prove
that your conduct was legitimate
- But the defence didn’t apply here: there was inducing breach of contract, but the directors weren’t inducing their own corp to
breach its contract; they were inducing others to breach contracts
- Court has to repackage SM to make it consistent with their analysis here. Do so by saying that SM is about pleadings:
- SM "confirms that, where properly pleaded, officers or employees can be liable for tortious conduct even when acting in the
course of duty. That this is clearly the intent of what was being stated is evidenced by the conclusion that the action should
proceed against two defendants against whom negligent conduct had been properly pleaded.”
- Court is reducing SM to a pleading problem
Do you agree?
- Can’t you argue that this is an intentional tort?
We end up with some problems: ADGA and SM become confused, etc.
4. Ont. Sup. Ct. in Alfa Tire (2000)
- Cites ADGA for a SM proposition.
5. Ont. C.A. in NBD Bank , Canada v Dofasco (1999)
- Combines ADGA and SM to produce an ADGA proposition:
- "In SM…Finlayson JA held that absent fraud, deceit, dishonesty or want of authority it is rare for officers of companies to be held
personally liable for actions ostensibly carried out under a corporate name 'unless it can be shown that their actions are
themselves tortious or exhibit a separate identity or interest from that of the company.’”
- This affirms SM as a case about pleadings
- Query: did SM say that any properly pleaded tort will do or do the torts have to be of a specified quality or nature? Likely that they
have to be of a specified quality
6. Tort perspective versus corporations perspective
Dilemma: Per Justice Le Dain in Mentmore Manufacturing Co v National Merchandise Manufacturing in 1978: “What is involved here is
a very difficult question of policy. On the one hand, there is the principle that an incorporated company is separate and distinct in law
from its shareholders, directors and officers, and it is in the interests of the commercial purposes served by the incorporated enterprise
that they should as a general rule enjoy the benefit of the limited liability afforded by incorporation. On the other hand, there is the
principle that everyone should answer for his tortious acts.”
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Hogarth v Rocky Mountain Slate Inc. (2013, ABCA)
Facts: Limited partnership. Ps are the limited partners. The general partner is Rocky Mountain Slate, and Simonson is director of RMS,
president of the LP.
Ps invested in a LP based on misrepresentations from RMS and its director, Simonson. The investment failed. Simonson was sued,
among other defendants, by the disappointed investors for negligent misrep. Trial judge holds that Simonson provided the investors
with documents to facilitate their investment decision. Based on facts, a duty of care exists based on sufficient proximity and reasonable
reliance.
- There was a “special relationship” between Simonson and the investors such that their reliance on his representations was both
reasonably foreseeable and reasonable in the circumstances. No residual policy considerations
- This is an application of ADGA: should this have happened in the first place? No. AB is a SM jurisdiction
Issue: Can the plaintiffs successfully sue Simonson personally for negligent misrepresentation?
Decision: CA reverses trial decision. The Court is not satisfied that the conduct of Simonsson was tortious in and of itself, or that it
exhibited the separateness necessary to make the act his own.
- There is no personal liability on Simonson based on Morrow (Alta. C.A.) which applied ScotiaMcLeod.
- What it comes down to for the majority is that the tort of negligent misstatement did occur, but ordinary negligence is not the right
kind of tort to find liability in cases like this: it does not exhibit a separate identity or interest from the corp
- “As pointed out in Morrow, having a shareholding or other financial interest in the corporation does not translate into a separate
interest for purpose of establishing personal liability in trust”: having a shareholder or other interest in the corporation does not
translate into a separate personal interest
Slatter (Concurring): There is no personal duty of care owed by Simonson to the investors. The tort committed by the corporation “is
not sufficiently ‘independent’ to engage Simonson personally, and “reliance by the respondent investors on any personal
recommendation of Simonson was unreasonable.”
- Absent a personal guarantee or other circumstance indicating that the director has assumed personal responsibility for their
words, there is no duty to the plaintiff, and therefore no liability for negligence causing pure economic loss in an investment
context
- It is technically possible to be liable for negligent misstatement, but not here
- Note too, there is no proximity between Simonson and the investors because the investors knew they were dealing with a limited
liability corporate enterprise. They must have known that there were risks involved with the business venture
Justice Slatter concurred in the result but offered additional analysis of the director’s exposure to personal liability in the context of tort
law. Doesn’t apply SM, and proceeds generally using tort law principles.
- Focuses on Cooper v Hobart: this is still the law, and is quoted a lot by Livent
- Cooper v Hobart (which gives the test for when a duty of care is established) offers the “broad platform” upon which the law of
negligent misstatement is built. [ie: the ‘special relationship’ between representor and representee as based on foreseeability and
proximity.]
- Cooper gives Slatter the chance to discuss corporate law values that he wants to introduce into the duty of care analysis. Recall
NBD Bank didn’t talk about corporate law values much, except to dismiss them
- 2 stages: Prima facie duty of care; residual policy concerns
Per Slatter J. on Stage 1 [duty of care]: [para 122] Hercules Managements held that establishing a prima facie duty of care in this type
of case involves determining if "proximity" arises because the defendant ought reasonably to have foreseen that the plaintiff would rely
on any representation, and reliance by the plaintiff was, in the particular circumstances of the case, reasonable. This part of the test
should properly encompass the fact of reliance, the extent of reliance, and the reasonableness of both. In other words, when seeking to
hold individuals responsible for misrepresentations in the corporate context… the issue is whether it was reasonable for the plaintiff to
rely on the individual director's personal involvement so as to create a personal duty of care in the director. In this appeal it was
reasonable for the respondents to rely on the representations in the promotional documents, but the more focussed issue is whether it
was reasonable for them to assume that the individual appellant was infused with a personal responsibility for their accuracy.
- Question is whether Simonson is personally liable: where did S say that he was in this case? All he did was show up, make
incorrect statements. But Slatter is saying that there is no reason to suppose that such statements were him acting outside of his
corporate capacity
- [para 123] .... [That is],was [it] reasonable for the plaintiff to rely on the individual defendant's connection to the representation as
engaging a personal duty on the part of that defendant. On these facts this stage of asserted reliance was unreasonable and beyond
the reasonable expectations of the parties.
- Per Slatter J.: [para 124] ...was [it] reasonable for the appellant [Simonson] to believe that he was protected from personal liability by
the corporate structure, and correspondingly whether it was reasonable for the respondents [plaintiffs] to think that a duty was owed
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outside that corporate structure. There was nothing illegitimate about the appellant choosing to promote this business opportunity
through a limited liability vehicle. Why is it then, in the words of Cooper v Hobart at para. 34 "just and fair having regard to that
relationship to impose a duty of care in law" upon him? In a case involving an intentional tort, or fraud, or other misconduct, or
physical damage, a duty of care would be appropriate, but not in cases of this type.
Per Slatter J. on Stage 2 [residual policy considerations]: Even if proximity and foreseeability are shown, residual policy considerations
must be considered before a duty of care is imposed. An important residual policy consideration is the importance of the limited liability
corporation in the Canadian economy. There is nothing illegitimate about using limited liability business structures, and imposing a duty
that undermines the viability of that structure is a legitimate policy concern. While a few of the cases have paid lip service to this
concept, there has been little real recognition of it in the ultimate decisions.
- Contrast this statement with NBD Bank
- People might mention Solomon, but Slatter thinks they do not apply it
- Corporate veil: The individual is not being found liable for a corporate tort, but rather for his or her own tort…Holding an individual
liable for a tort committed directly in pursuit of the company's business amounts to requiring that individual to grant a personal
guarantee for the tort liabilities of the company. The starkest example is NBD Bank v. Dofasco.
- If the directors are always going to be liable, where does that leave Solomon?
- Suggestion that there shouldn’t have been a duty of care in NBD: when the director spoke to the bank, he was speaking as a
corporate officer, not an individual
- Note: test for negligent misstatement in the ordinary case is now based in Livent, as discussed in the NBD bank handout
SUMMARY: DO’S LIABILITY IN TORT TO THIRD PARTIES
Discussion Points:
1. How values associated with tort law, on the one hand, and corporate law, on the other, collide in the area of directors and officers’
liability to third parties
2. How judicial responses to that collision create inconsistent lines of authority: SM, ADGA
3. How the concurring decision in Hogarth might prove to be a highly promising way forward
Note: Focus is not on DO liability to the corporation under s. 122(1)(b). The focus is instead on personal liability to third parties for torts
committees in a business context or otherwise while pursuing a corporate purpose
1. Captured by Le Dain J in Mentmore: “What is involved here is a very difficult question of policy. On the one hand, there is the
principle that an incorporated company is separate and distinct in law from its shareholders, directors and officers, and it is in the
interests of the commercial purposes served by the incorporated enterprise that they should as a general rule enjoy the benefit of
the limited liability afforded by incorporation. On the other hand, there is the principle that everyone should answer for his tortious
acts.”
- SM favours the corporate law view: only extreme misconduct is captured when it is clear that the directors have separated
themselves from the corporation
- This is the law in AB, and subsequent case law following SM confirms (with some exception) that there is no personal liability
for tortious conduct in the best interest of the corporation
- ADGA favours the tort law view: in all events, directors are to be held liable for their tortious actions
What are the advantages and disadvantages of each line of authority?
ScotiaMcLeod
- Disadvantage: creates a moral hazard because SM assumes that DOs do not have liability for ordinary negligence, as this is not
“separate” enough
- Disadvantage: conflicts with the subsequent decision in Peoples that DOs can owe a duty of care to third parties pursuant to 122(1)
(b)
- Disadvantage: is at least somewhat inconsistent with London Drugs in that it creates a “two-tiered” system
- Advantage: helps ensure that DOs do not become functional guarantors of corporate operations
- Advantage: arguably more consistent with Salomon, including that the corporation is a separate legal entity
ADGA
- Disadvantage: forces DOs to backstop corporate operations. DOs essentially face concurrent liability with the corporation, thereby
compromising aspects of Salomon
- Disadvantage: Might make DOs conduct themselves with undue caution out of fear of liability
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- Advantage: consistent with the Peoples in that there can be liability, and London Drugs in that there is no longer any special deal for
DOs in a tortious context
Slatter JA’s decision in Hogarth cleans things up: DOs can be liable, but it is very hard for a plaintiff to establish a duty of care due to
policy arguments that elevate corporate law values
- The decision looks for a personal guarantee to have liability
- This is a SM type result, but the difference is that it is actually possible to find liability
- But, keep in mind that this is not the law in Alberta
Exam: apply Slatter’s analysis, but make sure you note that the law is SM
- Thus, the result will be consistent with SM
- You can argue that there are problems with SM, because it is inconsistent with peoples, and that Slatter’s analysis gives us a way out

Shareholder Rights and Remedies
General
Objectives:
To illustrate…
- That shareholders can exercise control over the corporation by asserting numerous rights in the ABCA
- That an interested party may be able to bring an action in the name of the corporation in certain circumstances
- That the ABCA provides other remedies for the minority shareholders, including ordering a valuation and repurchase of the shares by
the company or the dissolution of the company
—————————————————
Categories of Rights

Examples

Sources
Statute

Basic

- Vote at any corporate
shareholders meeting
- Participate in profit thru
dividends
- Participate in distribution of
assets upon “winding up”
Ordinarily maj rule, but
sometimes you need “special
maj” (2/3) (below)

ABCA ss 26(3), 139

Shareholder Control Over
Directors/Officers

- S/hs elect & remove dirs.
By ordinary resolution. (51% v
49%)

ABCA ss 106, 109, 122(4), 145,
147

- Annual General Meeting
(to review perf of offs &
examine financial
statements

ABCA s 155

- s/hr proposals (Varity Corp) ABCA s 135; although limited by
s 136(5) and CBCA s 137
Control Over the
Corporation

Access to corporate records

ABCA ss 23(1), 23(2)

Power to appt. an auditor

ABCA ss 162, 163

Shareholder initiatives
(i) Proposals for corp bylaws

ABCA ss 102((1) and (5)), 142

Case Law
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Control Over Minority
Shareholders

(ii) Unanms S/hr Agmts
(USAs)
- Often USAs will include
dispute resolution
mechanisms
- “Shotgun clause”: example
of how to value shares and
resolve disputes: Offering
party offers to purchase the
shares of the notified party
at a set price. Shotgun
clause allows notified party
to choose to purchase, or to
turn it around and buy from
the offering party at that
price. Encourages fair
valuation

ABCA s 146; CBCA s 146

(iii) Requisition a meeting

ABCA s 142; CBCA s 143

Notice and conduct of
meetings

ABCA ss 131, 132, 134(1)
CBCA ss 132, 135(1),(1.1)

Special Rights in Event of
Fundamental Changes
(continuance; alteration in
corp CON; amalgamation;
extraordinary sale/lease/
exchange)

Rights of discussion

ABCA s 136(1)(b)
CBCA s 137(1)(b)

Special resolution (ie 2/3
majority)

ABCA ss 189(4), 173(1), 183(50,
190(6)

All shares vote

ABCA ss 189(3), 176(3), 183(3),
190(4)

Right to dissent and to be
bought out and exit the corp

ABCA ss 191(1)(a)-(e)

Class vote

ABCA s 176

Examples of personal rights held by shareholders
- Right to vote one’s voting share
- Right to propose bylaws
- Rights triggered upon a fundamental change
- Right to sue Ds for breach of fiduciary duty (Tongue)
- What is a personal action vs. an action for the corp

- Even an unintentional failure to
comply with statutory reqs is
impermissible [Re Upper Canada
Resources; Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations
- Entitled to “full, fair, and plain
disclosure,” s/hs must be able to
base decisions on the most recent
financial & other important info
available about the corp [Imperial
Trust Co v Canbra Foods]
- Whether s/h votes with the
majority or minority, an individual s/
h has the right to have her vote
recorded [Pender v Lushington]
- The chairman of the meeting can’t
end the meeting as his own will/
pleasure. [National Dwellings v
Sykes]
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- Right to sue Ds in tort (negligence)
- Right to sue for oppression
Note: Dissolution means terminating the corporation
- You might do this because the corp is no longer doing business, the shareholders can’t get along, the shareholders just want to
liquidate and go elsewhere
- If the reason to dissolve is insolvency, then the ABCA doesn’t apply, and everything is dealt with in bankruptcy and insolvency
- S. 268 ABCA: a corporation has to file an annual return to the registrar; if this is not filed, it can be grounds for dissolution
- 213(1)(iii) covers the dissolution by the registrar

Overview of Oppressive Remedy and Derivative Action
The Oppression Action
- A unique personal action that a shareholder has, allowing them to sue the corporation, majority shareholders, directors for conduct
that is oppressive and unduly disregards their rights
- Here, the complainant is not seeking to represent all shareholders: this is a personal action. Any remedy granted by a court is also
not binding on all shareholders
- No concern about a multiplicity of proceedings
- The absence of a leave requirement, and the broad/flexible nature of the oppression remedy make it in some respects more
appealing to litigants seeking a remedy for alleged corporate malfeasance
Common examples of personal actions (per Roland):
- Actions for breach of a shareholders’ agreement
- Interpretation of a shareholders’ proxy
- Negligent misrepresentation made by certain shareholders or promoters of a company to other shareholders
Test for an Oppression Action
1. Are you a complainant listed under s. 239 of the ABCA?
- Includes shareholders, directors or officers, creditors (per s. 240 for a derivative action or 242 for an oppression action)
- Also includes a “proper person”: any person who, in the discretion of the court, can be given status as a complainant
2. Is the standard met for an oppression action? (two steps, per BCE)
Does the evidence support the reasonable expectation asserted by the claimant?
- Factors in determining whether a reasonable expectation exists include: general commercial practice, the nature of the corporation,
the relationship between the parties, past practice, steps the claimant could have taken to protect itself, representations and
agreements, the fair resolution of conflicting interests between corporate stakeholders
Does the evidence support that the reasonable expectation was violated by conduct falling within the terms “oppression”, “unfair
prejudice” or “unfair disregard” of a relevant interest?
- You do not have to reach a standard of “burdensome, harsh, and wrongful”, but it helps
- Unfair prejudice and unfair disregard: these are less than straight up oppression
- CBCA has added these to the original common law concept
- Ex of unfair prejudice: a “squeeze out”, where a minority shareholder is being driven out of the company
- Another example: paying higher than market directors’ fees (per SCC, regardless of if they’re right)
- Is this oppression? Don’t directors owe a fiduciary duty to the corporation not to overpay themselves? How is this directly
harmful to the individual shareholders? Only impact is indirect reduction in share-value
- Note, BCCA in ICAN asked whether or not this is actually oppressive, or just derivative
- Ex) Unfair disregard: least serious - includes failing to deliver property belonging to the complainant, etc.
- Ex) Preferring some shareholders with management fees: good example of differential impact contributing to an oppression action
- Could link this to the idea of being squeezed out
3. What remedy is being requested (s. 242)
- Ask for more than one
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The Derivative Action
Allows a complainant to sue on behalf of the corporation: there has been a wrong done to the corporation, and a derivative action sues
on behalf of the corporation
- Most of the time, the wrongs will be done by the board: but the board isn’t going to sue themselves
- Thus, the derivative action allows a minority shareholder to take charge in the name of the corporation and sue on behalf of the
corporation
This is not a personal action, it is a corporate action: only corporate rights have been violated, and successful claims are binding on all
shareholders
- As such, Canadian corporate statutes require a complainant to make an application to the court for a leave to commence a derivative
action. The leave requirement acts as a safeguard ensuring claims are brought in good faith
S. 240(2): a shareholder may get leave to bring a derivative action if: they gave notice to the directors; they are acting in good faith; the
action is in the interests of the corporation
Requirements for a Derivative Action: Steps someone can take to fix the fact that a director won’t take action against themselves
Step 1 is always determining whether the person is a complainant or not per s. 238/239
Step 2: Requirements for a successful application for leave to commence a derivative action per ABCA
- Subject to being a complainant: have to give reasonable notice of intention to apply to the court (give some context to what this
means in the answer); good faith (in relation to commencing the action); it appears to be in the interest of the corp
240(1) Subject to subsection (2), a complainant may apply to the Court for permission to
- (a) bring an action in the name and on behalf of a corporation or any of its subsidiaries, or
- (b) intervene in an action to which a corporation or any of its subsidiaries is a party, for the purpose of prosecuting, defending or
discontinuing the action on behalf of the corporation or subsidiary.
(2) No permission may be granted under subsection (1) unless the Court is satisfied that
- (a) the complainant has given reasonable notice to the directors of the corporation or its subsidiary of the complainant’s intention to
apply to the Court under subsection (1) if the directors of the corporation or its subsidiary do not bring, diligently prosecute, defend or
discontinue the action,
- [per Pathak v Moloo: met here as the letter was “clear and specific, with no indication that this is a fishing expedition.”]
- (b) the complainant is acting in good faith, and
- [per Pathak v Moloo: met here as, per IGM Resources Corp: “The good faith needed is good faith with respect to commencing
the derivative action, not good faith generally in all past conduct of the claimant.”]
- (c) it appears to be in the interests [not NOT BEST INTERESTS] of the corporation or its subsidiary that the action be brought,
prosecuted, defended or discontinued
- [per Pathak v Moloo: met here as, per IGM Resources Corp: must show a “prima facie case.”]
- Per SKO: Watch out as test is that it appears to be “in the interests” not that it appears to be in the “best interests” of the corp.
- As such, an application for leave to commence is actually more lenient than it may seem
Rationales for having such a requirement:
- To prevent strike suits: actions by the minority (typically against management) that are more frivolous, and try to force a settlement
- To prevent meritless suits: similar - “tire-kicking, shakedown type”
- To avoid multiplicity of proceedings: you don’t want a situation with plaintiff after plaintiff suing for the exact same problem
Roland on Corporate Litigation: sets out arguments in the personal vs. derivative action debate
“A shareholder seeking leave to commence a derivative action, by contrast, must be seeking to redress an injury to the corporation
where the corporation is the only person with a cause of action and thus the only person entitled to sue. The right of the shareholder to
sue can therefore be construed as being “derived” from the corporation’s right to sue. The injury to the shareholder is only indirect, in
the sense that an injury to the corporation will injure the shareholder by reducing the dividend payable or the share value.”
- For example, directors breaching fiduciary duty and paying themselves out. This is a breach of fiduciary duty against the corporation,
but the directors won’t sue. Therefore, minority will sue on the corp’s behalf
- Minority shareholder is no doubt impacted, but note that the law registers this as an indirect injury
- If the only thing you are complaining about is the reduction in the value of your share, you do not have a personal cause of action:
such an impact is indirect
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Oppression Cases
Hercules Managements Ltd v Ernst & Young (1997, SCC)
Re: Relief from oppression or unfairness. Recall that the law of negligent misrep is articulated in Livent (see above under NBD).
Hercules uses an older test, but the decision is still sound.
- This case is important because it outlines when an action is personal vs. when an action is derivative
Facts: NorthGuard Acceptance Ltd (NGA) and NorthGuard Holdings Ltd (NGH) carried on business lending and investing money on
the security of real property mortgages. Plaintiff Guardian Finance was the sole shareholder NGH, and held non-voting shares in NGA.
Hercules also held shares in NGA.
- NGA hired D to perform statutory audits and provide audit reports to shareholders
- The audit has been negligently conducted: Hercules has lost money on a few fronts as a result
- Based on the audit being favourable, Hercules invested more money in NGA. Because the audit was negligent, they lost this
money (600k)
- Hercules argues that they would not have made these investments if the audit wasn’t conducted with a negligent misstatement
- There is no contract between the shareholders and the auditors, so they cannot be directly sued. But they can argue that there is a
duty of care owed by the auditor
Issue: Does the defendant (auditor) owe a duty of care to the plaintiffs (shareholders)? Is this a matter that should have proceeded by
way of derivative action?
Decision: Yes, but this is negated by policy concerns (so no): basically, it would be harmful to have auditors owe a duty of care to any
known class of potential plaintiffs regardless of the purpose to which they put the auditors’ reports
- Duty of care: the possibility that shareholders would rely on financial audits meets the standard for reasonable foreseeability
- Farley J quote (416): ultimately, there is no duty of care owed by the auditors to the shareholders [as individuals], because the
shareholders were not using the audits for the purpose for which they were created. The shareholders used the financial statements
to make their own personal decisions, rather than the decisions of the corporation (ie overseeing management)
- Shareholders shouldn’t be able to rely on audit reports for whatever reason they want: if they could, auditors could be liable for
effectively anything
Shareholders argue that they lost the chance to do something about the company being on the verge of collapse, etc. Basically, argued
that the negligence stopped them from exercising their power
- Court says that this is better, but flawed: the audit was prepared for use by the shareholders as a class. Any complaints about how
you are affected as an individual puts the audits to use for a purpose that they were not intended to be for
- If this was argued as a derivative action, it might have worked: shareholders could bring action on corp’s behalf
Why don’t shareholders hire their own personal auditors if they want to make investment decisions, instead of misusing audited
financial statements?
Note: The rule in Foss v Harbottle (419): the bottom line is that individual shareholders have no cause of action in law for harms against
the corporation
- The rule is the consequence of the fact that a corporation is a separate legal entity: the company is liable for its torts, etc. and viceversa it acquires causes of action for any harms or torts
- Basically, you can’t benefit from separate legal personality re: liability without also giving up a right to a cause of action (give-andtake of corporate veil)
- If you have been injured in a unique way, you probably do have a personal cause of action. But if you are injured in a generic way (ie
my shares lose value), you don’t
If you have any doubt, make a leave for derivative action, just in case your action ends up being derivative
- This helps to avoid things like limitations periods, etc.

Deluce Holdings Inc v Air Canada (1992, ON)
Re: Relief from oppression or unfairness; Responsiveness of the oppression remedy
- Remember, oppression is a personal action that protects the reasonable expectations of the minority shareholder
Facts: Air Ontario Inc is a regional airline, connector for Air Canada. Air Canada owns 75% of shares, and Deluce Holdings owns 25%
of shares, both held through a numbered company (“Hold Co”). Air Canada had 7 directors on the Ontario board. DeluceCo has 3.
- Air Canada decided they wanted to acquire 100% ownership of their connectors
- USA provides that upon termination of the last of the Deluce family from Air Ontario, AC has an option to acquire Deluce’s indirect
interest in Air Ontario (meaning AC will have a 100% interest)
- USA also provides for arbitration in the event of a dispute over shares
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Issue: Is there oppression, or was AC entitled to fire the last Deluce for the purpose of its own corporate objectives? Should the matter
go to arbitration first, or can Deluce rely on the oppression remedy?
Decision: There has been oppression in AC’s conduct. Deluce had a reasonable expectation that the last Deluce could only be
terminated in the best interests of the corporation. Based on the application, this will go forward to trial, with P proceeding as a
shareholder pursuing oppression
- Oppression does not require a legal right, and can be found if the majority shareholder takes actions that unfairly damage the
interests of the minority shareholders
- You do not have to be malicious to be oppressive: you can act oppressively even if you think you’re acting in good faith and still be
held liable
Air Canada had the last Deluce fired by influencing its majority of the board to terminate him: fired Deluce for an improper purpose
- Does the USA mean that they can fire Deluce? It doesn’t say that they can’t, but there is also an implication that it shouldn’t happen
without a good reason
- In this case, AC argued they fired him for incompetence in the best interests of AO: this was not the case
- There was a letter before the termination suggesting the the reason was to acquire 100% of AO, and a representative had stated
recently that he was confident in Deluce’s abilities
“Oppressing the minority” refers to conduct that is burdensome, harsh or wrongful
- But, something less will do: unfairly disregarding rights or unfairly being prejudicial
- If you actually do have oppressive conduct, it should be pleaded; but something less will do
But, shareholders are not entitled to just having their legal rights respected: actions in good faith by the majority shareholder in the
interests of the corporation may still be oppressive to the minority
- Shareholder interests are intertwined with shareholder expectations
- Shareholders could still sue if their personal interests are affected
You can’t just look at a USA and say “it is what it is”: if there is a reasonable expectation, it will have an impact, and if successful will
impact on remedy
The directors can’t just do what AC tells them to: they have to act in the best interests of AO
- If the nominees of AC don’t do what they want, then they will be pulled: but the court is not sympathetic to this
Note: As minority shareholders, Deluce could have good causes of action against a number of parties

BCE Redux
Re: Oppression action and remedy: what is oppressive or unfair conduct?
- Test for oppression
Facts: A group of purchasers (headed by Ontario Teachers Pension Plan) proposed a leveraged buy-out of all the shares of BCE Inc.
(Canada‟s largest telecommunications corporation).
- Bell Canada, a wholly owned subsidiary of BCE, to guarantee $30 billion of the debt BCE would incur to support the purchase.
- Bell’s debenture holders resist because, they contend, Bell’s increased liability would have the effect of downgrading the value of
their debentures (by 20%) while conferring a benefit on the shareholders by way of a premium (of 40%).
- This is potentially oppressive: before it could be implemented, the buy-out first had to be approved by the court as “fair and
reasonable” under s. 192 of the CBCA.
- Debenture holders bring an oppression action under CBCA (s. 241) and challenge the approval of the plan of arrangement under s.
192 as not being “fair and reasonable‟.
Issue: Have the debenture holders been oppressed by BCE?
Decision: No. The debenture holders cannot establish an oppression action under s. 241 of the CBCA. The debenture holders were
incorrect in what their reasonable expectation should have been. Every plan involved in bringing this deal to fruition required Bell taking
on additional liability for debt; this would have been the outcome no matter what
- Debenture holders said that there was a reasonable expectation that would retain the investment grade of the debentures, and that
the directors would consider their interests
- Court holds that the directors considered their interests, but they didn’t owe them any duty: therefore, reasonable expectations were
met
- The directors didn’t represent that they would go beyond legal requirements
Test for Oppression (433)
- One of the first things you have to do in any case is show that you are a complainant via s. 239(b)
- Includes shareholders, directors or officers, creditors (per s. 240 for a derivative action or 242 for an oppression action)
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- Also includes a “proper person”: any person who, in the discretion of the court, can be given status as a complainant
- Does the evidence support the reasonable expectation asserted by the claimant?
- Factors in determining whether a reasonable expectation exists include:
- General commercial practice, the nature of the corporation, the relationship between the parties, past practice, steps the
claimant could have taken to protect itself, representations and agreements, the fair resolution of conflicting interests between
corporate stakeholders
- Does the evidence support that the reasonable expectations was violated by conduct falling within the terms “oppression”, “unfair
prejudice” or “unfair disregard” of a relevant interest?
- You do not have to reach a standard of “burdensome, harsh, and wrongful”, but it helps
- Unfair prejudice and unfair disregard: these are less than straight up oppression
- CBCA has added these to the original common law concept
- Ex of unfair prejudice: a “squeeze out”, where a minority shareholder is being driven out of the company
- Another example: paying higher than market directors’ fees (per SCC, regardless of if they’re right)
- Is this oppression? Don’t directors owe a fiduciary duty to the corporation not to overpay themselves? How is this directly
harmful to the individual shareholders? Only impact is indirect reduction in share-value
- Note, BCCA in ICAN asked whether or not this is actually oppressive, or just derivative
- Ex) Unfair disregard: least serious - includes failing to deliver property belonging to the complainant, etc.
- Ex) Preferring some shareholders with management fees: good example of differential impact contributing to an oppression
action
- Could link this to the idea of being squeezed out
Oppression is an equitable remedy that seeks fairness: gives the court jurisdiction to enforce what is fair, not just what is legal
- You just need to show that they have a reasonable expectation: this is broad
- The goal is to look at “business realities”, not “narrow legalities”: a corporation is an entity which affects many different stakeholders,
who may have competing interests. All stakeholders are entitled to “fair treatment” based on reasonable expectations
- Such a claim is fact-specific: look at reasonable expectations in context and in regard to the relationships at play
432L: Origin of the idea that we aren’t just looking for legal rights; we’re looking for something that can be enforced
- Oppression supports the complainant’s reasonable expectations
Often, the complainant is alleging oppression against the corporation, but it might be instead on directors, other shareholders
Note: Directors owe a fiduciary duty only to the corporation (subject to the exception in Tongue). Stakeholders’ reasonable expectations
therefore are that the directors will act in the corporation’s best interest)

Re Ferguson and IMAX Systems Corp (1983, ONCA)
Re: Focus on fairness in the oppression action
Facts: First shareholders of IMAX were 3 couples. Mr. Ferguson is a holder of common shares with voting power, right to dividend. Mrs.
Ferguson is the applicant, holder of class “b” shares (non-voting), right to dividend under certain circumstances. The class B shares are
non-redeemable, meaning the shareholder can’t be forced to sell back to the company: the company can’t “call them back”
- The other 2 husbands hold common shares, and the other two wives hold class B shares
Mrs. Ferguson was a very important promoter, participated in the day-to-day, and brought expertise as a film editor
Fergusons get a divorce: Mr. Ferguson wants Mrs. to sell her shares and leave the company
- He had sufficient influence WRT other shareholders that he could pretty much get them to do whatever
- Mrs.’ employment is terminated. Mr. says it’s not in the interests of the company to have non-working shareholders: but the other two
wives were non-working shareholders
- Mr put pressure on the company to not issue dividends to anyone
- Thus, Mrs.’ income is effectively stopped: basically, squeezing her out of the company, trying to get her to sell shares
Culminating act of oppression was the move to redeem the class B shares:
- Want to make non-redeemable shares redeemable: fundamental change in the share structure per 173(e), so you need a class vote
(meaning all shareholders vote) per 176(4), and a special resolution
- Doing so through an amendment: 2/3 wives vote “yes” to the change
- Effect of proposed amendment to articles: company’s capital would be reorganized and company could redeem class B shares
On the one hand, this did follow legalities: but the oppression action is still available to the minority
Mrs. Ferguson is differentially impacted by this action
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- What is the differential impact? They’re all class B, they’re all now redeemable, so they are equal
- But, she is not married to a shareholder anymore: she does not have the income through her husband and his shares
Issue: Is there oppression?
Decision: The resolution is the culminating event of a series of oppressive actions
- She’s already behind because there was no declaration of dividends, so paying now doesn’t have much of an effect
Acts of oppression here: wrongful dismissal, failure to declare dividends, badly motivated amendments to the articles WRT shares
- At some level, each of these might be legal and acceptable: but, the court says that one needs to look at the relationship between
the parties, not strict legal principles
- Even though the amendment was done legally, a shareholder is entitled to their reasonable expectations: here, Mrs. F was entitled to
share in the growth of the corporation (based on the facts: work she did for the corp)
If the majority shareholders deliberately make a business decision that is intended to disadvantage a minority shareholder, then the
minority shareholder can sue for oppression
Note: This case is a high water mark
Note: Can you argue that this case is bad for corporate law?
- From corporate governance, this case limits the options for recourse to corporate in-fighting. In this case, they pursued legal
recourse, etc.
- If this is still available to be pursued via an oppression action, isn’t that bad for the corporation overall?
- Just because you’re a shareholder doesn’t mean that you always get to be a shareholder

Downtown Eatery (1993) Ltd v Ontario (2001) (2001, ONCA)
Re: Who can be a complainant and get an oppression remedy; Intention is not a requirement for oppression
Facts: Grad and Grosman are directors of Best Beaver (BB). Alouche is wrongfully dismissed by BB.
Before the action goes to trial , GG reorganize BB: it ceases to do business and dissolves. They take the assets of this corporation and
distribute it to their other companies.
- Wrongful dismissal trial begins, A is successful. A needs to execute on it: BB will not write them a cheque, so he goes to seize assets
- GG are saying that basically you can’t collect from them now: BB doesn’t exist
- Alouche sued by Downtown Eatery (owned by GG) after sheriffs seize money from BB that they purport belongs to them
Alouche counterclaims against GG, they are defendants in his counterclaim. Claim for oppression for the reorganization of BB
- This is a statement of claim
Issue: Should the trial decision be reversed?
Decision: Yes. There is oppression here. In causing a profitable company to go out of business and transferring assets, GG were
unfairly prejudicial or unfairly disregarded A’s interests.
First: is A a complainant as contemplated by s. 239?
- Yes, he is. He fits into the “any other person” category, and the court thus has discretion to give him standing
Court says the trial judge went wrong in assuming that the oppression remedy required conduct to be undertaken to be harmful: There
is no statutory requirement for an intention to harm
- You have to show reasonable expectation, and that those expectations were disappointed in a way that was oppressive, unfairly
prejudicial, etc.
In an oppression action, if it is provided that P has a reasonable expectation that a corporation’s affairs will be conducted with a view to
protecting his interest, the conduct complained of does not need to be undertaken with the intention of harming P in order to be
oppressive
- A has a reasonable expectation that the companies would pay out his interest
- When reorganizing, GG should have set aside some contingency plan in case A’s action was successful. They knew the
statement of claim had been filed and were served
- This takes the oppression analysis very, very far
Note: The oppression remedy asks us to look at what a court may second guess about a directors’ lawful actions
Note: This is another high water mark
Note: Consider the test from BCE: would likely lead to the same result
- While a degree of bad faith is likely the norm, it isn’t a requirement for oppression
- Employees who may become a claimant can have a reasonable expectation
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Shefskey v Cali Gold Mining (2016, ABCA)
Facts: Shefskey says he has reasonable expectations. First judge says that whatever expectations he had, they weren’t breached.
Decision: Appeal dismissed, complainants reasonable expectations were not disappointed
Court acknowledges BCE
Just bring your tort as a tort action
- But, if you can show that you have been victim of a tort, you can throw that in as proof of a pattern of oppression
- Oppression is not a replacement for other causes of action, but other causes of action can have a relationship to the oppression
matter
- Para 23: the business judgment rule has some application to the oppression action
- “The question is whether the expectation is reasonable having regard to the facts of the specific case, the relationships at issue,
and the entire context, including the fact that there may be conflicting claims and expectations”
- Para 29: challenge to BCE
- Cites BCE re: directors’ fees higher than the industry norm
- But recall that this might not be an actual oppression action
- SCC’s pronouncement of paying directors more as oppressive was just “included”
Our CA is not keen on having derivative actions dressed up as oppression:
- Para 40: oppression is a personal claim, requires a complainant to allege a personal interest that is alleged to have been violated
- You have to show how you are personally impacted
- Also cite Rea v Wildeboer in para 41: there are two actions (oppressive and derivative), and they are distinct
- If you have a derivative matter and dress it up as oppression, it probably won’t be useful in the eyes of the CA
Ratio: Opp vs Deriv are distinct, and the line must be drawn between them as such
Para 46: Any time your complaint is about the value of shares, you’re looking at a derivative action
- Your claim for loss of value for your shares belongs to the corporation
Two takeaways:
- CA relies on BCE and explains what it means
- Takes a traditional view that there is an important divide between oppression and derivative

Oppression Remedy or Derivative Action?
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Pappas v Acan Windows (1991, NFLDSC)
Re: Oppression or derivative? Strict/traditional approach
Facts: Acan Ltd. Majority shareholders are Han Yang Ltd and Octagon Inc. Effectively, Pardy et al (individual defendants) own 70% of
Acan because of their stakes in HY and O. Pardy is also a director of Acan. Pappas controls 30% of Acan through Academy Ltd and
another company, and is a director and creditor of Acan.
- Pardy et al allegedly arranged for Acan to acquire assets from them at inflated prices and otherwise appropriate corporate funds for
the benefit of other shareholders but to the detriment of both Acan and its minority shareholders (including Pappas) and creditors
- Pappas is complaining about this behaviour, arguing that it is oppressive: bringing it as an individual
- Pardy argues that this is actually derivative, should be tossed out
Issue: Is this an oppression or derivative action?
Decision: No matter how an action is framed, if relief is sought against a wrong alleged to be done to a corporation, it is derivative.
Derivative actions are where the damage has primarily been suffered by the corporation, and only incidentally by an associated party.
Oppression remedies are to compensate an associated party for losses that they suffer as a result of the unfair or egregious acts of the
corporation
- It is possible for a court to reward for both actions at the same time, and there can be overlap, however
Can the alleged act be said to be an act that supports an oppression claim?
- Based on the facts, the claims of misappropriation of corporate funds, allegations of deceit and fraudulent or negligent misrep,
allegations of conspiracy are not oppression claims: they are harms to the corporation, and thus derivative
- Note: Johnston decision - any breach of a USA cannot be oppressive, because a USA is a private agreement - it exists outside of
“carrying on the company’s business”
- This view has been overtaken: USAs are often viewed as reflecting the reasonable views of the shareholder - it is their articulation
about what their reasonable expectations are
Framework: D v O
- Who suffers the harm?
- Is the individual’s injury distinct from the corporation’s injury in that it does not occur simply because the corporate injury exists?
- Are you differentially impacted?
- To whom are the rights and duties owed?
Rule in Foss v Harbottle: two branches
- If there is a wrong done to the company, the assumption is that the matter belongs to the company to advance
- Whether or not there has been some kind of ratification doesn’t matter anymore (repealed by s. 243): the law is just the first part of
the rule now
- Used to be that ratification insulated corp from being sued
Sometimes (as in this case) there will be a core of your claim that you can pursue by oppression or derivative: there is a grey area
- Ex) Payment of excessive salaries to dominant shareholders who appoint themselves officers (breach of fiduciary duty): may
constitute a wrong to the corp, and also may have the specific goal of squeezing out minority shareholders - can be claimed in both
ways
If the oppression parts can be split from the oppression itself, they can be pulled out of the claim. Where it is not possible to separate
the claims, leave should be discontinued
Note: If you have something that is even remotely derivative, the other side will argue that it is derivative, and that you must get that
leave
- You should generally just argue that it is derivative to be safe in this case
Note: Case law is inconsistent based on facts, or the court’s approach to the question in that case

Malata Group (HK) Ltd v Jung (2008, ONCA)
Re: Representative of the loose or flexible approach
Facts: Main corp: Malata Canada. Malata Group is an 18% shareholder and is a creditor to MC. Jung and Chen are both directors and
shareholders of MC. Together, they own 41%. All three are parties to a USA.
- MG alleges misappropriation, breach of fiduciary duty, failure to act honestly, and oppression
- All generally injuries to the corporation
Issue: Is the action oppression or derivative?
Decision: Very relaxed distinction between O and D: there is no “bright line” distinguishing these types of cases, and there is sufficient
overlap between them that allows a corp to advance a claim under an oppression remedy in some cases
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- One of the reasons for this approach is that the corporation is closely held (few shareholders): there is “less reason” to require the
complainant to get leave of the court via a derivative action. Argue that the less shareholders, the less likely that there will be
frivolous lawsuits against the corp
- This is problematic: that’s not what the statute says; there’s not necessarily less “going on” in a small company; what about one
very time consuming frivolous lawsuit? Does that matter?
Note: Malata’s complaint is going by way of oppression against the directors: but there is a way of saying Malata has a differential
impact from other shareholders - if we can do this, then we can proceed by oppression with no problem
- Malata is also a major creditor: couldn’t you argue that the creditor is less likely to be paid out, and thus has a differential impact?
Note: This case goes big when it should have gone small, and a lot of it is contestable

Rea v Wildeboer (2015, ONCA)
Re: Oppression remedy vs derivative action
Facts: P is the co-founder, director, vice chair of Martinrea Ltd, manufacturer of auto parts. Defendant Jaekel is also a founder/director.
Wildeboer is a director and chair, and other defendants Rashid and Orlando are directors (together, Ds are “inside directors”)
- P complains in oppression that the inside directors misappropriated funds, and that the misappropriation prevented him and other
stakeholders from managing their interests, etc. Pleads this as oppression, despite the fact that it seems essentially derivative
(wrong seems to be against the corporation)
- Remedy sought is to have the funds returned to the corporation
Issue: Is this oppression, or derivative?
Decision: This case is derivative, and there is no overlap between derivative and oppression in it. Ultimately, you have to show that you
were differentially impacted by the act in question in order to successfully proceed solely on the oppression action
- Restatement of the traditional, firm approach to D v O
Distinguishes Malata and applies Hercules. These wrongs, as pleaded, are wrongs to the corporation, making them the basis for a
derivative action
- That means that there are still instances where the actions overlap: this just isn’t one of them
Discussion of overlap:
- Claims must be pursued as derivative where there is no personal element: they deal solely with corporate harms
- Jurisprudence is inconsistent, and there is overlap. But generally, cases where oppression has been allowed have to some extent
had some differential effect on the complainant (such as Malata)

1043325 Ontario Ltd v CSA Building Sciences Western Ltd (2016, BCCA)
Re: The modern, distinct nature of D vs O
Facts: Skene is founder of CSA. Skene met Jeck, employed J to work in CSA’s Vancouver office. Vancouver office was then
incorporated by S. Gave J 56% of shares, kept 44% for himself, which he transferred to his ON company.
- No shareholder agreement, no remuneration discussion
- J started forging S’s signature on engineering reports without S’s knowledge
- [Facts are not important here]
Decision: You have to show particular prejudice, damage beyond the diminution of value of his or her shares as a result of the
allegedly oppression conduct. Certain examples of oppression as cited in BCE should not be held to collapse the distinction between D
and O.
- Ultimately, the way forward is this: where a complainant complains of a wrong (usually breach of fiduciary duty) to the corporation, an
oppression action is unlikely to be appropriate unless they suffered some loss or damage “separate and distinct from” the indirect
effect of the wrong suffered by all shareholders generally
- A claimant in an oppression action “must show particular prejudice or damage beyond the diminution of value of their shares as a
result of the allegedly oppressive conduct”
References Malata and Rea and highlights the debate
- References Malata’s approach as “softening of the ‘particular loss’ requirement” in the oppression action
- References Rea as taking a more “rigorous” view, and expanding Malata on the basis that the misappropriation of funds affect “not
only the company… but the direct interests of the minority shareholder, a creditor of the company”
Note: Could be applied in AB too
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Wolfe v Shawcor Ltd (2016, ABQB)
Re: Where Alberta law falls: traditional approach
Facts: P and the company he is an officer/shareholder of allege against D: breach of confidentiality agreements, wrongful disclosure
and use of information, unlawful or intentional interference with economic relations, inducing breach of contract, breach of fiduciary
duty, unjust enrichment
Issue: Can P show personal loss, or just corporate loss?
Decision: On the pleadings, the complainants do not assert anything with a differential impact
- Stands again for the idea that you need a differential impact to proceed by way of oppression. Rejects Malata.

Scope of Remedy
Wilson v Alharayeri (2017)
Re: When is an order for a personal remedy [i.e. an individual has to pay] appropriate?
Facts: Allegation that W treated A unfairly. He played a key role in the board’s decision not to treat A’s shares differently: basically, A
was going to profit, and now he isn’t. Steps taken by the board to raise money, resulted in their being more shareholders, which led to a
dilution of value of shares overall.
- Lower court judges order a personal remedy against W
Decision: There is no universal formulation as to when a DO will be personally liable in oppression. The SCC endorses Budd, which
offers a two prong test: (a)The oppressive conduct must be “properly attributable to the director because he or she is implicated in the
oppression”, (b) the “imposition of personal liability [must] be fit in all the circumstances”.
- Think back to Downtown Eatery: GG were given a personal order against them, as they were part of the oppression, and gained
financially due to their conduct
Four general principles to approaching fitness under (b):
- 1. “The oppression remedy request must in itself be a fair way of dealing with the situation”. The SCC cites Markus Koehnen’s
identification of five situations where personal orders might be appropriate as providing some indicia of fairness (ie: Ds obtaining a
personal benefit; increasing control over the corp; breaching a personal duty as d; misusing a corporate power; where a remedy
against the corp would prejudice other security holders). Note too that “personal benefit and bad faith remain hallmarks of conduct
properly attracting personal liability”, but are not exclusive.
- You don’t have to have bad faith: think again to Downtown Eatery - GG didn’t intend to do anything wrong, but were still liable
- 2. Any order “should go no further than necessary to rectify the oppression”.
- 3. Any order should serve “only to vindicate the reasonable expectations” of the complainant(s).
- 4. A court “should consider the general corporate law context in exercising its remedial discretion”. Director liability should not be
ordered where other forms of relief “may be more fitting in in the circumstances”.
SCC agrees with the trial judge and finds liability:
- W had a lead role
- Dilution of shares argument: W benefitted from that
- Remedy is appropriate: it’s going “no further than we have to”, and is properly customized based on the facts and A’s reasonable
expectations

Naneff v Con-Crete (1993, ON)
Facts: A was the black sheep of the wealthy family who owned a number of successful companies. Parents don’t like who A is dating/
married. Parents fire him, remove him as officer/director of companies he was involved in, is excluded from daily management, etc.
Basically, shut him out
Issue: What are A’s reasonable expectations, and have they been disappointed in a way that is oppressive?
Trial Decision: He had reasonable expectations to hang on to his positions subject to performance problems.
- A asserted that he had an expectation that he would become co-owner on the death of his father
- Trial judge was very generous: granted him pretty much everything, came down on the parents for what they did
- Trial judge said that the highest bidder can takeover the companies: this means that the father stands to lose his companies because
of this
Appeal Decision: Yes there was oppression, but this is not the right remedy: the remedy that was given was more than A’s reasonable
expectation
- This is because A could never hope to get his hands on the company while his father was alive: beyond a reasonable expectation
The discretionary power to grant remedies is very broad, and must be exercised with some limits
- Must rectify oppressive conduct: you can’t exceed expectations
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- If it does not rectify, then it is not authorized
- Only protect person’s interests as shareholder, director, officer as such
- Court can’t go beyond protecting their interests
Solution: A’s shares are bought out at fair market value
- Trial judge says that this gives the oppressors what they want; appeal response is that the remedy can only rectify the oppression,
can’t exceed reasonable expectations
Note: The wrongful dismissal was part of the oppression despite being a breach of contract action. This is ok, because it shows the
pattern of oppression
Note: In a derivative action, it is often the case that you want an order against a director anyways. The above test likely can apply to a
derivative action, but because the case is so new, it has not been formally applied. But it does represent a common sense solution

Guest Lecture: Drew LaFond
Indigenous Businesses
Developing Successful Business Structures for and with Indigenous Communities
Practical Tips for Corporate-Commercial Law with First Nations Clients
INTRODUCTION TO INDIGENOUS ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
- The trend around the world has been for governments to get out of the business of doing business. Ventures and services which
were traditionally considered common government services (for example, communication services, transportation services, delivery
of mail, etc.) have become increasingly privatized.
- Benefits to this are things like efficiency, etc.
- Moving opposite this trend are Indigenous governments, as more and more Indigenous governments are investing in for profit
business ventures.
- This means that many different indigenous businesses are community owned, rather than privatized in the traditional sense: this
also derives from the fact that many of the benefits on reserves are collective in nature
- This increasing involvement is a reflection of a desire to, among other things, provide employment opportunities for members, find
new sources of cash flow, share in the wealth of natural resources often taken from traditional lands, and to access the capital
wealth of reserve and treaty settlements.
- “Economic Development” in the narrowest of terms, involves the creation and distribution of wealth within a particular society
- In the Indigenous context specifically, a 2007 study found that Indigenous groups characterized “economic development” as the
desire to:
- 1) regain control over traditional lands;
- 2) create, operate and invest wisely in businesses that are both global and profitable
- to ensure financial resources for education, social and cultural development;
- 3) develop economic self-sufficiency;
- 4) improve socio-economic status;
- 5) restore political autonomy;
- 6) preserve and strengthen culture; and
- 7) separate band administration from economic development.
- Economic development is tied to socioeconomic standing, etc.: thus, these concepts go back to the collective assumption in first
nations bands and communities
- Indigenous communities are uniquely challenged with the task of building wealth and strengthening Indigenous economies from a
position that is often described as “socially excluded, disadvantaged, highly politicized and historically framed within the context of
western colonization”.
- These things are not absent when dealing with indigenous groups in a corporate context
- Therefore, to thrive in the current capital climate and economic landscape that exists in Canada, Indigenous communities must
creatively engage the process of economic development using strategies that will allow them to create and operate businesses that
can compete in a global economy.
- TD Economics released a special report estimating the size of the Indigenous market in Canada to be $32 billion in combined
income across households, businesses and governments. For the most part, these assets are underutilizes
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Impediments to Indigenous Economic Development
- Historically, (and often through no fault of their own) Indigenous communities have faced unique impediments to economic
development.
- Studies suggest that the three common impediments to successful economic development by Indigenous communities are (note:
these are not unique to indigenous clients, but are heightened):
- 1. Potential for Politics to Interfere with Enterprise Operations
- The structure of many Indigenous governments allows elected officials access to the daily operations of Indigenous-owned
businesses: Chief and Council
- Always the potential for a clash between politics and business
- The short terms of elected office (prescribed by most Indigenous constitutions/bylaws) also politicizes most official decisionmaking, including with respect to business decisions, as Indigenous leaders understandably may act to preserve their elected
positions
- Siphoning resources, etc. are the exception, not the norm: but there is underfunding on reserves across the board
- As such, indigenous leaders are faced with the conflict of using assets for needs on the reserve
- This frequently makes business planning difficult, leads to instability in business management, and places extraordinary
burdens on Indigenous business enterprises to maintain stable growth and to find outside investment.
- As a result, successful Indigenous businesses often require some degree of insulation from Indigenous politics.
- 2. Uncertain and Risky Business Environment for Potential Investors
- You would do your due diligence before entering into business with anyone. But, there are unique issues when looking into
partnerships with indigenous groups
- The close association of Indigenous politics and business, combined with the unique legal status of Indigenous communities in
Canada (particularly with respect to taxes and the different applicable laws on reserve), increases risks to non-Indigenous
investors who consider partnering, investing in or conducting business with Indigenous entities.
- Things like exemptions to tax under the Indian Act (ss. 87, 89), the Income Tax Act, etc.
- The actual perceived political instability, possibility of opportunism on the part of band officials, and the difficulty of processing
disputes or claims against an Indigenous Nation or its members often discourages would-be investors, placing the Indigenous
entity at a disadvantage as compared to the competition with respect to capital and expertise that could enhance economic
development.
- Thus, you need to work to dispel these thoughts
- 3. Lack of Sufficient Indigenous Management Expertise
- Studies suggest that the economic and political dependence that many Indigenous communities were required to have on the
federal government (as a result of paternalistic legislation in Canada) has had the effect in some circumstances of
discouraging or limiting the development of managerial expertise and entrepreneurialism among Indigenous members.
- Furthermore, given that the primary source of capital for most Indigenous businesses is the Indigenous government itself, the
power to invigorate the economy rests almost entirely in the bands of the Indigenous government through its capacity to invest.
Indigenous officials then often oversee many management decisions as they attempt to closely monitor the use of those funds,
such that few Indigenous community members have traditionally had the opportunity to foster business management expertise.
- Therefore, lack of opportunity to foster managerial and business expertise/experience can be a barrier to successful economic
development.
- These impediments can (and must) be ameliorated or overcome for Indigenous communities to have successful, thriving economies.
How do you overcome this? Two areas to consider:
1. Governance Structure:
- Establishing the processes, roles, responsibilities of the key stakeholders in the Indigenous communities' economic development;
and
2. Business Organizational Structure:
- Creating the legal entities and relationships owned by the Indigenous communities to carry out its economic development
Indigenous Governance (Point 1):
- Harvard Study provides a good view of this point
- “Governance” is defined as “the art of steering societies and organizations, which involves interactions among structures, processes
and traditions that determine how power is exercised, how decisions are taken, and how citizens or other stakeholders have their
say” .
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- But, this isn’t as straightforward as its seems: there are a lot of issues with indigenous governance, specifically regarding

-

communally held assets
- Ex) First Nations Land Management Act: registered enforceable interests in reserve land. But, things like political divisions will
often seep into this
Like all governments and nations around the world, Indigenous bands and their leaders struggle to preserve and enhance their
political sovereignty, establish successful economies and ensure the well-being of their members/citizenry
Research shows that economically successful Indigenous communities are those that assert the right to govern themselves and
exercise that right effectively by building capable institutions of self-governance.
Therefore, unsurprisingly, good governance and successful economic development go hand-in-hand.

- Studies show that Indigenous bands that consider economic development to be “first and foremost a political challenge” are most
likely to be successful.

- If good governance and economic development are inextricably linked, the question is: what institutional attributes are most
conducive to economic development for Indigenous communities?
The Harvard Project on American Indian Economic Development finds the following 3 key attributes of good governance:
- 1) Separation of Politics from Business Management
- Politics need to be out of the process as much as possible
- As noted, one of the key impediments to successful Indigenous economic development is a lack of clear separation between the
Indigenous government and business administration.
- Clear separation of politics and business ensures that day-to-day business decisions are made by people with business expertise
to achieve sound business objectives, and not by politicians influenced by political considerations.
- Interestingly, the Harvard Project surveyed 125 Indigenous businesses on more than 30 reserves and found that enterprises that
were insulated from government interference were 4 times as likely to be profitable than those that were not.
- 2) Key Division of Roles and Responsibilities
- Most common held assets are oil and gas or agriculture. Money flows from the feds to the band. The problem is getting this
money into a private company
- Fill in
- 3) Transparency and Accountability
- The more politics you put into the system, the harder it will be to get things done, particularly for indigenous businesses: they
have to report back to the Minister of Indian Affairs
- Uphill battle created by the Indian Act, etc. But this does have issues in the business world
- Fill in
Overcoming Impediments: Effective Business Organizational Structures
Threshold Considerations
- Today, many Indigenous entities utilize the business organizational structures that have traditionally been used by non-Indigenous
business entities.
- Corps, LPs, joint ventures, sole proprietorships
- As such, the starting point is the same for indigenous businesses
- However, there are a few unique, threshold considerations when structuring businesses for Indigenous communities:
- 1. Exempt Income for Indigenous Employees
- Paragraph 81(1)(a) of the Income Tax Act (Canada) and paragraph 87(1)(b) of the Indian Act (Canada) exempt from taxation
the personal property of an Indian or an Indian band situated on a reserve.
- If there is any connection between personal property and the reserve, then it will be exempt from taxation (first bullet)
- This is an issue for companies that do business off reserve
- Courts have determined that, for the purposes of section 87 of the Indian Act, employment income is personal property.
- Williams v Canada ([1992] 1 SCR 877) set out factors to be used to determine the situs of employment income:
- The location or residence of the employer;
- The residence of the employee;
- The place where the employee is paid;
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- The nature and surrounding circumstances of the employment services, including the nature of the benefit that accrued to
the Reserve from it; and

- The location where the employment services were performed.
- CRA guidelines (slides)
- 2. Limitation of Liability
- 3. Tax efficiency
- 4. Purpose of Organizing
- Procurement Strategy for Aboriginal Businesses
- Slide
- Criteria is set by the feds: share structures and ownership can’t be played with at the outset
- Profit v. Non-Profit Activities
- First Nations businesses occupy all kinds of roles and goals
- Individual v. Nation-owned Businesses
Business Organizational Structures
- 1. Sole Proprietorships
- Ex) Moonstone Creation (Yvonne Jobin)
- 2. Joint ventures
- Seems to be used a lot loosely, so you have to be careful about whether or not someone is actually trying to enter into one
- Ex) Ermineskin Cree Nation
- Makes sense for a FN band to enter into a joint venture for oil and gas. If it weren’t for the tax advantages for FN income on
reserve, then corporations would probably be used more often
- For oil and gas ventures, this tax incentive can be used a lot
- 3. Corporations
- Corporations can’t take advantage of any of the tax incentives under the Indian Act or Income Tax Act since they are a separate
legal entity
- As such, it is often not advantageous to incorporate for tax purposes
- But, there are creative ways to get the limited liability and tax incentives
- Ex) Neyaskweyak Group of Companies Inc on Ermineskin Cree Nation
- 4. Limited partnership
- This is the best option for FN businesses: any income derived goes to the limited partner
- As such, income is paid to the FN, and is thus tax exempt
- This exemption is also held by municipal owned businesses and municipalities
- But, it is a bit more difficult to set up a LP: not as straightforward as incorporation
- First Nations can’t hold units or shares, so they usually appoint a chief or something to hold the units or shares in trust. Has to be
a person, so that’s how they get around that, by having a human hold it in trust for the FN.
- Note: stacked limited partnerships
- In a limited partnership, the limited partner and general partner have to be two separate entities. The LP can’t take part in the
management or control of the business. How do you separate these two things in a communally owned company?
- Typically, have a holdings limited partnership and second LP
- One central LP that will hold all the units (sub units handle their own businesses)
- As of now, this is still a fine way to do business
- Ex) Dit’onik’odza Limited Partnership Grey Eagle Resort and Casino
Can you use a trust?
- Management or holdings trust can be used
- Trustees are independent of the first nation, and have criteria to ensure that that happens
- The trustees will also be immune from removal by the chief/band for a set term
- Idea is that we want people who are independent of the band
- Chief and council are responsible for appointing, but there are ways around it
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Strategic Alliances Between Indigenous and Non-Indigenous Entities
- Basically, good faith relationships: we’re doing business in your territory, and we’ll give you certain benefits. But, you also have to
cooperate with us
- Real benefit is to set out a binding process of some kind: companies are often willing to commit themselves to engaging with the
band or nation before making a decision
- This process can be binding, and is a big benefit to indigenous communities
- Ex) Suncor Mikisew and Fort McKay First Nations
Incorporating Indigenous Culture and Traditions
Internally
- Via a corporate or business charter: corporate charter that binds everybody (kind of like a USA)
- Goes back to the earlier points about having good governance, defining roles and responsibilities, etc.
Externally
- Via impact and benefit agreements (IBAs): contracts that are used to create binding agreements between third parties and a
community as a whole

